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Abstract
The viability of lignocellulosic biomass as a feedstock for chemicals hinges on the
successful utilization of the lignin. Lignin, which comprises 15-30 wt% of biomass, is an
amorphous polymer composed of multiple phenolic monomers. Lignin polymerization
occurs through an uncontrolled radical coupling of monomers leading to an array of C-0
and C-C bonds in the polymer. As such, lignin is highly recalcitrant and is responsible for
the poor utilization of biomass. Many harsh thermochemical processes exist to extract
lignin, but typically result in the destruction and condensation of the lignin rendering it as
process waste. Alternative fractionation techniques focused on preserving lignin have
recently been developed. These methods utilize reduction catalysts to depolymerize and
stabilize reactive lignin fragments to produce stable phenols. This work focuses on the
design of flow reactors to understand this process, evaluate catalysts and elucidate how
structural changes in biomass impact lignin depolymerization and upgrading.
Our lignin conversion process operates by adding a heterogeneous reduction catalyst
with whole biomass, a solvent and a reducing agent. Two key steps were discovered in
the reductive conversion of lignin. First, lignin oligomers are liberated from the biomass
by solvolytic cleavage oflignin-carbohydrate bonds. Next, lignin oligomers are reductively
fragmented at the catalyst surface to produce stable phenolic compounds. Lignin
solvolysis and reduction were physically separated in a dual-bed flow-through reactor,
which allows for independent control of each step. Direct control of lignin solvolysis and
reduction allowed for limiting conditions to be isolated. Reduction limited conditions were
used to study catalyst activity and stability. Solvolysis limiting conditions were used to
probe how lignin structure influences product selectivity and yield. Additionally,
molybdenum-based catalysts were developed for the conversion of lignin-derived
phenols into aromatics. Gas phase reactions with n-propyl guaiacol demonstrated that
molybdenum polyoxometalates are effective catalysts to perform simultaneous alkylationhydrodeoxygenation to produce alkylated aromatics from phenolics. Finally, the dual-bed
reactor was used to combine reductive fractionation and deoxygenation chemistry to
directly convert lignin into aromatics over a molybdenum carbide catalyst. Overall, a
versatile reactor system was developed to facilitate fundamental studies to understand
biomass structure and catalyst performance.
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Chapter 1
An introduction to biomass and how I learned to
destroy it.
1.1 Motivation
Growing concern over global climate change and continued reliance on petroleum has
catalyzed increased demand for alternative sources to produce energy, fuels, chemicals,
and materials. An ever-increasing demand for energy has led to many innovations in the
production of energy such as solar, wind, hydroelectric and nuclear power as well as the
utilization of shale gas to produce electricity. Although these technologies aid in closing
the gap in the production of energy as desire to use petroleum and coal dwindles, the
production of fuels, chemicals and materials still poses a significant challenge.
Lignocellulose biomass has the potential to supplement these alternative energy sources
in creating a more sustainable way of life. Lignocellulosic biomass is a sustainable,
renewable, carbon-neutral, abundant feedstock to produce energy, fuels, chemical and
materials. Lignocellulosic biomass is the structural component on plants and can be
produced or salvaged from many different sources.
Biomass Availability: The three primary sources of biomass within the United States are
agricultural waste, energy crops and forest residues and waste.1 Agricultural waste is the
plant residue left on a field after a farmer has harvested a crop. The primary examples of
this are corn stocks and leafs known as corn stover and wheat residues after grain
harvesting. This source of biomass is highly coupled to food production because this is
the organic waste produced from food production. Additionally, since humans cannot
readily consume lignocellulosic biomass, it does not enter the food vs fuel debate as the
use of corn or sugar cane to produce bio-fuels. The base line production value for
agricultural waste produced in the United States in 2030 by the Department of Energy
was 265 million dry tons at $60 or less per ton. These numbers were estimated assuming
sustainable farming is performed where enough organic waste is left on the field to ensure
that proper nutrient levels and organic content in the soils is preserved and that erosion
10

is limited. Energy crops are non-edible plants grown for the sole purpose of producing
bio-fuels. As such, this type of production would directly compete with available
agricultural acreage. The choice then to grow energy crops will be dictated by the price
at which they can be sold relative to anything else that could be grown. Energy crops are
typically perennial plants such as switch grass and miscanthus, but can also could be
woody biomass such as poplar trees. About 400 million dry tons of this lignocellulosic
biomass is projected to be available in 2030 assuming similar sustainable production as
agricultural waste. Forest residue and waste is the smallest category of available biomass
with approximately 102 million tons of dry biomass. Forest residue and wood waste is
commercial wood waste from milling, logging residues and woodland removal residues.
Woodland removal residues contain biomass cleared from forests and surrounding areas
to reduce the chances of wildfires. In total, 767 million tons of biomass is projected to be
produced in 2030 in the United States for less than $60 per ton.
1.2 Biomass Structure and Composition
Biomass Structure: Lignocellulosic biomass comes in three varieties hardwood, softwood
and herbaceous. The designation between hardwood and softwood lies in the difference
in seeds produced from the plants. Hardwoods are angiosperms and produce seeds
borne in a fruit while softwoods are gymnosperms, which produce naked seeds.
Hardwoods are typically deciduous trees while softwoods coniferous trees. Herbaceous
biomass does not contain a woody stem. All types of biomass are composed of three
different components: cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin. These three polymeric
materials are the building blocks of the plant cell walls.

Interestingly, there is not a

considerable amount of protein mass or other organic structure ubiquitous to all life. The
reason why is best illustrated in trees where two different regions exist within the trunk of
a tree known as heartwood and sapwood. 4 The sapwood (cambium) contains living and
growing cells (meristems), which live on the outer most layer of the tree. 5-6The sapwood
is responsible for sap and water transport along the outer, living ring of the tree. The
internal portion consisting of most of the tree mass is the heartwood. The heartwood
consists of hollowed out cells and provides structural support for the growing tree.
Therefore, for the tree to continue to grow more heartwood must be formed to support the
11

1 .1

tree. As the tree continues to grow, it produces new cells from meristem cells, which are
then differentiated into structural cells, which ultimately results in the growth a robust cell
wall and the death of the cell. Therefore, most of the tree consisting of heartwood makes
the largest contributors to the plants overall dry weight being cell wall components.
Wood cells have an extensive cell wall structure constructed from cellulose, hemicellulose
and lignin. The secondary cell wall of a plant wall contains three different layers: S1, S2
andS3 (Figure 1.1 shows cell structure). 4 The innermost layer isS3, which is thin. The
outer most cell S1 is similar in construction toS3. The S2 layer occupies a large portion of
the cell wall, which can be several microns thick. All of the secondary cell wall layers are
constructed from the three polymeric building blocks. The primary difference between
these layers lies in the orientation of the cellulose microfibers within each layer. The
middle lamella is the space between adjacent wood cells and is filled almost exclusively
with lignin and a small amount of pectin (polysaccharide). Approximately 30% of the total
lignin in a plant is contained in the middle lamella with the rest being interwoven into the
secondary cell wall. 3 '7-8The lignin contained within the cell wall can be covalently bound
to hemicellulose through a variety of different linkages. 9-13

Middle lamella
Secondary cell wall layers
Lumen

Figure 1.1: Cell structure of wood.

Biomass composition: The breakdown of cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin can vary
between species of plants as well in different parts of the plant. The compositional
12

analysis of a variety of different types of biomass is shown in table 1.1.The most abundant
species in the cell wall of plants is cellulose. Cellulose is a polymer made from glucose
molecules connected by P-1,4 glycosidic ether bonds. 14-16This uniformity in monomer
and linkage type result in a consistent polymer chain, which can form semi-crystalline
cellulose fibers. 1 7-2 1 Hemicellulose is an additional polysaccharide located in the cell wall.
This polymer is constructed from a variety of different C5 (xylose and arabinose) and C6
sugars (glucose, galactose and mannose). 22-24 Hemicellulose polymers can vary in
content and composition between different plants. 25 A common hardwood hemicellulose
would contain a xylan backbone linked by 1-4 glycosydic bonds with a low degree of
polymerization. 2 6-2 7 The hemicellulose polymer is decorated with uronic acid and acetate
groups. 2 8 -2 9 Additionally, the

hemicellulose

polymer

contains approximately two

branching carbohydrate chains, which are short in length. The branching and
derivatization

of the carbohydrate chain

leads to an amorphous structure of

hemicellulose, which makes it susceptible to hydrolysis and degradation. 30 The third and
most complex building block of the cell wall is lignin. Lignin is an aromatic polymer linked
together from three building blocks: p-coumaryl alcohol (H), coniferyl alcohol (G) and
sinapyl alcohol (S) (Figure 1.2).31-32 Additionally, lignin can incorporate other aromatic
building blocks or attach other aromatic units to lignin as pendent groups. The most
3 3 34
notable are hydroxycinnamates, which are common in herbaceous biomass. -

Table 1.1: Compositional analysis of select biomass types
Biomass

Cellulose

Hemicellulose

Lignin

Acetyl

-

36.8

27.3

20.3

2.4

38-39

42.0

21.5

20.6

2.7

Corn stover40 -42

36.1

21.4

17.2

2.5

Poplar 4 l' 4 3 -4 4

46.3

23.8

26.1

3.4

Willow 45

37.0

27.0

29.0

Eucalyptus 4 6

45.3

15.7

26.9

2.7

Pine 4 6 -4 7

41.9

20.1

28.1

1.3

Switch grass
Miscanthus

3 5 37
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Figure 1.2: P-coumaryl alcohol (H), coniferyl alcohol (G) and sinapyl alcohol (S)
are the monolignols used for lignin synthesis. Coumaric and ferulic acid are
hydroxycinammates observed in herbaceous lignin.
Monolignols are produced from phenylalanine through a multistep enzymatic pathway in
the lumen of the cell. The monolignols are then transported out of the cell to be
polymerized in the cell wall. The actual mechanism for monolignols transport is currently
unknown, but the current hypothesis is monolignols are shuttled across the plasma
membrane by transporter proteins although this has not been conclusively shown. 48
Additionally, it is possible that monolignols can permeate the membrane leading to
unassisted transport. 4 9 Lignin polymerization occurs through the radical coupling of
monolignols. Radicals are generated from the oxidation of the phenolic hydroxyl group of
the monolignols by a peroxidase or laccase enzyme. Phenoxy radicals can be generated
on monoligonols or terminal positions of growing lignin chains. The polymerization is
believed to occur through two radicals combining. Therefore, this polymerization is
different from other common free radical polymerization, which contain a propagation
step. The conjugated

Tr

network of each monolignols gives rise to a variety of different

stable radicals through resonance (Figure 1.3).5053

p
is the p-

The radical can lie on phenolic OH at the 4 position, the 5 carbon, the 1 carbon or the
carbon. The most common linkage formed from radical condensation reactions

0-4 ether bond. All other radical condensation reactions produce C-C type linkages,
which are typically accompanied by rearrangement reactions. A common linkage
observed in softwood lignin is the P-5 linkage, which is a coupling from the 5 position of
one monolignols to the P position of another. This linkage can also form on a growing
chain where the terminal phenolic OH is oxidized and leading to coupling on the 5 position
14

of the polymer bound aromatic to the P position of the free monolignols. Additionally, this
linkage can only form when the monolignol has a free 5 position. As such, two sinapyl
alcohols cannot couple to form a P-5 linkage. Once coupled and the aromatic ring is
regenerated from a proton abstraction at the 5 position an intramolecular ring closure
reaction occurs. The free phenolic group will attack the a carbon of the quinone methide
to regenerate the second aromatic ring and form the phenyl coumaran structure. The P1 linkage can form at a terminal position of a growing lignin chain. The formation of this
linkage will either terminate a growing lignin chain and produce a P-1 dimer. Alternatively,
instead of eliminating lignin chain and forming the aldehyde the a hydroxyl on the lignin
chain can attack the quinone methide of the newly added ring generating a spirodienone
structure. Another common C-C linkage observed in lignin is the P-p dimer. The p-p dimer
can form from any free monolignols, but cannot form on a growing chain since few to no

P positions are open on a polymerized lignin chain or if a P position is open the phenolic
OH is coupled and a radical cannot be generated so coupling cannot occur (5-5). Once
the P-1 linkage is formed an intramolecular rearrangement occurs where the y hydroxyl
of each monolignols attacks the a carbon of the adjacent quinone methide to form a
resinol structure. Other minor linkages observed are the 5-5 and 5-0-4 linkages. 5-5
linkages likely form from a growing chain and a free monolignols leading to the 5-5
structure on addition of a p-0-4 to one of the free hydroxyls a dibenzyodioxocin ring can
be formed from the attack of the free phenolic OH position of the 5-5 linked monomers to
the a position of the quinone methide. This leads to an 8 membered ring constructed from
a P-0-4 and an a-O-4 bond. After this occurs, the free P on one of the 5-5 linked
monolignols can no longer polymerize since the phenolic OH is bound into an a-O-4 bond
and can no longer be oxidized. Lignin branching then can only occur both 5-5 monolignols
add monomers before the intramolecular ring closure can occur. Finally, the 5-0-4 is a
minor contributor to the total number of lignin linkages and offers the only linkage, which
guarantees branching of the polymer chain. The variety of linkages that can be formed
lead to the complexity of the lignin polymer as shown in Figure 1.4.
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Figure 1.4: Hypothetical lignin structure based on known lignin linkages.
1.3 Conversion of Biomass
Sugar Conversion: The conversion of lignocellulosic biomass to high value products has
typically been focused on the conversion of polysaccharides to materials or chemicals.
One of the most common material produced from lignocellulose is cellulose pulps used
is the paper industry. Glucose fermentation to ethanol has been widely studied and can
be applied to lignocellulosic biomass with the addition of enzymatically aided
depolymerization of cellulose and hemicellulose. 54 -57 The recalcitrance of biomass
towards enzymatic conversion of polysaccharides has been a long standing challenge.5 7
Biomass recalcitrance is correlated to the presence of lignin in the biomass and has thus
spurred a massive number of pretreatment steps to remove lignin from biomass. 58-61 The
aims of these pretreatments can vary significantly as some are designed to remove lignin
from biomass and can either preserve the holocellulose (cellulose and hemicellulose) or
look to also remove hemicellulose leaving only cellulose.
Lignin pretreatment: Pretreatments strategies also vary in the degree of lignin
preservation, isolation after extraction and upgrading of lignin derived products to high
18

value products. The removal and the subsequent depolymerization of lignin rely on
exploiting different linkages within and lignin. Much of the lignin within a plant is located
in the secondary cell wall and intimately mixed with hemicellulose. A variety of different
linkages between hemicellulose and lignin has been identified. Cleavage of these lignincarbohydrate complexes (LCC) are what give rise to lignin extraction (Figure 1.5). These
typically are ether or ester bonds between the polymers. The most common is an ether
linkage at the a position of a monolignols. Cleaving LCC will yield lignin oligomers, which
can be depolymerized by cleaving internal linkages within the polymer chain. The most
labile linkage in lignin is the p-0-4 ether linkage. Cleavage of these bonds can lead to
depolymerization of the lignin to form monomers and small olgiomers. The formation of a
monomer will occur when a

-0-4 bond exists on both ends of a repeat unit within the

polymer chain (both the phenolic OH and P position are each coupled by p-0-4 linkages
to two other repeat units. The presence of C-C linkages innate to lignin polymerization
will ultimately dictate the distribution of monomeric and oligomeric products that can
theoretically be produced from a depolymerization.
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Figure 1.5: common types of lignin-carbohyd rate complexes (LCC).

The most common and studied pretreatments are focused on extracting lignin and
producing an isolated lignin typically defined as a"technical" lignin. These techniques
look to cleave LCC with little regard to how internal lignin-lignin linkages are impacted or
preserved. Technical lignin is produced from alkaline or acidic extraction of biomass with
a variety of different organic solvents or water. Kraft lignin, sulfonate lignin, soda lignin
19

are notable technical lignins produced under alkaline conditions. Acidic extractions
typically employ an organic solvent with water to improve the solubility of lignin or acid
extractions can be performed in flow-through reactor to overcome lignin sparing solubility
in water. Solid lignin produced from these solvent mixtures are termed organosolv lignin
since they are soluble in organic solvents such as methanol ethanol or acetone. Lignin
precipitated from these processes has been widely studied to produce fuels and
chemicals from lignin. 62-63 Some lignin extraction methods look to preserve p-0-4 linkages
in the extracted lignin. These methods either use protecting groups to prevent p-0-4
cleavage or mild conditions that are selective for LCC cleavage, but not lignin
condensation. Oxidative or reductive chemistry is commonly applied to these extracted
lignins to depolymerize and ultimately upgrade lignin into high value products. These
attempts have a varying degree of success since extracting lignin from biomass changes
the structure and linkages found in the technical lignin. Extracted lignin, which looked to
preserve p-0-4 linkages typically, will produce high monomer yields and a more
depolymerized product. An alternative approach is to simultaneous extract and
depolymerize lignin using reductive or oxidative chemistry. These techniques typically
produce a tractable lignin product that can be further upgraded into fuels and chemicals,
but potentially can damage the holocellulose in the process. All Pretreatment methods for
fractionating lignocellulosic biomass have different tradeoffs when producing high value
products from biomass.
Alkaline pretreatments: The most widely used alkaline pretreatment method is the kraft
process, which is employed in the pulp and paper industry. Kraft pulping is a batch
process performed at 140-170°C where wood is treated with with an aqueous solution of
sodium hydroxide and sodium sulfide.5 3,63 The high pH from sodium hydroxide facilitates
lignin dissolution be improving lignin solubility in water by deprotonating free phenolic
hydroxyls. Alkaline conditions employed can facilitate p-0-4 cleavage through the
formation of epoxide intermediate. 64-6 5The cleavage of p-0-4 is accelerated upon the use
of sodium sulfide which produces hydrosulfide anions that act as strong nucleophiles to
cleave p-0-4 ethers. 66 The nucleophilic attack of the hydrogensulfide anion leads to sulfur
incorporation into the lignin. The epoxides are also susceptible to nucleophilic attack from
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the aromatic rings of the lignin itself, which can lead to the formation of C-C bonds and
the recondensation of the lignin. Additionally, the phenolate anion can also rearrange
eliminating the a hydroxyl in the lignin side chain to produce a quinone methide. The
quinone methide is also susceptible to nucleophilic attack and can potentially result in
lignin condensation when coupling of an aromatic ring occurs. The lignin output from this
process is known as black liquor and is typically burned at the site of production to offset
energy inputs to the kraft process. Acidification of the black liquor will also produce a solid
lignin product. Kraft lignin has a highly modified lignin structure and has a low p-0-4
content remaining in the lignin. 67 Additionally, the depolymerization of the lignin by p-0-4
cleavage results in low lignin monomer formation.
Other less prominent alkaline extractions are sulfite pulping, soda pulping and aqueous
alkaline pretreatment. Additionally, a variety of ammonia based pretreatments have been
developed. Sulfite pulping uses sulfite salts at elevated temperatures of 140-1700C in
water to extract lignin. 6 8 The sulfite salts will add to the lignin typically at the a position of
each lignin monomer. The resulting benzyl sulfonate is more soluble in water and
facilitates lignin extraction. The addition of the sulfite group leads to a high sulfur content
in lignin precipitated from sulfite pulping mixtures. The lignosulfantes produced are highly
condensed and contain very little P-0-4 linkages. Soda pulping and aqueous alkaline
pretreatment are very similar which use hydroxide to extract lignin from biomass. Soda
pulping additionally uses anthraquionone as a reducing agent to accelerate lignin
cleavage since base catalyzed reactions are slower in the absence of a strong
nucleophile (HS-). 69 Isolated lignin from soda pulping have low p-0-4 content and
contains no sulfur.7 0 Aqueous alkaline pretreatment does not use a reducing agent to aid
in lignin extraction and carbohydrate stabalization. Alkaline treatments when performed
on woody biomass typically result in a condensed lignin structure with low p-0-4 content
and low yields on monomeric products. Alternatively, when applied to herbaceous
biomass similar condensation occur from the lignin polymer, but monomers can be
isolated from the extraction. Hydroxycinnamates located as ester bound pendant groups
in the lignin can be easily isolated through saponification of the lignin. 71 -73 Ammonia
extractions have been employed to either alter the structure of cellulose 74 -75 toimprove
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enzymatic hydrolysis or to directly extract lignin. 7 6 The lignin isolated from ammonia
extraction typically has more P-O-4 bonds preserved than other alkaline treatments, but
does lead to some incorporation of nitrogen into the lignin structure.7 7
Organic solvent and acidic pretreatments: Dilute aqueous solutions of acid have also
been demonstrated to extract lignin through the cleavage of LCC. Additionally, the use of
acid leads to hydrolysis and solubilization of the hemicellulose fraction of biomass. The
cleavage of LCC releases lignin fragments, which then undergo acid catalyzed
rearrangement and condensation reactions. The reactivity of lignin under acidic
conditions arises from the a carbon in a lignin monomer. Acid catalyzed dehydration of
this position can lead to the formation of enol ethers. The enol ether can either form from
the deprotonation of a P carbon or from the scission of the P-y C-C bond to form
formaldehyde. The C3 enol ethers will undergo further rearrangement to Hibbert's
ketones. 78-80 Hibbert's ketones have been shown to then undergo condensation reactions
to form new C-C and a condensed lignin structure. The C2 enol ether generated from
decarbonylation can undergo hydrolysis followed by rearrangements to form a C2
aldehyde

product.

The

aldehyde

is

also

susceptible

to

condensation

and

repolymerization. 78 The condensations in aqueous acid lead to the lignin fragments
becoming insoluble and precipitating. Therefore, acidic aqueous extractions performed in
8
batch typically redistribute lignin on the surface of the biomass.

1-8 2

Flow-through

processes have been employed to remove the lignin the acid insoluble lignin fragments
from the biomass. This leads to effective separation of the three different primary
components of biomass with the cellulose as a solid, hemicellulose as dissolved sugars
and the lignin precipitated from the reactor effluent. Another variation of this method is
the flow-through hot water pretreatment, which uses hemicellulose bound acetate groups
to generate acid to perform the extraction. 83
The addition of organic solvents to the process can impart improved lignin solubility to the
process and significantly limit lignin redistribution and precipitation. The previous lignin
extraction methods looked to chemically modify lignin to improve its solubility its solubility
in aqueous systems. Organosolv techniques add varying amounts of organic solvents
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aqueous system that can contain acid co-catalysts to solubilize lignin fragments A variety
of solvents can be applied such as ethers (dioxane4 and tetrahydrofuran8 5 ), lactones (yvalerolactone) 8 , polyols (ethylene glycol8 7 and glycerol 8), ketones (acetone)89 and
alcohols (methanol and ethanol) 90. The wide range of extraction conditions are applied
in these extraction ranging from organic heavy mixtures to aqueous heavy extraction
mixture and reaction temperatures from 100-220°C. The amount of lignin that is extracted
is correlated to the severity of the conditions utilized to extract the lignin. The severity of
the extraction conditions will also influence the amount of p-0-4 cleavage and the
subsequent amount of lignin condensation. The organic solvent used in the extraction
can also alter the amount of lignin condensation. As such, small alcohols can prevent the
formation of unstable intermediates by adding to the a carbon of a lignin monomer after
a dehydration has occurred. Capping of the a carbon can slow down the rate of lignin
condensation, but will not create a truly stable lignin extract. Building on this partial
stabilization imparted by alcohol addition, additives have been added to directly block the
formation of enol ethers or intercept other reactive intermediates.
Shuai et al. used formaldehyde as a stabilization agent in an acidic organosolv process
to completely suppress P-0-4 cleavage and therefore lignin condensation. 91 The
formaldehyde reacts with the a and y hydroxyl groups on the lignin side chain creating a
dioxane ring and completely capping the a hydroxyl. Therefore, a hydroxyl cannot
dehydrate during acidic extraction and form enol ethers, which lead to p-0-4 cleavage
and lignin condensation. High lignin extraction with little structural modifications to the
extracted lignin can be achieved with this stabilization method, but it does require super
stoichiometric additions of formaldehyde. Additionally, other aldehydes can be used as a
lignin protecting group, but do show some lignin condensation implying that some lignin
strands may be inaccessible due to sterics. 92 A similar approach was utilized by Deuss et
al. where ethyl glycol was used to intercept aldehydes and ketones generated from the
acidic extraction of lignin. 84

Yields and quality of technical lignin: A variety of different lignin extraction techniques
have been presented in the previous sections. The reagents and severity of the extraction
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can lead to many different properties in the resulting technical lignin. These differences
are important then in the subsequent depolymerization and upgrading of the technical
lignin. Alterations in the lignin structure will influence how reactive a lignin is and influence
the maximum monomer yield that can be obtained from that lignin. Additionally, the total
mass balance for biomass conversion must be considered as lignin extraction can vary
greatly from an orgaonosolv process. Sannigrahi et al. performed an organosolv process
on pine wood with a 65% ethanol/water solution at 170°C for 1 h with 1.1 wt% sulfuric
acid added as a co-catalyst.93 In this study, 50% of the lignin was extracted from the
biomass. The lignin was then precipitated to yield a solid technical lignin. The yield from
this precipitation was 27 % based on the initial lignin amount in the pine wood. Huijgen et
al. performed a similar organosolv process with willow and straw as biomass sources. In
these studies, 55% EtOH/water was used at 1900C for 3 h with and without co-catalysts
(HC, H2SO4 or MgCl2). 9 4 In the absence of catalysts, 39.6 and 31.2 % of the lignin was
%

extracted from willow and straw, respectively. The lignin extraction improved to 59

(0.05 M HCI) and 74 % (0.05 M H2SO4)when acid co-catalysts were employed for willow
wood and whet straw, respectively. Additionally, at the high acid loadings where the best
lignin extraction was obtained glucan hydrolysis also occurred. These studies clearly
illustrate that there are many differences in organosolv treatments, which will give rise to
varying yields of solid technical lignins. The high temperatures and strong acids in these
studies likely lead to p-O-4

bond cleavage

and lignin

condensation,

but no

characterization of the lignin was performed since these studies focused on producing
glucan pulps. Lancefield et al. performed a series of organosolv experiments with the aim
of analyzing structural changes in the lignin generated from these pretreatments. 90 Beech
wood walnut shells and douglas fir wood were extracted at low temperatures in 95%
alcohols/ water mixture. The specific conditions of the extraction are as follows: EtOH
(reflux and 110°C) and butanol (reflux) with HCI (0.2 M) for 6 h. Lignin extracted from the
wood ranged from 4-21% (butanol reflux was the best) and 6-32% of the lignin was
extracted from a walnut shell (butanol reflux was the best). The lignin was then analyzed
by heteronuclear quantum coherence spectroscopy (HSQC-NMR) to measure the
relative amount of p-0-4 linkages in the extracted lignin. The p-0-4 content of the
extracted lignin ranged from 40-60 % of lignin linkages. The preservation of the p-0-4
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bonds is attributed to the protection of the a carbon by alkyoxylation to prevent enol
formation, which leads to bond cleavage and repolymerization. Additionally, a harsher
organosolv process was compared where lignin was extracted between 160-200°C in
EtOH/water with H2SO4 (noted as a proprietary method). The technical lignin showed a
considerably lower p-0-4 content of 17 %.

Illustrating a tradeoff in the efficiency of lignin

extraction and lignin preservation. The comparison of many technical lignins was
performed by constant et al where kraft, soda, alcell (commercial organosolv) and three
EtOH/water organosolvs (poplar, wheat straw and pine). 95 HSQC-NMR was performed
for all samples and found all technical lignin to contain very few p-O-4 linkages (0-6 %).
A small number of examples illustrate that extraction conditions play a major role in the
yields and quality of a technical lignin. Careful analysis of the characteristic of a technical
lignin must be performed to understand its reactivity. Understanding of how it is generated
is important in understanding what fraction of the total lignin from the untreated biomass
is actually represented in the technical lignin.
Depolymerization of technical lignin: The depolymerization of technical lignin is highly
dependent on how the lignin structure was altered in the extraction process. Most
methods to depolymerize lignin all focus on the cleavage of P-0-4 bonds. Oxidative and
reductive chemistry has been demonstrated to cleave P-0-4 bonds. Oxidations will not
be discussed as the work presented in this thesis is reductive in nature. Reviews on
oxidative cleavage of p-0-4 and lignin conversion discuss this topic in more detail. 96 Many
homogenous catalysts have been developed and study with model compounds.
Reductive chemistry occurs through a hydrogenolysis step of the p-0-4 bond using a
redox active catalyst and a reducing agent. Model compound studies have been
performed to demonstrate this chemistry. Sergeev et al. using a Ni(COD)2 catalyst to
model aryl ethers. 9 7

9

heterogeneous Ni/SiO2 catalysts were used by He et al. and

demonstrated to cleave model aryl ethers in water with hydrogen gas. The catalyst
showed a high selectivity for aromatic ring hydrogenation of the phenols produced in the
reaction. 99 Similar model compounds were hydrogenated by Wang et al. in a range of
solvents. The highest conversion was obtained in heptane, but showed complete ring
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hydrogenation. Alternatively, low conversion was obtained in methanol, but a low amount
of ring hydrogenation was observed. P-0-4 model compounds which contain the a and y
hydroxyl groups were also studied. Parsell et al. showed a PdZn heterogeneous catalyst
could cleave P-0-4 linkages and deoxygenate the a and y hydroxyl groups. 100 Galkin et
al demonstrated similar conversion of the same model compound with Pd/C using formic
acid as the hydrogen source. 101 hydroprocessing of technical lignin has been performed
on many different extracted lignins from a wide range of lignocellulosic biomass sources.
Additionally, a wide range of catalysts have been applied from noble metals (Pd, Pt, Ru
and Rh), transition metals (Ni, Raney Ni and Cu catalysts) and co-catalysts such as
homogenous and heterogeneous Bronsted and Lewis acids. 6

2, 102-103Hydroprocessing

is

typically performed in water, alcohols, alkanes or water/alcohol mixtures. When alcohols
are used as solvent, phenols reminiscent of the monolignols are produced. When nonpolar solvents are used hydrocarbons are generated especially when Bronsted acid cocatalysts are employed. 104 1Bouxin et al. performed hydrogenolysis of four different types
of extracted lignin: soda wheat straw, ammonia fiber expansion (AFEX) wheat straw,
organosolv poplar and ammonia treated poplar. 1 05 In this study, the p-0-4 content was
measured with HSQC-NMR and thioacidolysis (analytical technique to measure p-0-4
content and S/G ratio). Thioacidolysis always predicted less P-0-4 linkages in the
technical lignin, but showed the same trend as HSQC-NMR with the p-0-4 content in
decreasing order: ammonia poplar, AFEX wheat straw, organosolv poplar and soda
wheat straw. When depolymerized at 3000C, 20 bar ofH2with Pt/alumina, ammonia
poplar produced the highest monomer yield of 14 wt%. The monomer yield was found to
trend directly with the p-0-4 content in the technical lignin with soda wheat straw having
the lowest yield of 5.74 wt%. Monomer yields of 10-20 wt% based on the loading of a
technical lignin, which can range anywhere form 20-100% of the lignin contained in the
6
untreated biomass, are commonly observed. 2,102-103

High yields from extracted lignin have been reported such as a study performed by
luterbacher et al. on y-valerolactone extracted lignin. 86 Corn stover was extracted with
sulfuric acid in an 80% y-valerolactone/water system where 75% of the lignin was
extracted and precipitated with C02. The lignin was subjected to two different
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hydroprocessing steps, first a mild reduction at 1500C in tetrahydrofuran with a
phosphoric acid co-catalyst. A monomer yield of -20 wt% was achieved, a second
hydrogenolysis step was performed by swapping the tetrahydrofuran for heptane and
performing the reduction at 2500C. The overall yield increased to 42 wt% monomer yield
(when a co-feed of methanol was used) with the primary products being produced where
propanoic cyclohexane derivatives. These are derived from coumaric and ferulic acid,
which exist in high quantities in corn stover as ester linked groups.
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Therefore,

preservation of P-0-4 linkages may not be the criteria for the production of monomers
from technical lignin. In this case, the extraction process in water and acid preserved the
ester linkages of the hydroxycinnamtes in corn stover. High monomer yields from
technical lignin from woody biomass have been obtained through the use of stabilizing
agents to preserve p-0-4 bonds. Shuai et al. achieved monomer yields of 78 wt% from a
genetically modified poplar (98% syringyl, 90% p-0-4 content) 106 protected with
formaldehyde. 91 72% of the original lignin was extracted with HCI and formaldehyde in a
dioxane/water system at 85-100°C. The formaldehyde forms a protect dioxane ring at the
a and y hydroxyl to prevent acid catalyzed degradation of the lignin. Therefore, the
technical lignin was shown to have near complete retention of p-0-4 linkages, which upon
hydroprocessing resulted in complete conversion of the p-0-4 linkages and dioxane
protecting groups to propyl syringol at 2500C in methanol with Ru/C and 40 bar H2. Lignin
protection offers a robust way to produce monomer yields, but does rely on super
stoichiometric consumption of the protecting reagent. Overall, utilization of lignin is
directly dependent extraction efficiency from biomass while preserving labile p-0-4
bonds. Protecting groups have been demonstrated as the most effective way to preserve
1-0-4, but directly quenching reactive intermediates offers an alternative pathway to
chemicals from lignin.

Reductive catalytic fractionation (RCF): Lignin conversion strategies, which look to
simultaneously extract and depolymerize lignin, have begun to gain traction. RCF is an
active stabilization method that quenches unstable intermediates produced from the
extraction of lignin such as Hibbert's ketones or p-0-4 enol ethers. In this type of lignin
conversion method, whole lignocellulosic biomass loaded with a catalyst/reagent aimed
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at stabilizing reactive lignin intermediates. Previously, this was discussed with ethylene
glycol functioning as a protecting group to covert ketones and aldehydes generated from
acid catalyzed p-0-4 cleavage into stable acetals.84 This can work to prevent
recondensation, but the mode of stabilization occurs through an equilibrium so some
condensation could occur. RCF instead uses a reduction catalyst to selectively reduce
these reactive intermediates to irreversibly produce stable monomeric species. A variety
of studies have been performed to understand how solvents, reaction conditions and
catalyst type can impact monomer yields and selectivity. Additionally, since whole
biomass is used for RCF, assessing the fate of carbohydrates and quality of residuals
solids post lignin conversion has been done.
RCF is a method to both extract and depolymerize lignin from whole biomass and is often
referred to as a "lignin first" strategy for biomass conversion. The primary metrics to gauge
the efficiency of an RCF process are the lignin extraction efficiency and the monomer
yield. The amount of lignin extracted from an RCF process is typically quantified using a
dichloromethane oil yield. The lignin oil is produced by removing the RCF solvent by
vacuum evaporation or distillation, which yields a crude lignin oil. The oil may contain a
host of sugars and other products produced from the extraction based on the solvent
system and reaction conditions used. Dichloromethane/water extractions are performed
to remove any sugars or aqueous soluble products produced from RCF. The solvent is
then removed yield the total amount of lignin extracted from the biomass (extractive free).
Alternatively, klason lignin quantification can be performed on the residual solids from
RCF. This will inform as to how much lignin was removed as well as allows for a mass
balance of the carbohydrates in the process. The lignin oil will then consist of monomers
and oligomers from RCF of biomass. Monomers are produced when a p-0-4 bond can
be cleaved on either side of a monolignol in a polymer chain. Oligomers are naturally
present in lignin due to C-C bonds formed during the initial radical polymerization.
Additionally, condensation reaction can form oligomers from lignin although RCF is
designed to prevent this through reductive stabilization. Reductive cleavage of a p-0-4
bond can lead to 2 groups of products, which stem from the syringyl (S) and guaiacyl (G)
type monolignols used in the original polymerization (Figure 1.6). The most reduced
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monomers are propyl guaiacol and propyl syringol. The other products produced are
propenyl and y-hydroxyl substituted versions of propyl guaiacol and propyl syringol.
Hydrogenation and hydroxygenation reaction, which are facilitated by the redox metal
catalyst lead to the conversion of this other products to propyl guaiacol and propyl
syringol. Additionally, some co-catalysts and solvent system can lead to dealkylation or
further modification of the side chains of guaiacyl and syringyl. The lignin monomer yields
are typically normalized by the initial lignin content (klason extraction) of the biomass.
This will always underestimate the yield since some of the original lignin weight was lost
as water due to deoxygenation reactions. Therefore, sometimes lignin yields are reported
in C-mol% to appropriately account for the loss of oxygen. 1 07 With consistent
normalization of process parameters and reaction metrics defined, different conditions
and catalyst can be evaluated and compared.
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Figure 1.6: Reaction scheme for P-0-4 bond cleavage and the different produces that can
be produced from hydrogenolysis, hydrogenation and hydrodeoxygenation reactions.
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RCF when compared to alternative lignin extraction technique is a modified organosolv
process. Therefore, similar factors for lignin extraction and carbohydrate retention from
organosolv are important for RCF. The degree of lignin extraction from the biomass has
been shown to be highly dependent on the solvent properties and the extraction
temperature. Schutyser et al. performed RCF on milled birch wood on a variety of different
pure solvents at 200°C with Pd/C as a reduction catalyst. 1 0 8 A clear trend in solvent
properties was obtained in terms of lignin extraction and monomer yields. Water was the
most effective solvent with a monomer yield of -42% and a total lignin extraction of 75%
(based on klason lignin). Methanol and ethylene glycol produced similar monomer yields
of 28 wt% with about 50 wt% of the lignin being extracted. Ethanol, 2-propanol and 1butanol showed decreasing monomer and extraction yields with increasing number of
carbons in the solvent. Polar aprotic solvent (dioxane and tetrahydrofuran) showed
monomer yields below 10 wt% and lignin extraction values of 20 wt%. Hexane a nonpolar solvent, showed the worst performance with under 10 wt% of lignin extracted. In a
follow up study, Renders et al.

investigated water/alcohol solvent mixtures. 109

Methanol/water systems showed improved lignin extraction and monomer yields at 30-70
vol% water in methanol with 80% of lignin extracted with a monomer yield of 40 wt% with
poplar wood. The monomer yield of poplar with pure methanol was 23 wt% and 30 wt%
with pure water at 2000C and 3 h with a Pd/C catalyst. Ethanol/water systems showed
similar performance to methanol/water. Pure solvent was shown to selectively extract a
moderate amount of lignin (-50 wt%) and produce a residual solid composed of the
remaining lignin and holocellulose. The addition water improved lignin extract (80%) and
facilitated in the dissolution of hemicellulose resulting in a residual solid of primarily
cellulose. Acid co-catalyst can also improve lignin extraction. Yan et al. used phosphoric
acid as a co-catalyst in a 1:1 dioxane/water system with a Pt/C catalyst with birch wood
to improve monomer yields from 41.7 wt% to 46.4 wt% upon the addition of phosphoric
acid. 110 The difference becomes more striking when comparing a pure solvent. Renders
et al. achieved a monomer yield of 25 wt% (55% lignin extraction) from poplar wood with
pure methanol at 200°C for 3 h with Pd/C.1 1 Addition of phosphoric acid improved the
yield to 42 wt% (97% lignin extraction), while showing about 75% hemicellulose
dissolution. The generation of free sugars lead to methoxy derivatization of sugars as well
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as acid catalyzed dehydration and polymerization to form humins.

2

The addition of

sodium hydroxide also promoted delignification to 80%, but lower monomer yields of 22
wt% were obtained. Base also altered the observed monomer distribution to produce
some ethyl substituted syringyls and gauaicyls. Huang et al. demonstrated metal triflates
catalysts to also improve delignification with woody biomass.1

3

RCF of birch wood at

1800C with Pd/C for 2h lead to a delignification of 32 wt% and a monomer yield of 15 wt%.
Addition of Al(Ill)-triflate improved lignin extraction to 81% and resulted in a monomer
yield of 45 wt%. As with Bronsted acids, Lewis acid also promote hemicellulose
dissolution and methylation of free sugars in methanol as well as polymerizations.
Unsurprisingly, improving the cleavage of LCC with co-catalyst also improves the
cleavage of carbohydrate-carbohydrate linkages since these bonds share many
similarities. Many different solvent systems and co-catalyst have been demonstrated to
accelerate and enhance the cleavage of LCC leading to improved delignification. Chapter
2 discusses the extraction of corn stover lignin and identifies tradeoffs in cellulose,
hemicellulose retention and delignification.
The utilization and quality of carbohydrate pulps from RCF have been found to be of
higher quality than similar organosolv processes. Ferrini et al. investigated the difference
between RCF (CUB - Catalytic Upstream Biorefining) and organosolv pulps.

14

RCF

performed on poplar with isopropanol/water (7/3) with raney nickel was performed for 3 h
at temperatures ranging from 160-220°C and compared to organosolv produced under
identical conditions and in the absence of catalyst. Higher delignification was observed at
higher temperatures 87% with RCF and only 77% with organosolv. The crystallinity of the
carbohydrate pulps were similar with 74% and 71% as measured by x-ray diffraction for
RCF and organosolv, respectively. The degree of polymerization of the cellulose was
lower for the organosolv pulp in comparison to the RCF pulp. Finally, carbohydrate
utilization was compared by depolymerizing the cellulose by enzymatic hydrolysis. The
pulp from RCF achieved 90% yields of glucose after 75 h while at the same time only
75% yield of glucose was obtained for the organosolv pulp. The improvement in the
quality of the pulp RCF pulp was attributed to the catalyst performing two key reactions:
lignin depolymerization and acid decomposition. The reduction catalyst aids in the
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conversion of lignin into stable monomers and small oligomers. Extracted lignin that has
not been reduced to quench reactive intermediates is prone to repolymerization.
Condensed lignin fragments can deposit on the cellulose fiber and inhibit cellulase
activity. Acid produced from the hydrolysis of acetate groups on hemicellulose was found
to decrease the pH of the organosolv liquor leading to cellulose solubilization. The
hydrogenation catalysts were found to decompose this acid leading to less cellulose
conversion. 11 5 In chapter 3, flow-through RCF was compared with batch RCF. Poplar
pulps from flow-through RCF were found to be more susceptible to enzymatic hydrolysis
than those produced for batch RCF. Flow-through extraction of lignin likely leads to less
deposition of lignin on the surface of cellulose fibers. Carbohydrates from RCF have also
been converted to other chemicals such as furans in a depolymerization/upgrading
process. Luo et al. produced carbohydrate residues with RCF from miscanthus with Ni/C
in methanol at 2250 C for 12 h. 116 The carbohydrate residues were then converted into
levulinic

aicd

and

furfural

with

an

iron(Ill)chloride

catalyst

at

2000 C

in

water/methyltetrahydrofuran for 1.5 h in a microwave reactor. A 70% and 54% yield of
levulinic acid and furfural were obtained, respectively. Quality pulps can be produced from
RCF warranting the idea to convert lignin first.
The choice in reduction catalyst for RCF can alter the distribution of lignin monomers or
utilize different hydrogen donors to perform reductions. Many different redox catalysts
have been used in RCF such noble metal catalysts (Pd, Ru, Rh or Pt) and transition
metals (Ni, Raney Ni or Cu). All of the catalysts are capable of performing reductions with
hydrogen gas as the reducing agent. Typical batch RCF experiments are performed with
10-40 bar of hydrogen gas, which can make the pressure of the system at temperature
between 60-140 bar. Alternative hydrogen sources have been utilized with some
catalysts. Ferrini et al. performed hydrogen transfer reactions with Raney Ni and
isopropanol to reduce lignin. 117 This allows for lower overall reaction pressures because
hydrogen gas does not need to be used. The acetone produced from the hydrogen
transfer reaction can be regenerated with low pressure hydrogen. Pd/C can utilizes formic
acid as a hydrogen source. 118 Kumaniaev et al demonstrated that Pd/C could also
perform

hydrogen transfer reactions from hemicellulose to reduce lignin. 119 The
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degradation of the sugars produced a wide range of different products. Song et al. utilized
Ni/C catalysts in N2 toperform RCF reactions of birch wood in methanol. 120 These results
were later contested by Klein et al. in a follow up study. 1 2 1 Depending on the catalyst
choice alternative hydrogen source for RCF are

The activity of catalyst has varied greatly within the literature. Yan et al. compared Pt, Rh,
Pd and Ru catalysts supported on carbon in water at 200°C with 4 g of birch wood to 0.3
g of 5% catalyst on carbon.1 10 Pt was found to be the most active catalyst producing a
monomer yield of 33.6 wt% with a decreasing yield found for Pd (25.5 wt%), Rh (19.7
wt%) and Ru (4.6 wt%). Huang et al. and performed identically (48 wt% monomer yield)
in the RCF of apple wood investigated Ru/C and Ru/SiC (silicon carbide). 1 2 2 In these
studies, 10 g of apple wood lignin with 1.5 g of catalyst in methanol at 2500 C. Ru/C and
Ni/C (5% loading, 0.1 g catalyst) produce identical monomers when studied with corn
stover (1 g) at 200 and 2500 C in methanol as discussed in chapter 2. Ni/C shows a similar
selectivity to Ru/C favoring the deoxygenation of the y-hydroxyl groups. Studies
performed by Van den Bosch et al. showed monomer yields of 48 and 49 C-mol% for
Ru/C and Pd/C when 2 g of birch wood were reacted with 0.2 g of 5 wt% catalyst on
carbon in methanol at 250°C. 123 The catalysts do show a distinct difference in selectivity
of y-hydroxyl hydrodeoxygenation. Ru/C shows a 75% selectivity for y-hydroxyl
hydrodeoxygenation to form propyl guaiacol and propyl syringol. A selectivity of 4% was
observed for Pd/C. Klein et al. demonstrated the addition of co-catalysts can shift the
selectivity of Pd/C towards hydrodeoxygenation. 124 Zinc acetate can bind to the a and y
hydroxyl groups of the lignin side chain forming a zinc complex. The y-hydroxyl group is
eliminated when the Pd/C catalyst cleaves the p-0-4 bond. Few differences are truly
observed between different reduction catalysts in RCF.

The spread of monomer yields and performance of different catalysts is due to the
mechanism in which RCF occurs. RCF occurs through two sequential steps: lignin
solvolysis and lignin reduction (Figure 1.7). Lignin solvolysis is the physical extraction of
the lignin from the biomass and is controlled by the rate at which LCC are cleaved and
the solubility of lignin in solution. The lignin fragments then must diffuse out of the biomass
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into the bulk solution. Nothing within the solvolysis step of RCF requires a reduction
catalyst. The catalyst is important in the reduction step. The lignin fragments produced
from solvolysis are susceptible to homogenous decomposition pathway such a
dehydration reactions to form ketones and aldehydes. The reduction catalyst then acts to
stabilize reactive functional groups as well as cleave remaining p-0-4 bonds within the
lignin fragments produced from solvolysis. These steps can be made rate limiting in the
RCF process, which can lead to the large spread of data produced in the RCF field. The
role of the catalyst in RCF and separating solvolysis and lignin reduction are discussed
in chapters 3 and 4, respectively.
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Figure 1.7: Schematic representation of the solvolytic extraction of lignin fragments from
solid biomass and the reductive cleavage of lignin bonds to form monomeric and
oligomeric products over a redox active catalyst.
Creating usefulproducts from lignin monomers: The first step to utilizing lignin monomers
from RCF is separating the monomers from lignin oligomers and other products produced
from RCF. One strategy is an extraction developed by Van den Bosch et al. where lignin
oils is extracted in hexane.1 07 The lignin monomers and non-polar oligomers will
preferentially dissolve in the hexane. The lignin monomers due to their high oxygen
content have a low vapor pressure making distillation challenging. Koelewijn et al.
modeled the distillation and found it feasible, but only profitable when producing products
worth $85-95 per ton. 125 Propyl guaiacol and propyl syringol from RCF have found direct
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applications to high value products. Koelewijn et al. in the same work looking at distillation
made bisphenol replacement from propyl syringol. In this study, two syringols were
coupled with formaldehyde producing the bisphenol. The bio-derived bisphenol showed
a lower binding affinity for the human estrogen receptor making a safer alternative to
bisphenol A. Zhao et al. thermoset polymers from lignin monomers and oligomers. 1 26 The
core chemistry to create thermoset polymers is to use the phenolic OH present in all lignin
units to attach epoxide functionalities via a nucleophilic substitution of a chlorine on the
epoxide unit. Then upon addition of an amine curing agent polymerization can occur. The
number of epoxidation sites and branch points can be improved by performing additional
modification to lignin monomers and oligomers such as coupling reaction with
formaldehyde or demethoxylation reactions with hydrogen bromide. Additionally, lignin
derived phenols have been added to polyacrylic acid to make bio-derived tapes. 127 Sun
et al. demonstrated that the hydroxyl groups within lignin monomers can be directly
converted into amines, cyanides and alkenes leading to a wide array of compounds for
the synthesis of specialty chemicals. 1 2 8

Deoxygenation of the lignin monomers offers an alternative route to producing value from
lignin as well as solving some inherent challenges with lignin oils. The selective removal
of oxygen will form alkylated aromatics, which can easily be separated by conventional
distillation. Additionally, hydrodeoxygenation could provide catalytic funneling for the
monomer fraction from a variety of guaiacol and syringol species to only alkylated
benzenes (see Figure 1.8 below). It would also increase the heating value and volatility
of the high molecular weight species, making them good candidates as fuel additives.
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HDO of phenolic model compounds has been extensively investigated using supported
late transition metal catalysts and will not be discussed in detail. Metals such as Ru 129
132,

Pd 13 0132-133, Pt 130 ,133, Ni 132 -13 andCo133 ,136on a variety of supports have shown high

activity in HDO of phenol, guaiacol, alkylated phenols and guaiacols. However, these
catalysts saturate the aromatic rings and result in a product distribution consisting of a
variety of alkanes. Typically, these studies are performed in batch reactions with high
hydrogen pressures (3-10 MPa) and temperatures (423 - 573 K) with reaction times
1 30-131,135,
ranging from 1-8 h. Several groups have proposed similar reaction schemes
stating that these processes proceed by heterogeneous hydrogenation of the aromatic
ring on the metal catalyst to form saturated cyclohexanols, followed by removal of the
alcohol group through an acid catalyzed hydrolysis reaction (Figure 1.9). The hydrolysis
reaction required to remove the OH group in this reaction scheme is not active in the
presence of aromatics, meaning there is no possibility of retaining benzene or alkylated
benzenes with these catalytic systems. Wang et al. investigated HDO of poplar wood

based lignin oil over supported PtCo nanoparticles at 100 bar H2, 3000 C. Though this
study shows that almost all oxygen could be removed, PtCo nanoparticles featured a
mixture of products in the form of ring-saturated cyclohexanes. 137
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To decrease the hydrogen consumption and preserve the aromatic nature of lignin
compounds, research has been performed on catalysts that can selectively and directly
HDO hydroxylated and methoxylated aromatics without hydrogenating the ring. Some
catalysts that show activity on model compounds toward direct HDO of aromatics include
1 38
139
14 0 14 2
CoMo sulfide supported on y-alumina
, FeMo phosphide
, molybdenum oxides
-

molybdenum polyoxometallates 143, and molybdenum carbide. The gas phase conversion
of propyl guaiacol with bifunctional polyoxometallates is discussed in chapter 5. Mo2C
has been shown by Lee et al. to be active for vapor-phase anisole HDO at ambient
pressures and low temperatures (420 - 520 K) with high benzene selectivity (>90%) and
high hydrogen efficiency (cyclohexane selectivity

<9%).144

With more realistic model

lignin streams containing anisol, m-cresol, 1,2-dimethoxybenzene and guaiacol under
atmospheric pressure at 533-553 K, high aromatic yield (>90%) was obtained with low
selectivity to cyclohexane and methylcyclohexane (<10%).145 Liquid phase continuous
HDO of phenol dissolved in decane over a packed bed of 15 wt% Mo2C on TiO2 at 350C
and 25 bar achieved >60% conversion with >90% selectivity to benzene. That conversion
could be increased to >90% without losing selectivity to benzene by increasing the
temperature to 400°C.146 Jongerius et al. demonstrated liquid phase batch HDO of
organosolv and kraft lignin in dodecane with Mo2C on carbon nanofiber supports at 3000C
showed some conversion of monomeric lignin species into oxygen free benzene, toluene
and xylene (BTX).1 4 7 Although the total yield of oxygen free monomeric species was low
(<5%) this can likely be attributed to the high recalcitrance of the lignin sources. The gas
phase conversion of RCF oil dripped onto a molybdenum oxide catalyst yielded an array
of alkylated aromatic compounds. 1 2 2 In this study, lignin oil was fed at 0.2 mL min- 1 to a 5
g bed of molybdenum oxide maintained at 350°C in 1 bar of H2fed at 500 mL min-1 . Propyl
benzene and methyl propyl benzene were the most abundant products with di- and tri37

and tetra alkylated products observed as well. Little ring saturation was observed. The
stability of the catalyst and mass balance over the system are unknown. Chapter 6
outlines the use of a dual-bed reactor to extract, depolymerize and upgrade lignin from
whole biomass directly into propyl benzene with molybdenum carbide.
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Chapter 2
Reductive Catalytic Fractionation Conditions and Mass
Balances
2.1 Summary
Reductive catalytic fractionation (RCF)

has emerged

as an effective biomass

pretreatment strategy to depolymerize lignin into tractable fragments in high yields. We
investigate the RCF of corn stover, a highly abundant herbaceous feedstock, using
carbon-supported Ru and Ni catalysts at 200 and 2500 C in methanol and, in the presence
or absence of an acid co-catalyst (H3PO4 or an acidified carbon support). Three key
performance variables were studied: 1) the effectiveness of lignin extraction as measured
by the yield of lignin oil, 2) the yield of monomers in the lignin oil, and 3) the carbohydrate
retention

in

the

residual

solids after

RCF.

The

monomers

included

methyl

coumarate/ferulate, propyl guaiacol/syringol, and ethyl guaiacol/syringol. The Ru and Ni
catalysts performed similarly in terms of product distribution and monomer yields. The
monomer yields increased monotonically as a function of time for both temperatures. At
6 h, monomer yields of 27.2 and 28.3% were obtained at 2500 C and 200°C, respectively,
with Ni/C. The addition of an acid co-catalysts to the Ni/C system increased monomer
yields to 32% for acidified carbon and 38% for phosphoric acid at 200 °C. The monomer
product distribution was dominated by methyl coumarate regardless of the use of the acid
co-catalysts. The use of phosphoric acid at 2000 C or the high temperature condition
without acid resulted in complete lignin extraction and partial sugar solubilization (up to
50%) thereby generating lignin oil yields that exceeded the theoretical limit. In contrast,
using either Ni/C or Ni on acidified carbon at 2000C resulted in moderate lignin oil yields
of ca. 55%, with sugar retention values >90%. Notably, these sugars were amenable to
enzymatic digestion, reaching conversions >90% at 96 h. Characterization studies on the
lignin oils using 2D HSQC NMR and GPC revealed that soluble oligomers are formed via
solvolysis, followed by further fragmentation on the catalyst surface via hydrogenolysis.
Overall, the results show that clear tradeoffs exist between the levels of lignin extraction,
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monomer yields, and carbohydrate retention in the residual solids for different RCF
conditions of corn stover.
2.2 Introduction
Lignin is an alkyl-aromatic heteropolymer commonly found in cell walls of terrestrial
plants, where it serves multiple physiological roles in plant structure, water and nutrient
50 ,
transport, and defense against microbial attack.

148-149

Lignin in plant cell walls is

typically linked via C-O and C-C linkages, the distribution of which is driven by the
composition of the monolignol pool during plant cell wall biosynthesis. Lignin accounts for
up to 28% of the mass in lignocellulosic biomass.5 3 In typical biomass conversion
processes, lignin is often considered a major hindrance to accessing and depolymerizing
cellulose and hemicellulose to soluble sugars for conversion into renewable fuels and
chemicals. As such, many biomass pretreatment strategies have been designed to
overcome the physical and chemical barrier of lignin through biomass fractionation or
lignin redistribution, often with little to no concern for the fate of the lignin as a usable

substrate. 59,150-153
In parallel to sugar conversion to fuels and chemicals, lignin valorization has long been
examined, but the inherent heterogeneity and recalcitrance of lignin has made its
conversion to value-added compounds a major technical barrier that has not been
overcome to date. As a prime example, in the pioneer second generation ethanol
biorefineries being constructed and brought online over the last several years, the
residual lignin following saccharification and ethanol fermentation

is routed for

combustion to produce heat and power or for co-firing with coal, leading to poor valuation
of lignin in lignocellulosic biorefining. Indeed, most pretreatment and fractionation
techniques being scaled today yield lignin that is even more recalcitrant than native lignin,
as pretreatment often relies on the use of mineral acids or hot water, both of which can
readily cleave C-0 bonds to form reactive intermediates that condense to more refractory

C-C bonds. 7 8 ,84,154
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Driven by the critical need to improve biorefinery economics and sustainability,
conversion strategies aimed at upgrading lignin into biofuels and biochemicals have
recently experienced a substantial resurgence. New catalytic and biological approaches
offer promise to overcome the primary barriers found in lignin valorization. 1 4 8 - 14 9 ,155-156 Of
particular interest is the work from Pepper et al. 1 57 , demonstrating that a mild reductive
catalytic treatment, dubbed Reductive Catalytic Fractionation (RCF) by Schutyser et al.,
can generate a narrow set of lignin-derived products at high yields (often >40%) from
hardwoods. 1 07 , 117,

157-160

Most RCF studies employ late transition metal catalysts with

hydrogen gas or a hydrogen donor (e.g., methanol, isopropanol, or formic acid) to cleave
aryl-ether bonds and stabilize the resulting reactive species via reductive pathways.
Subsequent studies have demonstrated that parameters such as catalyst type, biomass
feedstock, solvent, and reaction conditions, profoundly impact product yield, selectivity,
and distribution.16 1 -1

6

2

Two common observations across different studies converge on

the critical roles of the solvent in rapidly cleaving the abundant p-0-4 bonds in lignin at
mild temperatures (~200-250°C)

and of the heterogeneous catalyst in stabilizing

fragments even without being in direct contact with the solid biomass.
RCF is very effective on hardwoods because these feedstocks typically exhibit high
syringyl-to-guaiacyl (S/G) monolignol ratios, which translate into high proportions of easily
cleavable p-0-4 linkages relative to the more refractory C-C linkages. In contrast,
feedstocks with lower S/G ratios, such as softwoods or herbaceous biomass, feature a
higher proportion of C-C linkages, making RCF more challenging. In particular,
herbaceous feedstocks exhibit low S/G

ratios (0.62) and higher content of the

hydroxycinnamic acids (HCAs), p-coumaric and ferulic acids, as represented in Figure
2.1.33,

163-166The

p-coumaric acid moieties are typically pendant to the syringol moieties

in lignin, whereas ferulic acid polymerizes through a broad suite of linkages both internal
and pendant to the lignin polymer, as well as via covalent attachment to hemicellulose.
Schutyser et al. reported lignin monomer yields of ca. 50%, 21%, and 27% after the RCF
of birch (a hardwood), pine/spruce (a softwood mixture), and miscanthus (a grass),
respectively. 107 ,

116

Indeed, herbaceous feedstocks such as corn stover, switchgrass,

wheat straw, sugarcane bagasse, and miscanthus represent a large fraction of the
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biomass available in the global bioeconomy. 1 67 As such, new RCF approaches for
herbaceous feedstocks need to be developed to selectively activate a more diverse suite
of linkages for effective delignification and subsequent upgrading of the resulting stream
of lignin fragments.
Here, we investigate the RCF of corn stover-an abundant feedstock in lignocellulose
conversion, especially for North America. 168 Corn stover lignin is composed of up to -20%
p-coumaric acid and -10% ferulic acid and a low S/G ratio of 0.62.165-166We present a
comprehensive study on the role of reaction conditions, catalyst type, mineral acid cocatalysts, and the acidity of the catalyst support to gain insight into the underpinnings of
solvolysis and fragment stabilization. The use of mineral acid co-catalysts has been
demonstrated for hardwood lignin, but has not been explored under reductive conditions
for the extraction of herbaceous biomass that contain a considerable amount of ester
linkages."

As with previous studies, the primary objectives for the overall process are

1

extent of delignification, lignin product yields, carbohydrate retention in the residual solids,
and the susceptibility of the polysaccharides to enzymatic digestion. Comprehensive
characterization of the resulting solubilized lignin stream and the residual solids was used
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to gain insight into the primary catalytic and solvolytic mechanisms that occur during RCF,
and to provide guidance for the development of methods to improve the RCF process.
2.3 Experimental
Catalyst synthesis and characterization: Acidified activated carbon was synthesized via
nitric acid oxidation. Specifically, 100 mL of concentrated nitric acid was added to 50 g of
Darco activated carbon (Sigma-Aldrich) and stirred for 12 h. The slurry was then added
to 400 mL of deionized water. The supernatant was decanted and additional washes were
performed until the pH of the supernatant was within a range of 3-4. The slurry was then
filtered and the cake was washed with additional deionized water rinses until the pH of
the filtrate was constant.
The 5 wt% Ni/C catalysts were synthesized by wet impregnation. Briefly, 1.27 g of nickel
nitrate hexahydrate (Sigma-Aldrich) was dissolved in 8 mL of deionized water and added
to 4.75 g of Darco carbon (Sigma-Aldrich). The slurry was stirred for 24 h to allow the
nickel solution to fully wet the carbon. Next, the catalyst was dried in an oven held at
120 0C overnight. The catalyst was reduced in a tube furnace by treating in nitrogen gas
flowing at 100 mL min- 1 at 4500C for 2 h with a ramp rate of 7°C min-'. Commercial 5 wt%
Ru/C was purchased from (Sigma Aldrich) and was used as received.
The total number of acids sites was measured with ammonia temperature programmed
desorption (TPD) on an Altamira Instruments AMI-390 system. Samples (-100 to 200
mg) were packed into a quartz tube and heated to 600 °C at 10 °C min-1 in Ar flowing at
25 sccm and held for 1 h to pre-treat the carbon. The samples were then cooled to 120
°C, flushed with 25 sccm He for 10 min, then saturated with ammonia by flowing 25 sccm
of 10% NH3/He over the samples for 30 min at 120 °C. Excess ammonia was removed
by flushing with 25 sccm He for 10 min. The samples were then heated to 600 °C in 25
sccm He at 30 °C min-1 , holding at 600 °C for 30 min, and the desorbed ammonia was
measured with a thermal conductivity detector (TCD). The TCD was calibrated after each
experiment by introducing 7 pulses of 10% NH3/He from a 5 mL sample loop into a stream
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of 25 sccm He. Acid site quantification was performed assuming an adsorption
stoichiometry of one ammonia molecule per site
Biomass reactivity studies: Reactions were performed in batch mode using a parallel
reactor system (Parr 5000 series, 75 mL). Typical reactions used 1 g of corn stover (52
mm, S/G 0.62), 100 mg of catalyst containing 5 wt% of either ruthenium (Ru/C) or nickel
(Ni/C) on carbon, and 30 mL of methanol. The reactors were stirred at 1,000 RPM using
magnetic stir bars. The reactors were sealed and purged three times with 30 bar of
helium. Then purged an additional 3 times with 30 bar of hydrogen. Reactions were run
0 C. The heating ramp took 20-30 min
for 1, 3 and 6 h at temperatures of 200 or 250

depending on the final temperature of the reaction.

For reactions using a homogeneous acid, 170 pL of phosphoric acid (85 wt%, SigmaAldrich) was added resulting in an acid concentration of 0.1 M. To stop the reaction, the
reactors were quenched in a room temperature water bath until the internal temperature
equilibrated. The reactor contents were filtered with a 0.2 pm polyethersulfone filter paper.
The solid biomass residue isolated after the reaction was washed with approximately 15
mL of methanol. To separate the dissolved sugars from the organic soluble lignin
products, a liquid-liquid extraction was performed with water and dichloromethane (DCM).
The methanol was removed by vacuum evaporation and then dissolved in a biphasic
solution consisting of 10 mL water and 10 mL DCM. The DCM layer was separated and
the water was extracted two additional times with 10 mL of DCM. The DCM layers were
combined and extracted once with 5 mL of water. The DCM was then removed by vacuum
evaporation to yield the DCM soluble lignin oil. Solid retention and lignin oil yields were
calculated using the following equations:

Yield oil=

oil mass - extractive free oil mass

dry corn stover mass x lignin content

Solids retention =

solid residue mass
corn stover mass
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Biomass compositional analysis: Pre-reaction compositional analysis was performed by
the standard NREL Laboratory Analytical Procedure (LAP). 1 69-1 7 0 Briefly, the extractives
such as fatty acids, salts and free sugars were first removed using high temperature and
pressure extractions with water and ethanol. 1 7 1 The extractive-free biomass was digested
in 72 wt% sulfuric acid for 1 h at 300C. Water was then added to the slurry to dilute to a
final acid concentration of 4 wt%. Next, the slurry was heated in an autoclave at 1210C
for 1 h. The insoluble lignin fraction, known as Klason lignin, was determined
gravimetrically by filtering the remaining residue after acid digestion. The soluble lignin
fraction was determined by UV/Vis spectroscopy (Thermo Scientific Nanodrop 8000
spectrophotometer), using absorbance measurements at 320 nm with an extinction
coefficient of 3.0. The sugar content was determined by high performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC, Agilent 1100 HPLC) using a refractive index dector (RI) kept at
850C. A Shodex Sugar SP0810 column equipped with a guard column was used for
analysis at 850C with a flow rate of 0.6 mL min-

of HPLC grade water as the mobile

phase.

Carbohydrate characterization: Post-reaction solid carbohydrate residues were dried at
room temperature for 24 h. The dry solids were then sieved with a 104 pm metal sieve to
remove residual catalyst pellets. The acid digestion for sugar quantification was
performed as outlined in the LAP. 1 70

-

Lignin characterization: The monomer products were analyzed by gas-chromatography

mass spectroscopy (GC-MS, GC-Agilent 7890A and MS-Agilent 5975C). GC-MS
samples were prepared from the DCM-soluble lignin oil. The lignin oil was dissolved in
methanol to a concentration of 5 mg/mL. The GC oven parameters used were as follows:
hold at 50°C for 1 min, heat at 100C min-

until 250°C and then ramp at 25°C mir- 1 to

3000C. The flame ionization detector (FID) was calibrated with propyl guaiacol and ethyl
phenol (Sigma-Aldrich), as well as with methyl coumarate and methyl ferulate that were
synthesized from the parent acids (Sigma-Aldrich) by esterification with methanol. The
monomer yield and selectivity calculations were performed on a weight basis using the
following equations:
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Yield =

E mass of each monomer
Initialcorn stover mass x Total lignin content

S
mass of each alkene
Selectivityaikenes =msoechooe

Zmass of each monomer

The degree of depolymerization was determined by gel permeation chromatography
(GPC, Hewlet Packard, Ti Series 1050). The GPC samples were prepared by dissolving
5-15 mg of DCM-soluble lignin oil in 0.5 mL of anhydrous pyridine (Sigma-Aldrich) and
then acetylated with 0.5 mL of acetic anhydride (Sigma-Aldrich) at 40°C for 24 h. Samples
were then quenched with 1 mL of methanol and dried by flowing nitrogen at room
temperature. The solids were dissolved in tetrahydrofuran (THF) to a concentration
ranging between 1-2 mg mL-1 and the solution was filtered through a 0.2 pm syringe filter.
Sample volumes of 20 pL were injected into three PLgel 7.5x300 mm columns connected
in series: 10 pm x 50 A, 10 pm x 103 A and 10 pmxX 104 A (Agilent). An isocratic profile
(45 min) was used with THF as a mobile phase at a flow rate of 1 mL min-' at room
temperature. Products eluting from the column were monitored with a diode array UV
detector at 260±40 nm. The system was calibrated with polystyrene standards which
range in size of 1 MDa to 580 Da. Toluene was also used as a standard at 92 Da.
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance: Heteronuclear Single Quantum Coherence (HSQC) NMR
spectra for extracted lignin oil samples were recorded at 250C on a Bruker 400 MHz
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectrometer with a 5 mm BBO probe with a Z
gradient. Each lignin oil sample (94-222 mg) was dissolved in deuterated chloroform (1
mL). Spectra were acquired with a sweep width of 15 ppm in the F2 ( 1H) dimension and
239 ppm in the F1

(13C)

dimension, respectively. A total of 400 scans were performed

with 1024 data points in the 1H dimension over 256 increments in the
acquisition time of 80 ms was used for 1 H and 5.3 ms for

13C.

13C

dimension. An

A relaxation delay of 1.0

sec was used for each spectrum. The solvent peak of chloroform was used as an internal
reference (5H 7.26, 5c 77.36 ppm).
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Enzymatic hydrolysis of residual solids: Enzymatic saccharification reactions of biomass
were carried out according to NREL's LAP.1 7 2

CTec3 and HTec3 (Novozymes) were

applied to an AKTA FPLC protein chromatography system (GE) using a HiPrep 26/10
Sephadex (GE) desalting column to remove stabilizers and other additives that interfere
with the bicinchoninic acid (BCA) protein assay and HPLC sugar quantification. Protein
concentration was measured by BCA (Pierce). Enzymatic hydrolysis reactions with
CTec3 and HTec3 were loaded in a ratio of 35 mg/g CTec3 and 5 mg/g HTec3 (40mg/g)
and incubated at 50

°C

in 20 mM sodium acetate at pH 5.0. Digestions contained 1%

solids (10 mg of biomass per mL) and were conducted in sealed 2 mL vials with
continuous mixing by inversion at 10-12/min intervals. Enzymes were loaded as milligram
of protein per gram of glucan in 1.0 mL reaction volumes. Slurry samples were withdrawn
from well-mixed digestion mixtures at selected time points during the digestions.
Released cellobiose, glucose, and xylose in the diluted samples were then measured by
HPLC analysis (same as compositional analysis). The sum of the concentrations of
anhydro-glucose, anhydro-cellobiose, and anhydro-xylose is equivalent to the weight
concentration of the carbohydrate chain that was hydrolyzed to produce the soluble
sugars. The polysaccharide conversion was calculated with the following equation:
mass of soluble sugar
polysaccharideconversion= intal polcre mass
initialpolyscharidemass
2.4 Results and Discussion
Product distribution of corn stover RCF: The primary monomeric products obtained from
RCF are all derived from the 4 monolignols listed in Figure 2.1 and are shown in Figure
2.2. The monomeric products can be further grouped into three categories: propenyl
phenols, hydroxycinnamates, and ethylene phenols. The propenyl phenols are generated
from the direct cleavage of P-0-4 bonds and subsequent deoxygenation of the y-hydroxyl
group.

Hydroxycinnamic acids such as coumaric and ferulic acid are primarily bound

through ester bonds to the lignin and therefore can be liberated from lignin by
transesterification with methanol. Methyl ferulate can be incorporated into the lignin
structure as an ether, ester, or C-C linked species. 1 64 Therefore, methyl ferulate could
also be produced by p-0-4 cleavage. Finally, the ethylene phenols are decarboxylation
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products produced from the hydroxycinnamates. The production of the monomeric
species initially produces the unsaturated alkyl chain in the para position relative to the
aromatic hydroxyl group, but is reduced to an alkane by the catalyst over the course of
the reaction.
Table 2.1 is an illustrative example of the responses measured for each RCF extraction
of corn stover showing the monomer, organic soluble oil, and residual solid yields for a 3
h extraction at 2000 C with Ni/C. These responses are quantified for each extraction.
Monomer yield is an important metric because it directly represents the useable lignin
fraction for chemicals and fuels production. The total organic-soluble oil yield can be used
as a measure of the extent of lignin extraction. In conjunction with this result the yield of
residual carbohydrate solids indicates the degree of polysaccharide solubilization. For the
representative run shown in Table 2.1, a total yield of 24.5 wt% of monomers was
observed, with a selectivity to aromatic alkenes of 55%. Hydroxycinnamates, namely
methyl coumarate and methyl ferulate, accounted for 15.9 wt%. The next largest group
of monomers observed were propenyl/propyl guaiacol and syringol totaling 5.9 wt%.
Vinyl/ethyl phenol and guaiacol account for 2.5 wt%. This general trend in product
distribution is common to all extractions performed in this work.
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Figure 2.3: Proposed reaction scheme for RCF illustrating the observed monomer product
distribution and potential reaction pathways.
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Table 2.1: Example product distribution obtained with a 3 h extraction at 2000C with Ni/C.
Organic soluble oil yield, solids carbohydrate retention, and the selectivity to alkenes.
Products

Yield (wt%)

Ethyl phenol

2.6

Propyl guaiacol

3.4

Propyl syringol

2.5

Methyl coumarate

8.7

Methyl ferulate

7.2

Other

0.4

Total

24.5

Selectivity to alkenes

55

Organic soluble oil
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Solid carbohydrate retention

76

The residual solids constitute the fraction of the total biomass that was insoluble in
methanol after the reaction. These solids largely consist of polysaccharides. Since the
catalyst is difficult to separate from this solid mixture, the catalyst weight was subtracted
from the total weight of dried solids. In the example illustrated in Table 2.1, the solids
retention was 76 wt% based on the total mass of corn stover. The compositional analysis
of corn stover shown in the Figure 2.1 indicates that the theoretical solids retention value
is 71 wt%, assuming all the extractives, acetyl groups, and lignin are removed. The
organic oil yield was used to assess the degree of delignification. The mass of oil obtained
after the liquid-liquid extractions was corrected by the mass of DCM soluble extractives.
The mass of DCM soluble extractives was determined from experiments performed with
extractive-free corn stover. The lignin oil yield was then calculated by normalizing the
corrected oil mass to the mass of total lignin in the corn stover. The lignin oil yield was 49

49

wt%. The dimer and oligomer yield for these conditions therefore is 50% because the
monomers account for 24.5 wt% of the total lignin in the corn stover.
Table 2.2 compositional analysis results of corn stover
Wt

Water

6.08

Total Ash

4.39

Structural Inorganics

2.83

Non-structural inorganics

1.56

Water Extractable Others

4.64

Ethanol Extractives

2.69

Lignin

13.52

Glucan

37.36

Xylan

20.98

%

Component

Galactan

1.31

Arabinan

3.46

Acetyl

2.17

Total %

96.59

Depolymerization results for two different RCF catalysts:
The results for reactions carried out at the two temperature conditions are shown in Figure
2.3. Figure 2.3a displays the monomer yields and the degree of saturation of the propene
chain of the aromatic alkenes at different times. The same six monomers were produced
in each extraction as those described in Table 2.1 and Figure 2.4 and 2.5. As shown in
Figure 2.3a, the extractions performed at 200°C demonstrate that the monomer yield
increased for both catalysts as the reaction time increased. The final monomer yield at
24 h is -28 wt%. As seen for the reactions with Ni, there was little change in the monomer
yield from 6 to 24 h. Additionally, the monomer yields from the two catalysts were similar
at all times. The selectivity to alkenes, however, decreased at longer reaction times,
resulting in nearly complete saturation of the propenyl chain at 24 h. Ru/C had a higher
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rate of saturation than Ni, suggesting that Ru was a more active hydrogenation catalyst.
This trend also correlates with the degree of decarboxylation of the methyl esters in the
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Figure 2.4: RCF of corn stover with Ru/C and Ni/C catalysts. The panels display the
monomer yields, overall oil yields, and the solids retention for each catalyst at various
reaction times. Panel (a) shows the monomer yields for 1, 3, 6, and 24 h at 2000 C with
Ru/C (red), Ni/C (blue), and Carbon (grey). The light and dark colors in the bars show the
wt% yield of unsaturated propenyl aromatic monomers, whereas the dark color represents
the yield of saturated propyl aromatics. Panel (c) shows the monomer yields at 2500 C.
Panel (b) and (d) display the yield of organic soluble lignin oil extracted from corn stover
and the retention of insoluble carbohydrates after the extraction at 200 and 2500 C,
respectively.
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reaction. Extractions with Ru/C result in half the yield of decarboxylation products as
those obtained with Ni and have a correspondingly higher amount of coumarate and
ferulate. The thermal decarboxylation of conjugated acids requires the presence of a
double bond. 1 73 Thus, the faster saturation of double bonds in the case of Ru/C improves
the methyl ester stability.

OO
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Figure 2.4: labeled chromatogram at 3 h with Ni/C at 2000 C
The delignification efficiency is shown in Figure 2.3c. Organic-soluble lignin oil was -40
wt% yield at short times, and increased to -60 wt% at 6 h, remaining constant up to 24 h.
Oil yields were similar for both heterogeneous catalysts. The solid residue initially
decreases from 76 wt% and remained constant up to 24 h for Ni/C. Reactions with Ru/C
showed a marginal decrease in solids retention from 72 wt% at 1 h to 66 wt% at 24 h. No
new compounds were observed in the organic oil for these reactions and the oil yield
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remained constant across these conditions. As such, it is presumed the decrease was
due to the release of water soluble sugars or reduction products from sugars.
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Figure 2.5: Chromatogram for a 6 h extraction performed with Ni/C at 2500C
The results for supercritical methanol are shown in Figure 2.3b. In these reactions, higher
monomer yields were reached at short times as compared to 2000C reactions. The
highest monomer yield under these conditions occurred at 3 h. Ru/C produced a slightly
higher monomer yield than Ni/C. The primary difference in the product distribution was
the yield

of methyl

coumarate

and methyl

ferulate and

their corresponding

decarboxylation products. The reaction with Ru had a 4.5 wt% higher yield of the methyl
esters and 2.7 wt% lower yield of decarboxylation products. The higher rate of
decarboxylation observed with Ni/C directly accounts for the lower yield of monomers.
When accounting for the mass lost asC02, the monomer yields differ by less than 0.5
wt%. At 6 h, a slight decrease in the yield of monomers was observed for both catalysts.
Small amounts of dealkylation products were observed, such as guaiacol and syringol. In
all reactions, lower selectivity to unsaturated products were observed.
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As shown in Figure 2.3d, supercritical conditions result in a much higher delignification
and lower solids retention for all reaction times. For example, at 1 and 6 h, 65 and 98 wt%
of the lignin had been removed, respectively. Although much of the lignin was removed
under these conditions, the solid retention was much lower in comparison to the 2000C
reactions. Solid retention was below 60 wt% at 1 h and continued to decrease to about
37 wt% by 6 h. New products were also observed in the organic soluble oil fraction,
consisting primarily of furan derivatives generated from the dehydration of solubilized
carbohydrates. Additionally, a number of short-chain glycols was observed in the
methanol fractions before the liquid-liquid extraction was performed. The production of
glycols and other sugar decomposition products have been observed for other high
temperature hydrogenolysis process of woody biomass and sugar treatments.1 7 4 -1 7 6 The
physical appearance of the solid residues obtained from the two treatments was also
different. Solids isolated after the 2000C treatment retained a similar size and shape to
the untreated, pre-reaction corn stover particles; whereas at the high temperature, the
particle size was smaller Figure 2.6.

To decouple solvolysis and hydrogenolysis, reactions were performed only with activated
carbon at the two temperatures of interest. The monomer yields for both reactions were
16 wt% with slightly different monomer compositions. As expected, the primary products
produced were methyl coumarate and methyl ferulate, which are produced via
transesterification with the solvent. Interestingly, propenyl guaiacol and syringol were
observed at concentrations of 1 and 1.5 wt% at 200 and 2500C, respectively.
Decarboxylation products were observed for both cases indicating that thermal
decarboxylation can occur without a catalyst. The products observed from the control
reactions were completely unsaturated except 65% of the vinyl phenol had reacted with
methanol to form the methyl ether at 200°C. Some saturation of the vinyl phenol was also
observed to ethyl phenol at 2500 C. Organic oil yields and solids retention for the control
reactions were nearly identical to those observed for the corresponding conditions with
both catalysts.
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(a)d

44

Figure 2.6: residual solids after a 6 h RCF treatment. Panel (a) solids after treatment with
Ni/C at 200°C. Panel (b) solids after treatment with Ni/C(H+) at 200°C. Panel (c) solids
after treatment with Ni/C and phosphoric acid at 2000C. Panel (d) solids after treatment
with Ni/C at 2500C.
RCF with an acid co-catalyst: An acid co-catalyst was added to improve the rate of lignin
solvolysis and to accelerate the cleavage of the ester bonds to liberate coumarate and
ferulate. A homogeneous or heterogeneous acid was used as a co-catalyst for lignin
extraction. In the case of homogeneous phosphoric acid, a 0.1 M solution in methanol
was used, whereas the heterogeneous acid was created by oxidizing the carbon support
with nitric acid resulting in a solid with 32 pmol of H+/g as determined by ammonia TPD.
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Figure 2.7: Comparison of monomer yields, lignin oils yields and solid retention from
extractions performed with and without an acid co-catalyst at different times. Panel (a)
displays the specific monomers and their corresponding yield for each different catalyst
type, which are the 4 separated clusters of bars. Increasing extraction time is shown for
each catalyst type going from left to right. Control extractions with different acids are
displayed after the dotted line. Panel (b) shows the oil and solids yield for each catalyst
type with increasing time from left to right.
Results of acid co-catalyst RCF reactions are shown in Figure 2.7 and are compared to
the base case where no acid was present. Binned monomer groups shown in Figure 2.7a
contain both the saturated and unsaturated form of each compound. Monomer yields
increased with reaction time up to 6 h. The final monomer yields with a homogeneous
acid, a heterogeneous acid, and in the absence of an acid co-catalyst were 37.9, 31.9,
and 28.6 wt%, respectively. Although each monomer type was observed in higher yields
with acid, methyl coumarate was the largest contributor to the increased yield. Ether bond
cleavage was also faster for reactions performed with a homogeneous acid. The yield of
propyl guaiacol and syringol was nearly constant at -10 wt% at all times, but increased
over time for the other two cases. The heterogeneous acid resulted in a similar saturation
as the base case with a 30% selectivity to alkenes, but the homogeneous acid maintained
a 54% selectivity to alkenes after 6 h of extraction.
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Figure 2.7b displays the organic oil yields and the solid retention for acid co-catalyzed
experiments. The lignin oil yield with a homogenous acid approached 130 wt% of the
expected value. This value was accompanied by a low solid retention of 39 wt% at 6 h.
Due to the low solid retention, the increase in organic oil is likely due to acid catalyzed
dehydration products from the carbohydrates. Dehydration of sugars with acid can
produce furans, which can further react to form polymeric humins.1 7 7 Organic oil yields
and solid retention for the heterogeneous catalyst where similar to the base case,
generating an oil yield of 54 wt% and a solid retention of 69 wt%.
Control experiments performed with acid and in the absence of Ni yielded ca. 16 wt% of
monomers. The primary products observed were methyl coumarate and methyl ferulate.
A distinct difference in the product distribution was observed when phosphoric acid was
used as an acid catalyst when compared to the other two controls. The yield of coumarate
was higher, but the yield of propenyl guaiacol and syringol was halved compared to the
other two controls. The decrease in yield of these compounds is likely due to the reactive
nature of p-O-4 acid cleavage products in the absence of a reductive pathway for the
stabilization of highly reactive intermediates.7 ,84

Characterization of the oils and solids obtained from RCF: A critical component of
biomass processing is the maximum utilization of both the lignin and carbohydrate
fractions. Therefore, in lignin extraction from whole biomass via RCF, a key aim is to
understand the chemical composition of the resulting lignin oil and the residual solids.
The fractions obtained from the 3 different RCF systems were further analyzed with two
techniques at short and long times. Specifically, we used a combination of GPC and
HSQC 2D NMR to gain insight into the high molecular weight species in the lignin oil. The
residual solids were analyzed by compositional analysis to understand how much of the
polysaccharides were solubilized during the extraction. Additionally, the solids were
enzymatically treated to confirm the polysaccharides were readily digestible after RCF.
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GPC: The lignin oils were analyzed by GPC to assess the reduction in molecular weight
of lignin. The lignin oils were acetylated prior to analysis to ensure complete solubility in
THF. The responses for each run were normalized to the monomer peaks and scaled by
the monomer yield obtained by GC. Figure 5 shows a comparison of the molecular weight
distributions of the lignin oils when using Ni/C and Ru/C as catalysts at different reaction
times at 2000C (note plots are displayed in a log scale). The features of each
chromatogram are similar, containing 6 different peaks. Peaks at 210 and 280 Da
correspond to monomers such as ethyl phenol and methyl coumarate, respectively. Small
oligomers peaks observed at molecular weights of 550, 800 and 1,000 Da, are consistent
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Figure 2.8: GPC data of the RCF of corn stover lignin using supported Ni and Ru catalysts
at 2000C. Panel (a) show extractions performed with Ni/C. Panel (b) show extractions
performed with Ru/C. A 3 h extraction with carbon is shown as a dotted line for comparison.
Note MW is on a log scale.
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with dimer, trimer and tetramer molecular weights. The largest oligomer peak can be
observed at 2,800 Da, which corresponds to approximately 10 monomer units.
A clear trend can be observed where longer reaction times result in high oligomer yields.
The primary change is observed in the largest oligomer peak at 2800 Da. At short times,
this peak is largest relative to other peaks, but decreases as the reaction time is
increased. Additionally, the control experiment where hydrogenolysis cannot occur shows
the lowest amount of small oligomers and highest amount of large oligomers. Comparing
the results between Ni and Ru show that nearly all of the spectra are identical at the same
reaction conditions. A similar trend can be observed for 2500C, but the peaks are much
broader due to the harsher conditions used (see Figure 2.9).
Figure 2.10 shows the molecular weight distribution of the oil formed with acid cocatalysts. Similar to the reactions without acid, 6 peaks were observed in the
chromatograms. However, new features were observed when phosphoric acid was used.
Specifically, small peaks were observed at molecular weights under 200 Da that likely
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Figure 2.9: GPC results for extractions performed at 2500 C with Ni/C and Ru/C
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correspond to furan derivatives, as suggested by the GC data shown in Figure 2.11.
Additionally, a large tail extending out to 7,000 Da was observed in the spectrum obtained
for the 6 h reaction, potentially corresponding to a mixture of polyfurans or humins.
NMR: Lignin oil samples at different extraction times were investigated by HSQC 2DNMR to gain structural information about the oligomeric fragments in the oils. Figure 2.12
shows the zoomed in NMR spectra from extractive free corn stover, a 1 h reaction with
only carbon, and the 1 and 6 h reactions performed with Ni/C. An example of an entire
spectra is shown in Figure 2.13. The 1 h samples were run at concentrations of 180
mg/mL whereas the 6 h sample was run at 240 mg/mL. A peak corresponding to the P0-4 ether bond is highlighted in the spectra, showing that more ether linkages are present
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Figure 2.10: GPC data of the RCF of corn stover lignin using supported Ni with an acid
co-catalyst. Panel (a) displays extractions performed with phosphoric acid at different
times. Panel (b) displays extractions performed with acidified carbon. The respective
controls are shown as dotted lines. Note MW is on a log scale.
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-

with the carbon only run in comparison to reactions performed with Ni/C at 1 h. The
presence of this ether bond is further diminished at 6 h.
Sugar retention and digestion: Compositional analysis was performed post reaction to
assess the polysaccharide content retained in the residual solids (Figure 2.14). The
cellulose fraction describes the percent retention of C6 glucans and the hemicellulose
fraction represents a combination of retained C5 and C6 sugars including xylose,
arabinose, and galactose. The sugars liberated during RCF were also quantified as
aqueous sugars. Note that the aqueous fraction from the DCM-water extractions were
treated with dilute acid before analysis (4 wt% sulfuric acid at 121°C for 1 h).
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Figure 2.11: chromatogram from a 6 h extraction with phosphoric acid and Ni/C at 2000C.
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Total sugar retentions of 97% were observed for reactions performed with Ni/C at 2001C
for both reaction times. When acidified carbon was used, the sugar retention was 94% at
1 h and decreased slightly to 91% at 6 h. The use of the phosphoric acid co-catalyst
resulted in rapid hemicelulose dissolution. At 1 h, a sugar mass balance of 98% was
obtained, while at 6 h the mass balance decreased to 71%. We attribute the loss of sugars
to the dehydration and polymerization of furans, in agreement with the GPC data (vide
supra). Supercritical methanol conditions resulted in poor sugar retentions of 85 and 52%
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Figure 2.12: HSQC 2D-NMR of extractive-free corn stover and post extraction oils at
2000C. Panel (a) shows extractive-free corn stover. Panel (b) shows lignin oil from a 1 h
extraction with only carbon. Panel (c) shows lignin oil from a 1 h extraction with Ni/C. Panel
(d) shows lignin oil from a 6 h extraction with Ni/C.
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(ppm)

at 1 and 6 h, respectively. Interestingly, supercritical methanol was indiscriminate in the
deconstructionof C6or C5 sugars as evidenced by the similar rate of decomposition of
both cellulose and hemicellulose.
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Figure 2.13: HSQC 2D-NMR spectrum of lignin oil obtained from an extraction performed
at 200 0C with Ni/C for 1 h

The high sugar retentions for Ni/C and Ni/C (H+) prompted us to investigate if the sugars

were digestible by cellulose (CTec3) and hemicellulose (HTec3) enzyme cocktails (Figure
9). The results of the 96 h digestion are shown in Figure 2.15. All of the residual solids
showed comparable digestibility, producing glucan conversions of 80 to 90%. Conversion
of xylan was slightly higher with 90 to 100% conversion. A control experiment using
untreated biomass showed that without the RCF treatment, polysaccharides in corn
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stover were less prone to enzymatic degradation resulting in a glucan and xylan
conversions of 45 and 61%, respectively.
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Figure 2.14. Compositional analysis of the residual solids. Each set of data displays the
retention of each type of sugar at short and long times. Whole corn stover is also shown
for comparison

To be an effective pretreatment strategy for fuels and commodity chemical production
from biomass, RCF will be required to achieve high levels of lignin extraction and
depolymerization while minimizing sugar dissolution and decomposition. A clear tradeoff
between these parameters exists based on the data shown in the present study.
Reactions performed with phosphoric acid and super critical methanol resulted in high
monomer yields, but low sugars retention. Low temperature conditions with Ni/C and Ni/C
(H+) result in moderate lignin extraction and depolymerization, but offer high solid
retention and optimal polysaccharide enzymatic digestion. Thus, low temperature
treatments offer a more direct path to total biomass utilization - a key driver for the RCF
process. 107,116-117 Additionally, the 200°C extractions have more amenable processing
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conditions such as operating pressures of 6 MPa as opposed to 13 MPa and a less
corrosive reaction mixture when compared to phosphoric acid.
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Figure 2.15: Enzymatic digestion performed on residual solids at a digestion time of 96.

Tradeoffs between lignin extraction and depolymerization, and carbohydrate retention
illustrate a clear relationship between biomass structure and the severity of the extraction
conditions used. This relationship can be seen across the sets of experiments at 2000C
with Ni/C performed with and without acid at 6 h. Experiments using Ni/C extracted 58%
of the lignin with a monomer yield of 28%, while retaining >95% of the carbohydrates.
Experiments using Ni/C on acidic carbon resulted in 54% lignin extraction with monomer
yields of 32% and 90% carbohydrate retention. In comparison, when phosphoric acid was
used, complete lignin extraction was obtained and monomer yields of 38% were obtained.
The tradeoff for the higher yield was a low carbohydrate retention of 45%. Interestingly,
when a 24 h extraction was performed with Ni/C at 200°C the lignin extraction remained
at 59% with monomer yields of 28% and a carbohydrate retention of >95%. These results
imply that the maximum yield achieved with phosphoric acid cannot be obtained simply
by extending the extraction time. The primary difference between these extractions is the
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retention of hemicellulose, which was completely removed with phosphoric acid.
Therefore, the presence of carbohydrates, primarily hemicellulose, influences the efficacy
of lignin solvolysis. The physical interpretation of this result, is that lignin and
hemicellulose are intertwined in cell wall, which renders portions of lignin inaccessible to
solvolysis and RCF as a whole. Therefore, complete delignification, based on this study,
cannot occur without some dissolution of carbohydrates.

Recently, Luo et al. showed RCF could be performed when the metal catalyst is physically
separated from the biomass using a catalyst basket.1

16

From these data, solvolysis of

lignin was shown to be essential for the extraction of soluble fragments or monomers that
can then adsorb and react at the surface of the catalyst. In agreement with this study, we
observed the direct solvolysis of lignin linkages when operating in the absence of a
reduction catalyst. This effect was observed over multiple control reactions where a
measureable amount of propenyl guaiacol and syringol was produced at 3 h. Additionally,
the total mass of lignin oil obtained with only the carbon support was identical to
extractions were a metal catalyst was used, implying solvolysis is solely responsible for
lignin extraction.

The GPC results of the lignin oils also show similar peaks between the control and Ni/C
reactions. Therefore, we can conclude that solvolysis is responsible for the range of small
oligomers found in the extracted lignin oil. The largest fragment observed in the GPC was
about 2800 Da, which corresponds to moieties composed of approximately 10 monomer
units. Song et al. also investigated the oligomer size produced from the reductive
treatment of birch by Maldi-TOF mass spectroscopy, where the largest fragments had an
m/z of 1500.160We note that the actual size of the oligomers could be larger since multiple
ionization points exist on a lignin oligomer. This observation supports the hypothesis that
small oligomers are liberated by solvolysis from the bulk lignin polymeric structure
embedded within raw corn stover and then undergo further depolymerization in solution.
The existence of oligomers is further evidenced by the existence of P-0-4 bonds present
in the extracted lignin oils as confirmed by NMR. These bonds are observed in samples
with and without a hydrogenolysis catalyst. As expected, the relative amount of ether
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linkages is lower with a reduction catalyst as compared to the control using only the
carbon support. p-0-4 bonds were also present in the 6 h extraction sample although in
significantly reduced amounts. The presence of ether bonds in large soluble lignin
fragments could explain the increase in lower molecular weight species observed by GPC
between 6 and 24 h while no appreciable gains in total oil or monomers yields were
observed. In this case, maximum lignin extraction had occurred by solvolysis and the
hydrogenolysis of the remaining ether bonds likely produced C-C linked dimers and
trimers. Taken together, these data suggest that large lignin fragments are extracted from
biomass by solvolysis, which then migrate to the catalyst surface where hydrogenolysis
of ether bonds occurs producing monomers and smaller oligomers.

Reductive catalytic fractionation of corn stover was investigated at 200 and 2500C in
methanol using supported Ni and Ru catalysts in the presence of homogeneous and
heterogeneous acid co-catalysts. It was found that although high monomer yields can be
obtained with homogeneous acid or supercritical methanol conditions, poor sugar
retention and decomposition at these conditions makes lignin depolymerization suboptimal compared to milder treatments. Indeed, the use of an acidic support for the metal
catalyst increases monomer yields, and also results in >90% carbohydrate retention. It
was also shown that the residual polysaccharides from the extraction can be
enzymatically deconstructed to sugars in high yields allowing for a holistic biomass
utilization approach for further processing. Analysis of the lignin oils produced from RCF
offered further insight into the underlying mechanism of how lignin is liberated from whole
biomass and the role of the solvent in this process. The optimization of acid site count
and strength on the support and the potential synergies with the metal nanoparticles is
needed to further increase lignin monomer yields from

RCF, while preserving

carbohydrates for enzymatic digestion.
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Chapter 3
Design of Flow-through Reactors to Separate the
Solvolysis and Reduction Steps of Reductive Catalytic
Fractionation
3.1 Summary
Reductive catalytic fractionation (RCF) has emerged as a leading biomass fractionation
and lignin valorization strategy. Here, flowthrough reactors were used to investigate RCF
of poplar. Most RCF studies to date have been conducted in batch, but a flow-based
process enables the acquisition of intrinsic kinetic and mechanistic data essential to
accelerate the design, optimization, and scale-up of RCF processes. Time-resolved
product distributions and yields obtained from experiments with different catalyst loadings
were used to identify and deconvolute events during solvolysis and hydrogenolysis. Multibed RCF experiments provided unique insights into catalyst deactivation, showing that
leaching, sintering and surface poisoning are causes for decreased catalyst performance.
The onset of catalyst deactivation resulted in higher concentrations of unsaturated lignin
intermediates and increased occurrence of repolymerization reactions, producing high
molecular weight species. Overall, this study demonstrates the concept of flowthrough
RCF, which will be vital for realistic scale-up of this promising approach.

3.2 Introduction
Growing concern over global climate change and continued reliance on petroleum has
catalyzed increased demand for renewably sourced fuels, chemicals, and materials,
driving significant innovations in the conversion of lignocellulosic biomass through
biorefining. 5 8,148,178 Most commonly, the primary objective of biorefining is to develop and
deploy efficient processes to convert plant polysaccharides to sugars, furans or
alkanes, 1 7 9 -1 8 1 which can then be biologically 182 or catalytically converted to target fuels
and chemicals.810 ,

183-186

In biorefining, however, the efficient production of valuable
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products from lignin, which is a complex, aromatic heteropolymer that accounts for 15-30
wt% of biomass and exhibits a higher energy density than polysaccharides, is a grand
challenge that remains largely unsolved. 14 8-1 4 9 In plants, lignin is responsible for water
transport in plant tissues, and provides structure and defense against pathogens. 1 8 7 As
such, lignin is a major contributor to biomass recalcitrance and severely inhibits access
to the polysaccharide fraction of lignocellulose.5 8 Thus, common biomass deconstruction
processes rely on thermochemical pretreatments to either extract or redistribute lignin
and facilitate the enzymatic depolymerization of polysaccharides.61
processes include steam

90,

4,

These

188-189

organosolv'91, acid 19 2 , and ammonia pretreatment1

93

, all of

which have been performed in flow. However, lignin can undergo considerable,
deleterious modifications during some of these pretreatment processes, wherein labile
ether bonds transform into an array of C-C linkages, producing a recalcitrant matrix that
78 84,154,194
is quite challenging to process.

In most modern biorefinery designs and in the established pulp and paper industries,
chemically-modified, residual lignin is typically burned for low-grade heat and power
generation. 14 8 - 1 4 9, 156 However, detailed techno-economic analyses have demonstrated
that lignin valorization can offer substantial economic advantages to lignocellulosic
biorefineries, including up to several dollars of positive revenue per gallon of hydrocarbon
biofuel derived from sugars. 1 9 5 Additionally, depending on the desired product from lignin,
significant greenhouse gas offsets are possible as predicted by life-cycle assessment,
even when importing fossil-based electricity to make up the loss in heat generation from
lignin combustion. 1 9 5 Therefore, lignin offers significant valorization potential beyond its
heating value for lignocellulose refining as long as processes can be developed that
prioritize whole biomass valorization rather than solely focusing on the polysaccharide
fraction.
Given this emerging trend toward whole biomass utilization, the last decade has
witnessed a resurgence of lignin valorization research efforts. Multiple new solutions have
been proposed to valorize biorefinery lignin. Monomeric species produced from lignin can
be converted into polymer precursors either through thermochemical 1 9 6- 1 9 7 or biological
funneling processes. 1 55 Additionally, thermochemical treatments can convert lignin into
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building block chemicals 96 such as alkylated aromatics 14 , 198, cycloalkanes1

04 , 199

and

aromatic ketones. 200 These processes all rely on an upstream step for the production of
monomers from lignin.
A new class of lignin fractionation technologies, broadly characterized as employing
active stabilization201, prevent undesirable lignin condensation by either the use of
additives or reduction catalysts to stabilize reactive intermediates. 84 , 91, 202-203Reductive
catalytic fractionation
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(RCF) is an active stabilization technique that produces a narrow

1 07
slate of phenols while preserving the biomass polysaccharides as a solid residue. , 117,
157-160, 162 Specifically, RCF operates by way of a two-step process that involves an initial

solvolysis step that extracts lignin fragments from biomass, followed by a stabilization
step wherein these intermediates react with a hydrogen donor over a redox-active catalyst
via hydrogenolysis and hydrogenation pathways. 16 0 , 204-206This simultaneous extraction
and stabilization results in a narrow distribution of monomers with yields approaching the
theoretical limit of plausible monomeric units resulting from p-O-4 bond cleavage (e.g.,
22-49% for hardwoods assuming a 47-70% p-O-4 linkage content and complete lignin
extraction).207-208
To date, essentially all RCF studies reported in the open literature have employed liquidphase batch reactors. Typical temperatures used range from 180 to 2500C for 2 to 12 h,
at reaction pressures of 5-15 MPa, using a solid catalyst mixed with biomass in a 0.52:10 mass ratio, a polar protic solvent, such as alcohol or water, and a reductant (e.g.,
H2).123,

161, 209

Harsher RCF conditions result in high lignin extraction, but also in the

solubilization of carbohydrates which can react further to form other products. Milder
conditions extract less lignin, but preserve carbohydrates in solid form. 2 0 4 , 210 Although
batch RCF processing is effective, it suffers from several inherent limitations. First, the
long time-averaged nature of batch processes hinders the characterization of lignin
intermediates and convolutes the analysis of the dynamics of lignin extraction and
depolymerization. Second, rigorous catalyst stability and recyclability studies are more
difficult to perform, with the best option being separating the catalyst from the biomass in
a porous basket.116 , 206,211 Lastly, the solvolysis and hydrogenolysis steps are subjected
to the same reaction conditions and cannot be controlled and optimized independently to
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create an efficient process. In this respect, flow processing overcomes many of these
limitations and also offers several unique advantages over batch processing. In addition,
beyond the fundamental aspects of studying RCF, continuous RCF processing will likely
be a necessity for robust, realistic scale-up of this promising approach.
Here, we investigated the RCF of poplar lignin in flow reactors. Two reactors were
designed and built: a flowthrough single-bed reactor (FSBR) with a biomass bed located
upstream from a catalyst bed (shown in Figure 3.1), and a flowthrough dual-bed reactor
(FDBR) featuring switchable biomass beds physically separated from the catalyst in a
separate upstream reactor allowing for uninterrupted biomass processing. Figure 1
depicts how flow systems allow us to access unique information about and gain
fundamental insights into the RCF process. In contrast to batch processes, flow systems
allow for facile collection of time-resolved data for both lignin extraction and
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of the flowthrough single bed reactor (FSBR) for RCF, highlighting the
different analysis techniques for characterizing lignin oil at different extraction times.
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hydrogenolysis products with independent control over the solvolysis and hydrogenolysis
steps. In this respect, lignin solvolysis can be tuned by controlling the nature of the
solvent, the extraction temperature, and the contact time. Further, near instantaneous
monomer yields are obtained at different extraction times due to rapid sampling of the
effluent and rapid cooling of the products, which reduces side reactions and unwanted
condensation. The molecular weight (MW) distribution of the extracted products can be
obtained as a function of time by gel permeation chromatography (GPC). In turn, these
fractions can be derivatized and identified via gas chromatography with mass
spectroscopy (GC-MS). Lastly, flow systems are ideal to study catalyst stability and
deactivation profiles, while also allowing for facile catalyst separation and post-reaction
characterization.
3.3 Experimental
Catalyst Preparation: The procedure to make 10 g of 15 wt% Ni/C was as follows: 7.432
g of nickel nitrate hexahydrate (Sigma Aldrich, 99.999%) was dissolved in 10.2 mL of
deionized water. This amount corresponds to 1.5 g of metallic nickel. The nickel nitrate
solution was added dropwise to a beaker containing 8.5 g of activated charcoal (Sigma
Aldrich, ~-100 mesh) being sure to evenly distribute the solution. If necessary 1-2 mL of
extra deionized water was added to ensure the carbon was fully wetted. This slurry was
then covered in parafilm and left for 24 h to equilibrate. Once equilibrated, the solution
was placed in a 125°C oven for 24 h to remove water. After removing the water, the nickel
nitrate on carbon was ground into a fine powder, transferred into alumina boats and
loaded into a tube furnace. The powder was heated to 4500C at a rate of 7

°C

min' and

held for 2 h under a flow of 100 mL min- of nitrogen. This heating step reduced the nickel
nitrate to nickel metal, as confirmed by powder x-ray diffraction. The furnace was allowed
to cool to room temperature, then the reactor was opened to allow air to diffuse in and
slowly passivate the nickel catalyst surface.
To pelletize the nickel/carbon catalyst for the flow reactions, the catalyst was diluted 50/50
with silicon dioxide (Sigma Aldrich). 10 g of SiO2 was added to the 10 g of 15wt% Ni/C
and the solid mixture was stirred for 12 h to ensure even distribution. The mixture was
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then pelletized using a hydraulic press at 6 metric tons of pressure and sieved to 100-200
mesh or a particle size of 75 pm-150 pm.
For the single biomass + catalyst flow reactor (FSBR), low catalyst loading was 300 mg
catalyst (15 wt% Ni/C 50/50 SiO2) diluted to 2 g with SiC (Alfa Aesar, 120 grit), high
catalyst loading was 600 mg catalyst diluted to 2 g with SiC, no catalyst loading was 2 g
SiC. The dual bed system (FDBR) was run with 300 mg of catalyst. This system used a
%"

reactor, so it did not require dilution with SiC to achieve the appropriate catalyst bed

length.
Flowthrough Single Bed Reactor (FSBR) Procedure: Flow reactions were performed at
190°C and 6 MPa with a hydrogen flow rate of 50 mL min- (STP) and a methanol flow
rate of 0.5 mL min-. The reactors were made out of %" OD stainless steel tubing cut to a
length of 18". Reactors were heated in an insulated single-zone split furnace (Applied
Test Systems Series 3210) with aluminum blocks to aid heat transfer. A K-type
thermocouple (Omega) was situated inside the stainless steel reactor immediately below
the catalyst bed to measure the reactor temperature, which was regulated by a
temperature controller (Digi-Sense TC9500). The solvent was fed to the reactor by an
HPLC pump (Waters 515) and the hydrogen flow rate was controlled with a mass flow
controller (Brooks SLA5850S1BAB1B2A1). The liquid samples were collected at room
temperature in a gas/liquid separator (Gage & Valve Co.). The pressure of the system
was

controlled

with

a

back

pressure

regulator

(Swagelok

0-1000

psig

KPB1LOA412P20000).
The reactors were packed in the following order: 1) 1 mm borosilicate glass beads
(Sigma-Aldrich) up to the level of the thermocouple; 2) %" glass wool plug; 3) 1 g biomass
ground and sieved to <0.25 mm; 4)

" glass wool plug; 5) Catalyst (see catalyst

preparation above for amounts and composition); 6) %" glass wool plug; 7) 1 mm
borosilicate glass beads to the top of the reactor
The reactors were then mounted vertically in the set-up, attaching the methanol line-in,
the hydrogen line-in and the line-out using Swagelok connectors, leak checked under 6
MPa nitrogen and filled with methanol. Once the reactor was filled with methanol, the gasliquid separator was then emptied, the hydrogen flow was started and the furnace was
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turned on. This was noted as time zero. The furnace took 15 min to reach the operating
temperature of 190°C. Samples were taken every 10 or 20 min. The samples were
cumulative over the sample interval, i.e. the liquid was allowed to collect in the gas liquid
separator and the entire accumulated sample over 10-20 min was emptied for a 5-10 mL
sample. This means that the samples were time-averaged over the sample interval, but
allowed for tracking of the cumulative oil and monomer yields. 20 min sample time was
chosen arbitrarily and the system could be sampled as often as every min.
For a standard 3 h reaction, ten 20 min samples were taken. The first sample did not
contain products due to a lag time in the system from the heating time and void volume
in the reactor. After measuring the monomer content on the GC-FID for each sample
(procedure in subsequent section), the

2

nd_ 4 th

(st

h),

5

th

7

th

( 2 nd

h) and 8th- 10

th ( 3 rd

h)

samples were combined. The methanol was removed by evaporation under vacuum. The
oil was purified with a water-dichloromethane extraction to remove water soluble
extractives and any carbohydrates. The dichloromethane fraction was dried, weighed and
prepared for GPC and derivatized GC-MS (see subsequent sections).
After reaction, the reactor was cooled, dried with air and carefully unpacked to isolate the
catalyst and solid residues. Compositional analysis and enzymatic hydrolysis were
performed on the solid carbohydrate containing residue. The catalyst after reaction was
characterized using TEM and XRD.
Flowthrough dual-bed reactor (FDBR) procedure: The FDBR was operated in a similar
fashion as the FSBR. This system was built as an add-on to the system used for the
single bed. In this case the
was replaced with a %"

" reactor previously containing both biomass and catalyst

OD and 18" long tube containing only catalyst. The biomass

containing reactor tubes were %" OD and 6"long. The biomass only reactors were heated
using a custom-built heating unit constructed with heat tape (Briskheat TBIH51-04LD),
quartz wool insulation (Chemglass CGQ-0690-01) and high temperature cloth tape
(Grainger 4YME8) and regulated with a controller (Digi-Sense TC9500) based on the
temperature at the center of the reactor at the inlet of the biomass bed. The biomass
tubes were connected to the catalyst tube using 1/16" OD tubing to allow for cooling
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between the reactors and reduce the dead volume in the reactor system. Figure 4 in the
main text shows a diagram of the arrangement of the reactor system.
The tubes were packed in a similar fashion as the single reactor: borosilicate beads to
the level of the thermocouple; %" glass wool plug; biomass or catalyst;1 " glass wool
plug; borosilicate beads to the top of the tube.
The procedure for operating the FDBR is identical to the FSBR, except that at the end of
each 3 h run for a biomass bed, the 3-way valves were switched to begin flowing through
a fresh biomass bed. The catalyst containing reactor was maintained at 1900C and 6 MPa
and the same catalyst was used for all 4 biomass beds. While one biomass bed was
running, the other was dried, the solid residue was isolated, the reactor was cleaned and
then repacked with fresh biomass.
The sampling and analysis procedure was identical to that used in the FSBR.
Monomer GC-FID procedure: A GC sample was prepared by adding one drop (-7 mg)
of 10 wt% dimethoxy benzene (Sigma Aldrich, 99%) in methanol, which was used as a
standard, followed by 1 mL of the solution to be measured to a GC-vial. The weights of
standard and sample were noted to allow for quantification of the products. Calibration
curves were made with allyl syringol (Alfa Aesar, 98%) and propyl guaiacol (Sigma
Aldrich, 99%) by preparing serial dilutions of known concentrations and plotting the wt%
ratio vs the area ratio between the sample of interest and the standard.
Hydrogenation selectivity was calculated at each individual time point as the mass of
monomers with saturated propyl chains normalized to the total mass of observed
monomers.
SH

=Monomersaturated*

MonomersTo

100

The samples were injected using an Agilent Technologies 7693 autosampler. A 1 pL
injection was used with a split ratio of 10:1. A 30 m x 250 pm x 0.25 pm Agilent
Technologies DB-1701 column was installed in an Agilent 7890A GC system. The inlet
temperature was set to 2800C and the oven was programmed to ramp from 500C to 280°C
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at a rate of 10°C min-1 for a total run time of 29 min. A flame ionization detector (FID) was
used to quantify the products.
Gel Permeation Chromatography Procedure: Oil samples were prepared for GPC by
drying 200 pL of 10 mg mL- 1 lignin oil in DCM solution (which was prepared for
derivitization) to isolate 2 mg of lignin oil in a GC vial. This was dissolved in 1 mL of THF
to achieve a 2 mg mL- 1 lignin oil in THF solution.
Three 5 pm PLgel Agilent GPC columns were used in series arranged from larger pore
size to smaller pore size from104A to 103A to 50

A. THF

was used as the carrier solvent

at a flowrate of 1 mL min-1 . A Hewlett Packard 1100 series autosampler injected 20 pL
injection volumes. The columns were maintained at a constant temperature of 26°C. The
system ran at a pressure of approximately 100 bar, but this was not controlled and was a
function of the flowrate and temperature. The eluents were analyzed using a UV diode
array detector at a wavelength of 220 nm with a reference wavelength of 360 nm and a 4
nm slit.
A calibration for molecular weight vs residence time was created using a Sigma-Aldrich
Fluka analytical polystyrene (low molecular) standard ReadyCal set M(p) 250-70000. The
molecular weight vs residence time curve was fit using a polynomial fit, which was used
to convert all of the UV-response vs residence time data into UV-response vs molecular
weight data.
Derivatization & Gas Chromatography-Mass Spectroscopy Procedure: Dried lignin oil
samples (after DCM extraction) were prepared for derivatization by dissolving in
dichloromethane to make a 10 mg mL-1 solution. 600 pL of 10 mg mL-1 lignin oil solution
was added to a 2 mL GC-vial followed by 50 pL of pyridine and 100 pL of silylating agent.
N,O-Bis(trimethylsilyl)trifluoroacetamide (BSTFA) with 1% trimethylchlorosilane (Sigma
Aldrich) was used as the silylating agent. Because it reacts readily with water, the BSTFA
was ordered in 1 mL ampules and used immediately after opening, being sure to cap the
GC-vials immediately after addition of BSTFA. The lignin oil, pyridine, BSTFA solution
was then heated for 20 min at 50°C before being injected on the GC-MS.
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1 pL samples were manually injected with a split ratio of 10:1 and a split flow of 12 mL
min-. The inlet temperature was set to 280°C. The oven was programmed to ramp from
150°C to 3000C at a rate of 5

°C

min- and held at 300°C for 18 min for a total run time of

49 min. The Agilent Technologies 7820A GC System was installed with an HP-5ms Ultra
Inert 30 m x 250 pm x 0.25 pm column. Products were analyzed using an Agilent 5977B
single quadrupole MS detector. A solvent delay of 15 min was used to prevent overloading
the detector with the monomers.
GC-MS spectra were analyzed by comparing with dimer structures published in literature
and by predicting structures that may be present and comparing them with unknown MS
spectra.
Solids compositional analysis procedure: Compositional analysis of the poplar samples
was performed based on NREL's published guidelines at 1/6 the scale. Poplar (supplied
by Idaho National Lab, source Morrow, Oregon harvested in February 2013) samples
were first extracted with a high pressure and temperature flow through aqueous rinse
followed by an ethanol rinse. Post reaction poplar samples were not extracted before
compositional analysis. The biomass was then treated with 72 wt% sulfuric acid for 1 h at
300C with mixing. The slurry was then diluted with water to 4 wt% sulfuric acid and heated
in an autoclave for 1 h at 1210C. Klason lignin content was determined gravimetrically by
filtering the acid insoluble residue out of the acidified aqueous slurry. The Klason lignin
was combusted to determine the ash content in the biomass. The acid soluble lignin was
quantified

by

UVNis

spectroscopy

(Thermo

Scientific

Nanodrop

8000

spectrophotometer). Lignin absorbance measurements were performed at 240 nm and
quantified with an extinction coefficient of 2.5. The sugar content was determined by high
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC, Agilent 1100 HPLC) using a refractive index
detector (RI) kept at 55°C. A Shodex Sugar SP0810 column equipped with a guard
column was used for analysis at 85°C with a flow rate of 0.6 mL min- of HPLC grade
water as the mobile phase.
HSQC-2D-NMR procedure: Heteronuclear Single Quantum Coherence (HSQC) NMR
spectra for extracted lignin oil samples were recorded at 250C on a Bruker 400 MHz
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectrometer with a 5 mm BBO probe with a Z
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gradient. The pulse program used was hsqcetgpsi2 for HSQC. Each lignin oil sample (20
mg) was dissolved in deuterated chloroform (0.5 mL). Spectra were acquired with a
sweep width of 18 ppm in the F2 (1H) dimension and 280 ppm in the F1 (13C) dimension.
A total of 300 scans were performed with 1024 data points in the'H
increments in the
ms for

13

13C

dimension over 256

dimension. An acquisition time of 71.2 ms was used for 1H and 9.0

C. A relaxation delay of 1.5 s was used for each spectrum. The solvent peak of

chloroform was used as an internal reference (6

H 7.24,

5c 77.23 ppm).

ICP-AES procedure: Elemental analysis of the catalyst before and after reaction was
performed in triplicate measurements. Nickel (Ni) content of the catalyst was determined
using inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES) (Agilent
5100). -10.0 mg of catalyst was placed in a glass vial (7 mL) and digested in 2 mL of
Nitric acid (67%, veritas purity, GFS Chemicals) for 12 h. The slurry was diluted with 2%
nitric acid to a concentration of -30 wt% nitric acid and filtered using a compatible 0.2 pm
filter. The filter was washed with 2 wt% nitric acid diluting the sample to 15.0 g. The final
concentration of Ni in each sample was between -40-50 ppm. A six point calibration curve
was built using the following ICP standard solution: 1,000 ppm Ni (Sigma-Aldrich
(TraceCERT)).
3.4 Results and Discussion
Time-resolved data of both monomer and total lignin oil yields provide unique insights into
the role of the catalyst in stabilizing RCF products. We performed flow reactions in the
FSBR comparing high (300 mg), low (150 mg), and no loading of a 15 wt% Ni/C catalyst
at 1900C for 3 h on stream using 1 g of poplar containing 21% Klason and 5% acid soluble
lignin (see Table 3.1 for compositional analysis). The high catalyst loading experiment
produced a cumulative yield of 17.2 wt% monomers (normalized by total lignin content)
that matches the yield produced in a 3 h batch reaction under identical reaction conditions
with either 300 mg or 150 mg of catalyst (Figure 3.2a). The monomer distribution was
identical in both batch and flow experiments with a 12.1 wt% yield of propyl guaiacol and
propyl syringol and 5.1 wt% of propanol guaiacol and propanol syringol. However, the
flow data revealed that the monomer distribution changes over the course of the reaction.
Initially, equal amounts of guaiacol and syringol species were isolated, but the guaiacol
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species declined exponentially with time on stream while the syringol species decayed at
a slower, linear rate (Figure 3.3-3.4). Time-averaged oil yields over each hour for the high
catalyst loading experiment exhibited a monomer-to-oil ratio of 0.39 (Figure 3.2b),
suggesting a higher degree of depolymerization than that observed in batch (monomer to
oil ratio of 0.34). For the low catalyst loading experiments, a lower monomer yield of 14
wt% was obtained after 3 h, with only 0.6 wt% of propanol guaiacol and propanol syringol.
The selectivity towards monomers with a fully saturated propyl chain started at 90% and
progressively decreased to 73% over the course of the reaction, along with a decrease
of the monomer to oil ratio to 0.28 (Figure 3.5-3.7). When no catalyst was used, the
monomer yield was only 3.2 wt%, with a monomer to oil ratio of 0.08. The product
distribution featured mainly coniferyl alcohol and sinapyl alcohol moieties with
unsaturated propyl chains. In flow, it is clear that decreasing catalyst loading impacts both
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Figure 3.2: Monomer and oil yields from flow reactions in the FSBR with different catalyst
loadings (a) On stream cumulative monomer yields from the FSBR (OD 1 "). Flow
conditions: 1 g poplar, 0.6, 0.3 or 0 g (15% Ni/C mixed 50/50SiO2 100-200 mesh, SiC
diluted), 0.5 mL mirn 1 MeOH, 50 mL min' H2, 6 MPa and 1900C. Batch: 1 g poplar, 0.3
or 0.15 g of 15% Ni/C, 3 h, 3 MPa H2 (STP), 1900C. (b) Time averaged lignin oil and
monomer yields for different catalyst loadings.
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reaction yield and product selectivity, and leads to higher oligomer yields. A detailed
analysis of higher MW products was necessary to determine if the decrease in monomer
yields for the low catalyst loading experiment was the result of lignin condensation or
incomplete conversion of lignin fragments generated from solvolysis.
Table Si: Compositional analysis of post reaction solids. Fresh is the composition of the
unreacted poplar, which also contains 4.1 wt% extractives. * flow reaction was run for 5
h on stream.
Solids Isolated
Sample

Ash

Lignin

Glucan

Xylan

Galactan

Arabinan

Acetyl

(g)

No cat

9.20

21.98

48.70

15.98

0.86

0.45

0.23

o799

Low cat*

15.26

14.76

46.46

13.96

0.79

0.34

0.16

0.772

High cat

18.84

16.50

44.98

13.60

0.76

0.28

0.21

0.600

Bed 1

2.04

14.45

58.41

17.54

0.87

0.45

0.23

0.654

Bed 2

1.90

16.47

57.20

17.32

0.89

0.46

0.25

0.645

Bed 3

1.85

16.05

57.72

17.61

0.83

0.41

0.16

0.705

Bed 4

3.09

18.49

55.79

16.99

0.88

0.49

0.30

0.716

0.96

19.55

57.69

17.15

0.86

0.48

0.30

0.720

0.77

25.96

45.99

13.20

1.24

0.87

2.11

X

Batch
(0.15 g)
Fresh
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Figure 3.3: Distribution of guaiacol and syringol monomers observed at each individual
time point for the high catalyst loading flow reaction in the FSBR. Flow conditions: 1 g
poplar, 0.6 g (15% Ni/C mixed 50/50 SiO2 100-200 mesh, SiC diluted), 0.5 mL min-'
MeOH, 50 mL min-' H2, 6 MPa and 190°C.
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Figure 3.4: Distribution of monomers observed at each individual time point for the high
catalyst loading flow reaction in the FSBR. Flow conditions: 1 g poplar, 0.6 g (15% Ni/C
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mixed 50/50 SiO2 100-200 mesh, SiC diluted), 0.5 mL min-1 MeOH, 50 mL min-1 H2, 6
MPa and 190°C.
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Figure 3.6: Distribution of monomers observed at each individual time point for the low
catalyst loading flow reaction in the FSBR. Flow conditions: 1 g poplar, 0.3 g (15% Ni/C
mixed 50/50SiO2 100-200 mesh, SiC diluted), 0.5 mL min-' MeOH, 50 mL min-1 H2,6
MPa and 190°C.
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Figure 3.7: Side chain hydrogenation selectivity for monomers recovered from the low
catalyst experiment performed in the FSBR reactor: 1 g poplar, 0.3 g (15% Ni/C mixed
50/50 Si02 100-200 mesh, SiC diluted), 0.5 mL min-1 MeOH, 50 mL min- 1 H2, 6 MPa and
1900C.
Characterization of the oligomer fraction of time-resolved lignin oil by GPC, heteronuclear
single quantum coherence (HSQC) nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy,
and GC-MS of derivatized samples indicated that both repolymerization and partial lignin
conversion impact monomer yields at 1900 C. Normalized MW distributions for the timeaveraged oils from the high catalyst loading run exhibited a high

extent of

depolymerization with species in the tetramer weight range being the largest observable
oligomers (Figure 3.8a). GC-MS analysis of the derivatized lignin oil from this experiment

-

at 1 h showed a small distribution of C-C linked P-1 and P-5 dimers (Figure 3.8b, Figure
2 12
61
3.9-3.11, Figure 3.12 contains batch, and additional structural details in Appendix). 1,
213

In contrast, when the low catalyst loading was used, new oligomers were observed
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with MWs extending past 1,000 Da, as well as new dimers with fragmentation patterns
consistent with a-deoxygenated and a-methoxylated P-0-4 linked compounds. Data from
2D HSQC NMR performed on the oils obtained from high and low catalyst loading
experiments corroborated these trends (Figure 3.8c-d). Peaks at dc/5H82-88/4.3-4.5 and
88/5.5 ppm corresponding to p-0-4 and phenylcoumaran species 187, respectively, were
present in the low catalyst loading oil, but were absent in the high catalyst loading oil,
confirming incomplete ether cleavage with decreased catalyst loading. We note that
Yokoyama et al. suggested that enol ethers formed from elimination of the a-substituent
are intermediates in the solvolytic cleavage of lignin. 78,91,214These species, under our
reaction conditions, would saturate to form the observed p-0-4 dimers. In the absence of
catalyst, high MW fragments were observed up to 7,000 Da, with an altered dimer
distribution containing new fragment patterns for syringol and guaiacol consistent with a
double bond between the a and P carbons (Figure 3.11). Van den Bosch et al. showed in
model compound and real lignin studies that the degree of unsaturation in lignin
compounds corresponds to repolymerization at 2500C with supercritical methanol. 206
Furthermore, they suggested that the catalyst is solely responsible for the reductive
stabilization of lignin intermediates by hydrogenation. Our results also indicate that
unsaturated lignin compounds lead to repolymerization, but at a temperature of 1900C,
the catalyst additionally performs hydrogenolysis as evidenced by the absence of p-0-4
compounds in high catalyst loading experiments.
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A modular FDBR featuring switchable biomass beds was used to investigate catalyst
stability during RCF without interrupting the flow of lignin fragments to the catalyst (Figure
3.13a). The system was tested with 4 consecutive beds of poplar (1 g each, 26% lignin)
and 150 mg of 15% Ni/C catalyst at otherwise identical conditions to those used in the
FSBR experiments. The cumulative monomer yield for the first biomass bed was 16.9
wt%, which was nearly identical to a batch reaction yield at 3 h. For the second bed, the
monomer yield decreased to 15.5 wt% (Figure 3.13b). After this initial deactivation, the
yields for the third and fourth beds remained constant at 15.6 and 15.1 wt%, respectively.
Although the total monomer yields were similar across all beds, the product distributions
varied considerably (Figure 3.13c). Specifically, the first bed showed 100% selectivity for
propyl chain saturation, but this value decreased steadily with each bed until it reached
55-60% saturated and 45-40% unsaturated propenyl chains in the

4

th

biomass bed

(complete product distribution in Figure 3.14). Additionally, the same unsaturated species
and dimer distributions observed in the FSBR experiments with no catalyst began to
appear for the third and fourth biomass beds (Figures 3.15-3.18). The increased presence
of unsaturated compounds led to a higher degree of repolymerization, as shown by GPC
in Figure 3.13d.
To investigate the mechanism of catalyst deactivation and poisoning, the particle size
was measured by transmission electron microscopy (TEM), Ni content was measured by
inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES), and the presence
of adsorbed organics was determined by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). The physical
separation of the solvolysis and hydrogenolysis reactors allowed for facile catalyst
recovery and subsequent characterization. We observed that the particle size distribution
(Figure 3.19) increased from an average diameter of 14±8 nm before reaction to 21±12
nm after reaction, indicating that sintering occurred. In addition, elemental analysis
showed that the Ni content decreased from 13.5±0.7 wt% to 9.8±0.4 wt% after the

4th

biomass bed, indicating that leaching also occurred. To understand if leaching was
influenced by biomass constituents, a control experiment was performed in which pure
methanol and hydrogen were passed over the catalyst bed at reaction conditions for 12
h. No significant change in Ni content was observed, thus suggesting that the solvent
alone

is

not

responsible

for

leaching

and

that

biomass
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components must influence Ni dissolution. Additionally, a TGA of the postreaction catalyst
showed the presence of surface-bound species (Figure 3.20), in agreement with previous
studies showing that lignin oligomers and sugars contribute to surface poisoning of the
catalyst.2 0 6, 215-216 Taken together, these results suggest that sintering, leaching, and
poisoning are all possible catalyst deactivation routes.
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Figure 3.15: Derivatization + GC-MS at 1 h, 2 h and 3 h from biomass bed 1 in the semi-continuous flow reaction.
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Figure 3.16: Derivatization + GC-MS at 1 h, 2 h and 3 h from biomass bed 2 in the semi-continuous flow reaction.
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Figure 3.18: Derivatization + GC-MS at 1 h, 2 h and 3 h from biomass bed 4 in the semi-continuous flow reaction.
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ramp at 50C min-' to 680°C, constant flow rate of 15 mL min-1 air, initial loading of -15
mg catalyst.

3.5 Conclusion
Clearly, further studies are required to optimize RCF in flowthrough reactors, as
evidenced by the moderate total lignin extraction values achieved here due to the mild
solvolysis conditions used, as well as the catalyst instability over time. Additionally,
downstream process design will be critical for understanding solvent recovery, lignin oil
fractionation, and oligomer valorization. Nonetheless, we envision that our reactor design
and reactivity data in flow will be essential to start addressing these issues and further
optimize the RCF process. To improve the lignin extraction, the solvolysis step could be
altered through the use of solvent pairs and co-catalysts such as acid. Low residence
times within the flow reactor could potentially limit the sugar decomposition rates that
harsh fractionation strategies are known to cause. In flow, the solvent chemistry could be
cycled at certain times on stream to allow for hemicellulose removal and increased lignin
yields. The catalyst reactivity and stability can be studied in depth using the FDBR. The
catalyst stability could be improved by exploring catalyst-support interactions to combat
leaching and sintering, and creating bimetallic alloys that modify molecular surface
adsorption to reduce catalyst poisoning. The flow reactor also allows for the development
and optimization of other process parameters that would be useful for designing and
implementing a full-scale system. The physical separation of the beds in the FDBR allows
for independent tuning of reaction conditions for solvolysis and hydrogenolysis. The flow
system is also amenable to direct integration of downstream processing such as sugar
conversion and lignin upgrading. The near instantaneous sampling of lignin products from
the reactor makes kinetic studies on lignin conversion feasible. All of the flow data
generated can be readily used for process design and scale-up, bringing RCF closer to
an integrated, scalable, and economically feasible process.
In summary, flowthrough reactors were implemented for the semi-continuous reductive
catalytic conversion of lignin into low MW species. The short contact times and rapid
cooling after reaction in these systems enabled the identification of lignin intermediates
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involved in specific reaction pathways associated with the solvolysis or hydrogenolysis
steps of RCF. Additionally, the time-resolved data obtained in semi-continuous flow
highlight the impact of catalyst deactivation on the reaction selectivity to unsaturated
compounds, and ultimately the increased yields of unwanted higher MW lignin oils over
time. Overall, the results illustrate the advantages of a flowthrough setup over traditional
batch reactors to further control and understand important aspects of the RCF process.
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Chapter 4
Kinetic Studies of Lignin Solvolysis and Reduction by
Reductive Catalytic Fractionation Decoupled in FlowThrough Reactors
4.1 Summary
Reductive catalytic fractionation (RCF) is an effective active-stabilization strategy to
selectively extract and depolymerize lignin into aromatic monomers. Here, the kinetics of
RCF were investigated by using flow-through reactors to decouple the two limiting
mechanistic steps, namely lignin solvolysis and reduction. When operating in a solvolysislimited regime, apparent energy barriers of 63±1 and 64±2 kJ mol-1 were measured for
the solvent mediated lignin extraction of poplar using particle diameters of 0.5<d<1 mm
and 0.075<d<0.25mm, respectively. In contrast, when using mechanically-stirred batch
reactors, apparent barriers of 32±1 and 39±3 kJ mol-1 were measured for particle
diameters of 0.5<d<1

mm and 0.075<d<0.25 mm, respectively. The difference of

activation barriers between flow and batch reactors indicated that lignin extraction under
typical RCF conditions in a 100 mL batch reactor stirred at 700 rpm was mass-transfer
limited. In the reduction-limited regime, cleavage of the p-0-4 bond in a model compound
exhibited an apparent activation barrier of 168±14 kJ mol- 1. This study demonstrates RCF
occurs by two limiting processes which can be independently controlled. Furthermore,
controlling which process limits RCF, and is absent of transport limitations, is critical to
developing a mechanistic understanding of RCF and designing new catalysts and cocatalyst to further optimize the process.

4.2 Introduction
Lignin, an oxygen rich aromatic polymer that accounts for 15-30% of biomass is a
sustainable and renewable source of aromatic carbon. Many pretreatment techniques
have been developed over the past decades to remove lignin from biomass.
100

Thermochemical pretreatments have proven effective at removing or redistributing lignin,
but result in the conversion of C-O ether bonds in the lignin structure into a network of CC bonds. 1 8 8 , 1 54 The formation of this recalcitrant network makes the selective conversion
of lignin into aromatic chemicals difficult, ultimately leading to lignin incineration as a lowgrade fuel.1 4 9 Consequently, extraction techniques that facilitate the selective conversion
of lignin into valuable chemicals and high grade fuels could add significant value to the
6
15
bio-refining process. , 194, 217-218

Recently, a variety of active stabilization methods have been developed to simultaneously
extract and depolymerize lignin into a narrow slate of aromatic monomers and small
84
oligomers while preserving the carbohydrate fraction for downstream processing.

91,201

One particularly promising technique is reductive catalytic fractionation (RCF), which uses

111, 117, 157-160, 162, 175

10 7

,

a reduction catalyst to quench reactive intermediates produced from ligninsolvolysis

and prevent undesirable C-C coupling reactions. This method

generates a narrow slate of oxygenated arenes from lignin, while mostly preserving both
the hemicellulose and cellulose fractions of biomass as a solid residue. 2 1 0 Typically, RCF
is performed in batch reactors where untreated biomass particles are mixed with a redoxactive catalyst, such as supported Pd2 1 9 , Ru 1 2 3, or Ni, in a polar protic solvent, with a
hydrogen donor such as hydrogen gas (pressures ranging from 30 to 60 bar) or isopropyl
alcohol

17

,

11 1
a co-catalyst such as a Bronsted
',

162,

220

or Lewis acid 113

221222

at

temperatures ranging from 180 to 250°C. 161 RCF is hypothesized to occur by two
independent consecutive steps, namely lignin solvolysis followed by reduction (illustrated

in Figure

1).116, 160,205,220,223

Lignin solvolysis is the solvent-facilitated extraction of lignin

from the plant cell walls that generates a mixture of soluble oxoaromatic fragments. These
fragments then migrate to the surface of the redox-active catalyst to undergo reduction.
Specifically, the aryl ether bonds (primarily P-0-4, with 4-0-5 and a-O-4 as minor
components) are cleaved by hydrogenolysis, while reactive C-C double bonds are either
partially or fully hydrogenated to create stable monomers and oligomers. The resulting
stabilized mixture containing oxygenated aromatic monomers and oligomers is recovered
as a lignin oil. Although many studies on RCF have been reported in the literature, key
questions still remain unresolved, particularly with respect to our collective understanding
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of the operating regimes for each of its independent steps. This information is critical to
gain fundamental insights into the dynamics of lignin detachment from biomass, the
development of new and improved reduction catalysts, and the optimization and scale up
of RCF into a viable biomass fractionation strategy.
The total lignin oil (i.e., monomers + oligomers) recovered after reaction, the relative
number of monomers within the lignin oil, and the degree of side chain saturation (i.e.,
propyl vs propenyl) in the monomer population represent three important metrics that can
be used to understand RCF. At the limit of full lignin extraction and conversion, the total
amount of lignin oil produced will depend on the initial lignin content in the original
biomass; the relative ratio of monomers to lignin oil will depend on the biomass type and
the intrinsic amount of cleavable P-O-4, 4-0-5 and a-O-4 bonds; and the degree of side
saturation will depend on the activity and stability of the catalyst. Indeed, tracking these
three metrics as a function of time under different reaction conditions can enable
identification and analysis of the limiting regimes for both lignin solvolysis and reduction.
As illustrated in Figure 4.1, operating at the limiting conditions for solvolysis (i.e., when
lignin fragment detachment is slow relative to the timescale of the total number of
turnovers for reductive bond cleavage at the catalyst surface) or for reduction (i.e., when
lignin solvolysis is fast relative to the timescale of reductive bond cleavage of lignin
fragments) enables interrogating and optimizing different aspects of the RCF process.
For example, a solvolysis limiting condition is required to investigate the influence of a
solvent additive (e.g., an acid) on lignin solubilization from biomass. Otherwise, if the
system were operated in a reduction-limited regime, there would be no observable
changes in monomer yields even if the additive were to accelerate solvolysis rates.
Similarly, a reduction-limited regime is required to study catalyst activity and stability
profiles by tracking monomer yields and degree of side-chain unsaturation. Otherwise, an
identical monomer yield and degree of saturation would be obtained when operating in a
solvolysis-limited regime since the fast reduction timescale would convert all of the lignin
intermediates. Equally important is having the capability of identifying reaction conditions
in which heat and mass transfer limitations may influence the apparent reaction kinetics
in each regime. Unfortunately, based on their intrinsic operation, batch reactors are not
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suitable to easily identify, isolate, and study these limiting conditions. To this end, we
recently demonstrated the concept of flow-through reactors for RCF that are capable of
1 19 2 2 4
physically separating and decoupling the solvolysis and reduction steps. ,
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In the present work, flow-through reactors operated at different reaction conditions were
used to isolate the lignin solvolysis and reduction steps andmeasuretheirintrinsickinetic
parameters. Lignin solvolysis was investigatedusinguntreated poplarwood,whilethe
reductionkineticswerestudiedwith a model p--4 cmpound, 1-(3,4-dimethoxyphenyl)2-(2-methoxyphenoxy)propane-1,3-diol (hereafterdenotedasPOPV). 97 Thesedatawere
compared to dataobtainedintraditional batchsystems, revealingstrong mass-transfer
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limited conditions for batch reactor systems operated at analogous temperature and
pressures. Overall, we demonstrate that flow-through reactors provide important
advantages to understand the mechanistic underpinnings of the RCF process.

4.3 Experimental
Catalyst synthesis: Nickel on carbon (Ni/C) catalysts with different nickel loadings were
synthesized by a wet impregnation method. A desired amount of nickel nitrate
hexahydrate (Sigma-aldrich) was dissolved in deionized water and added to Darco
carbon (sigma-aldrich, 100 mesh) at a water to carbon ratio of 0.8 g/g to form 10 g of total
catalyst. The mixture was allowed to equilibrate for 16 h and then dried at 1200C for 24
h. The catalyst was then reduced in a tube furnace. The catalyst was heated to 4500C
over 1 h and then held for 2 h at 4500 C under flowing nitrogen (100 mL min-1 ). The catalyst
was used without further treatment in batch reactions. Catalysts used in flow reactions
were made by creating a physical mixture of 50/50 w/w Ni/C andSi02 (Sigma-aldrich, 12
nm). The solid mixture was agitated for 24 h with a magnetic stir bar. The resulting
physical mixture was pelletized to 100-200 mesh.

Compositional analysis of biomass: Compositional analysis of poplar was performed by
the standard NREL Laboratory Analytical Procedure (LAP).1 69- 1 7 0 First, high pressure and
temperature extractions were performed on the biomass to remove extractives. The
poplar (0.3 g) was then subjected to 72 wt% sulfuric acid (3 mL) for 1 h at 300 C to dissolve
both cellulose and hemicellulose. The concentrated slurry was then diluted to 4 wt% with
water. The slurry was heated in an autoclave at 121°C for 1 h. The slurry was filtered to
yield an acid insoluble lignin rich fraction. The ash content was determined by oxidizing
the acid insoluble lignin fraction at 5750 C for 24 h in air. The remaining acid soluble lignin
was

determined

by

UV/Vis

spectroscopy

(Thermo

Scientific

Nanodrop

8000

spectrophotometer), using absorbance measurements at 320 nm with an extinction
coefficient of 2.5. The sugar content was determined by high performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC, Agilent 1100 HPLC) using a refractive index detector (RI) at
85 0C. A Shodex Sugar SP0810 column equipped with a guard column was used for
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analysis at 850C with a flow rate of 0.6 mL min-

of HPLC grade water as the mobile

phase.

Model

#-0-4

compound synthesis: The synthesis of the model p-0-4 was previously

reported. 97 Allchemicals and reagents were purchased from Sigma-aldrich and used as
purchased. First, methyl 2-bromoacetate (10.22 g, 1.3 eq) was coupled to guaiacol (6.25
g, 1 eq) by refluxing in acetone (80 mL) and potassium carbonate (20.83 g, 3 eq) for 3 h
producing Methyl-2-(2-methoxyphenoxy)acetate. Acetone was removed under vacuum to
produce an oil which was crystalized out of methanol (S, 7.54 g, 77% yield). 1H NMR
(CDCl3, 400 MHz) 5 = 3.79 (s, 3H), 3.88 (s, 3H), 4.70 (s, 2H), 6.85-6.99 ppm (m, 4H).
Methyl-2-(2-methoxyphenoxy)acetate was added to 3,4-dimethoxybenzaldehyde by an
aldol condensation. Dry THF (30 mL) and 1 M LDA solution (40 mL) were cooled down
to -78

°C

in a Schlenk flask under nitrogen gas. Methyl-2-(2-methoxyphenoxy)acetate

(7.39 g, 1 eq) dissolved in dry THF (40 mL) was added slowly through a septum. After
stirring the mixture for 15 minutes, a solution of the 3,4-dimethoxybenzaldehyde (6.34 g,
1.02 eq) in dry THF (40 mL) was added dropwise. The mixture was stirred at -78°C for 2
h and at RT for 30 minutes. The reaction mixture was cooled down to -78 0 C again and a
solution of NH4CI in DI water was added slowly. The mixture was then extracted 4 times
with 40 mL ethyl acetate each. Combined organics were washed with brine once, dried
and removed under vacuum. Flash column chromatography (SiO2; 58% hexanes, 42%
acetone, Rf -0.25)

was done to give methyl 3-(3,4-dimethoxyphenyl)-3-hydroxy-2-(2-

methoxyphenoxy) propanoate (S, 3.68 g, 27% yield). 1H NMR (CDCl3,400 MHz) 5 = 3.533.55 (dd, 1H), 3.60 (s, 3H), 3.77 (s, 3H), 3.78 (s, 6H), 4.64-4.65 (d, 1H), 5.02-5.05 (d, 1H),
6.75-6.99 ppm (m, 7H)

1-(3,4-dimethoxyphenyl)-2-(2-methoxyphenoxy)propane-1,3-dio
reducing

the

ester

of

was

produced

by

3-(3,4-dimethoxyphenyl)-3-hydroxy-2-(2-

methoxyphenoxy)propanoate with sodium borohydride. A Schlenk flask was charged with
methyl 3-(3,4-dimethoxyphenyl)-3-hydroxy-2-(2-methoxyphenoxy) propanoate (3.48 g, 1
eq) and purged with nitrogen. THF/water (3:1, 80 mL) mixture was added through a
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septum. Sodium borohydride (1.90 g, 5.2 eq) was added in three portions over 1 h under
nitrogen flow. The mixture was then stirred for 18 h. The solvents were removed under
vacuum until

-

20 mL were left. DI water (100 mL) was added and the mixture was

extracted with ethyl acetate (4x50 mL). Combined organics were dried over sodium
sulfate and removed under vacuum. Flash column chromatography(SiO2; 53% acetone,
47%

hexanes,

Rf

-0.25)

was

done

to

methoxyphenoxy)propane-1,3-diol(Oil, 2.60g, 81 %).

give
1H

1-(3,4-dimethoxyphenyl)-2-(2NMR (CDCl3,400 MHz) 6 = 3.64-

3.94 (m, 13H), 4.14-4.18 (m, 1H), 4.98-4.99 (d, 1H), 6.82-7.08 ppm (m, 7H)

13C

NMR

(CDCl, 100 MHz) 6 = 55.85, 55.89, 55.90, 60.80, 72.72, 87.02, 109.32, 110.98, 112.16,
118.51, 120.57, 121.58, 123.99, 132.74, 146.93, 148.41, 148.95, 151.40 ppm.
Biomass reactivity studies: Batch reactions were performed using a mechanically-stirred
reactor (Parr, 4560 series, 100 mL) equipped with an overhead stirrer. Poplar (26 wt%
lignin, supplied by Idaho National Laboratory, Morrow, Oregon) used for batch
experiments was milled and sieved to either 0.5<d<1 mm or 0.075<d<0.25 mm. Milled
poplar (1 g), catalyst (0.15 or 0.20 g) and methanol (50 mL) were charged to the reactor.
The reactor was pressurized to either 1.5 or 3 MPa with hydrogen gas and heated to
200°C over 0.5 h at 700 RPM. After the desired batch reaction time was reached, the
reaction was quenched by rapid cooling in an ice bath. The reaction slurry was then
filtered with a 0.2 pm filter. The methanol was then removed under vacuum and the
resulting oil was dissolved in dichloromethane (DCM)/water (1:1 v/v, 20 mL). The
extraction was performed to remove water soluble sugars from the organic soluble lignin
derived products. The water was extracted with additional dichloromethane (2x10 mL).
The dichloromethane was removed under vacuum affording lignin oil. The lignin products
were quantified from this oil.

Model compound flow reactions were performed in a gas-liquid phase, packed-bed
reactor. The reactor was constructed of 0.25 in (OD) stainless steel tubing. The catalyst
2

.

bed in each reactor was made from a physical mixture of 50/50 w/w 5% Ni/C andSiO

The catalyst was pelletized to a mesh size of 100-200 mesh and mixed with SiC (120
mesh, Alfa Aesar) to form the catalyst bed. The bed was held in place by two glass wool
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plugs located above and below the bed. The rest of the reactor void volume was filled
with 1 mm glass beads. The reaction temperature was measured directly below the
catalyst bed with a K-type thermocouple (Omega). The tubular reactor was heated in a
furnace (Applied Test Systems 3210) with an aluminum sleeve to enhance heat transfer
and the temperature was controlled with a Digi sense temperature controller (TC9500).
The liquid with reactant dissolved (2 or 4 mg mL') was delivered to the inlet of the reactor
by an HPLC pump (waters 515). Hydrogen gas was mixed with the liquid upstream of the
reactor and controlled with a mass flow controller (Brooks SLA5850S). The effluent of the
reactor was sent to a high pressure, gas-liquid settler (Gage & Valve Co.) where the gas
was

vented

through

a

back-pressure

regulator

(Swagelok

0-1000

psig

KPB1LOA412P20000) to maintain the reaction pressure (60 bar) and the liquid was
accumulated in the separator. Liquid samples were taken from the separator to quantify
products produced from the reaction by GC-FID (Agilent, details below).
Flow-through RCF was performed in a flow-through dual bed reactor (FDBR) which was
constructed by adding an additional upstream reactor to the reactor used for model
compounds. The upstream attachment contained two stainless steel reactors (0.5 in OD)
which were heated with heat tape (Briskheat TBIH51-04OLD) and controlled with a Digi
sense temperature controller (TC9500). The reactors were filled with 1 g of poplar wood
held in place with two glass wool plugs above and below the bed. The rest of the void
volume was filled with 1 mm glass beads. A K-type thermocouple (Omega) was placed
directly below the bed for temperature control. The solvolysis reactors were setup in
parallel such that the flow of solvent into the bed could be diverted from a spent biomass
bed to a fresh biomass bed loaded in an adjacent reactor. The outlet of either biomass
reactor fed directly to a 0.25 in (OD) reactor containing 0.3 g 15% Ni/C (50/50SiO 2 , 100200 mesh) packed in an identical fashion to the model compounds studies. Reaction
samples were taken every 10 min from the gas liquid separator and analyzed by gas
chromatography-flame ionization detector (GC-FID). Liquid oil yields were determined
from binned samples which were extracted with DCM/water (3x10 mL).
Lignin Monomer Quantification: Samples were quantified using an Agilent 7890A GC. A
1 pL injection was used with a split ratio of 10:1 and a 30 m x 250 pm x 0.25 pm Agilent
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Technologies DB-1701 column. The inlet temperature was set to 280°C and the oven was
programmed to ramp from 50°C to 280°C at a rate of 10C min-' for a total run time of 29
min. An FID was used to quantify the products. Samples were prepared with
dimethoxybenzene as an external standard.

4.4 Results and Discussion
Isolation of limiting RCF operating regimes by changing conditions in batch reactions: The
solvolysis- and reduction-limited regimes of RCF were first isolated using batch reactors
by changing catalyst loading and hydrogen pressure. Although the rates of both
processes can be controlled independently given that the catalyst is only required for the
reduction step, it is difficult to measure the two rates separately because the products of
lignin solvolysis (and thus reactants in lignin reduction) are oligomers of varying chemical
composition, and the identification and quantification of every oligomeric species is a
major analytical undertaking and was outside the scope of this study. As a proxy, the
production rate of total lignin oil (i.e, monomers + oligomers)-a measure of total lignin
extraction-was used to track the extent of solvolysis, and the rate of monomer
production from the extracted lignin oil was used to track the reduction step. Lignin
solvolysis rates only depend on the solvent type and solvolysis temperature, resulting in
identical solvolysis rates (as measured by total lignin oil recovered) when varying the
catalyst loading and hydrogen pressures. However, for a given solvolysis rate, the
catalyst loading and hydrogen pressure can alter the reduction rate, thus impacting
monomer generation when the reactor operates in a regime below the maximum
monomer yield (i.e., <100% conversion of oligomers to monomers via reduction). Figure
4.2 shows the two limiting regimes obtained in batch systems sampled at 1 h (thus
representing a single time point in the conversion profile) and operated at 200°C using
different catalyst loadings. The solvolysis-limited regime is depicted in the right side of
Figure 2 using a total hydrogen pressure of 30 bar. Using a catalyst loading of 5 wt%
Ni/C, a monomer yield of 17.3 wt% was obtained with a propenyl side chain hydrogenation
selectivity of 66%. When the catalyst loading was increased to 10 wt% Ni, the monomer
yield increased to 19.7 wt% with 89% hydrogenation selectivity. Increasing the catalyst
loading to 15% produced 19.4 wt% monomers with 92% hydrogenation selectivity. A
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constant monomer yield invariant to catalyst loading indicated that the lignin monomer
yield was limited by solvolysis; because lignin detachment was slow relative to the
timescale of total turnovers of the catalyst. Conversely, batch reactions at 15 bar of
hydrogen resulted in a monotonically increasing monomer yield from
11.0 to 19.5 wt% when the catalyst loading was increased from 5 to 15 wt% Ni/C. The
degree of propenyl side chain hydrogenation selectivity also increased from 15% to 58%
as the catalyst loading increased. Additionally, the total lignin oil yield was nearly constant
for the three different batch reactions indicating that the solvolytic extraction of lignin was
fast and not dependent on the catalyst loading. Taken together, the constant lignin oil with
increasing monomer yields that were proportional to catalyst loading revealed conditions
limited by reduction. The existence of these limiting regimes means that, by choosing the
appropriate conditions, it is possible to decouple the RCF process and study the kinetics
of each process independently.
Determination of solvolysis limited activation barriers in flow-through and batch reactors:
Lignin solvolysis activation barriers were measured in the FDBR using the initial rates
generated from both monomer and lignin oil yields. Under solvolysis-limiting conditions,
when complete conversion of all lignin fragments is achieved in the reduction step, these
two activation barriers should be identical. Therefore, this measurement serves as a
useful method to verify solvolysis limiting conditions experimentally. The initial solvolysis
rate based on monomer generation was found by fitting the cumulative monomer yields
from products sampled every 10 min over a 1 h extraction period (Figure 4.3).224 The
initial solvolysis rate based on lignin oil yields was determined from the total amount of
lignin oil accumulated over the 1 h extraction times. Reactions were performed using 1 g
of poplar (0.5<d<1 mm) and 0.3 g of 15% Ni/C (50/50SiO2, 100-200 mesh), operating at
60 bar of H2gas (50 mL min- H2STP) with a MeOH flowrate of 0.5 mL min- (the Reynolds
number for these conditions is 0.3, implying laminar flow in the packed bed reactor, Eq.
Si).2 2 5 The catalyst bed was maintained at 190 0C for each reaction to ensure operation
in the solvolysis-limited regime, but the temperature of each biomass bed was varied in
a range between 160 and 1900 C (Figure 4.4a). Complete lignin reduction was confirmed
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by tracking the propyl chain hydrogenation selectivity of the monomers produced. Note
that complete hydrogenation of the side chain groups was observed for all experiments
performed under solvolysis-limited RCF conditions. Under these conditions, the apparent
activation barriers for lignin solvolysis based on monomers and lignin oil were 63±1 and
58±3 kJ mol-1, respectively. These experiments were repeated with smaller biomass
particles (0.075<d<0.25 mm, Re=0.08) resulting in an apparent barriers of 64±2 kJ mol-1
for monomers and 53±2 kJ mol-1 for lignin oil. The similar activation barriers observed
with small and large particle sizes confirm that the solvolysis process is not mass transfer
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Figure 4.6: Lignin solvolysis and reduction limiting conditions achieved by changing
hydrogen pressure and the weight loading of Ni on carbon in batch reactors. The bars
indicate monomer and oil yields while the gray diamonds reference the side chain
hydrogenation selectivity for each reaction. Reaction conditions: 1 g poplar (26% lignin),
0.2 g catalyst, 50 mL MeOH, 1 h reaction (0.5 h heat up), and 15 or 30 bar H2, 2000C and
700 RPM.
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limited in the flow-through reactor, and the similar activation barriers calculated based on
monomer and oil yields confirm that the process was operated in the solvolysis limiting
regime.
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of extrapolated rate data from a flow through reaction. ). Flow
conditions: Milled poplar (1 g, 26% lignin), 0.3 g 15% Ni/C (50/50 SiO2, 100-200 mesh),
50 mL min' H2 (60 bar total pressure), 0.5 mL min- MeOH 190 °C.

An analogous study performed in batch reactors using the same particle sizes (i.e.,
0.5<d<1 mm and 0.075<d<0.25 mm) at temperatures ranging from 150-215°C and 1 h
reaction times with a stirring rate of 700 RPM (Figure 4.4b) indicated that RCF performed
in this reactor configuration is prone to mass transfer limitations. Specifically, batch
experiments with the large and small poplar particle sizes generated apparent activation
barriers of 32±1 and 39±3 kJ mol, respectively. Apparent activation barriers based on
total lignin extraction mirrored those based on monomer yields for both wood particle
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reaction times (0.5-1 h heating ramps). Flow conditions: Milled poplar (1 g, 26% lignin),
0.3 g 15% Ni/C (50/50SiO2, 100-200 mesh), 50 mL min- 1 H2 (60 bar total pressure), 0.5
mL mirn MeOH, 160-190°C.

sizes. The low apparent activation barrier observed in the batch system using large
particles coupled with the slight increase in the apparent activation barrier when smaller
particles were used suggest that the rate of lignin solvolysis in the batch reactor was
limited by mass transport.
Diffusion-reaction model to determine expected scaling of mass-transfer limitations: The
observed scaling in the apparent activation barrier due to mass transfer limitations during
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the solvolytic extraction of lignin can be predicted by a coupled reaction-diffusion model.
Lignin solvolysis requires the diffusion of MeOH into the plant cell wall, where it either
liberates lignin polymers from a non-covalent matrix or cleaves lignin-hemicellulose
linkages, releasing lignin oligomer fragments. 7,226 Next, these lignin fragments need to
diffuse through a tortuous path out of the cell wall and then the wood particle before being
transported onto the surface of the redox catalyst. To examine how the differences in flow
profiles and lignin fragment concentrations between the two reactor configurations impact
the observed activation barriers, we built a one-dimensional reaction-diffusion model
depicted in Figure 4.5. The model defines solvolytic lignin extraction as an equilibriummediated reaction on the internal surface of a biomass pore. The concentration of solvent
was assumed to be constant throughout the system. The solvent was therefore treated
as a constant within the rate expression. By assuming concentration-driven diffusion of
lignin fragments inside the pore and an external boundary layer created by convective
mass transfer outside of the biomass particle, the lignin fragment concentration profile
can be determined analytically.

A shell balance performed in the pore was used to relate the internal diffusion to the
surface reaction as shown in Eq 1. The Thiele modulus (#), which arises from the nondimensionalization of the equation, is a measure of the ratio of the lignin solvolysis rate
to the rate of internal transport. In turn, the Biot number (Bi) measures the proportion of
external mass transfer relative to internal mass transfer. The boundary conditions were
defined such that there was no diffusion through the walls of the pore and the flux through
the external boundary layer must equal the flux of lignin out of the pore opening. The
lignin fragment concentration profile can be obtained using Eq 2 (see the Supporting
Information for the full derivation). An effectiveness factor (q), which is a measure of the
apparent observed reaction rate relative to the maximum reaction rate, is a dimensionless
metric to understand how mass transfer impacts the observed rate of lignin solvolysis.
The maximum reaction rate occurs when there is no mass transfer and the lignin fragment
concentration is zero throughout the pore. The observed rate must be equal to the steady
state flux of lignin out of the pore as calculated by the model (Eq 3). Under severe internal
mass transfer limitations, the Bi is much larger than the # which simplifies n and reveals
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that the observed reaction rate scales as

(kL) 1 2

(Eq 4). Therefore, when plotting the

observed rate in an Arrhenius plot, it is evident that the apparent activation barrier must
scale as half of the true kinetic barrier, in agreement with the barriers obtained
experimentally when using the kinetically-limited flow-through system and the transportlimited batch system. Indeed, when the particle size was reduced in the batch reactor,
internal mass transfer was accelerated, leading to an increase in the apparent barrier to
39 kJ molV. This effect is expected because the decrease in particle size brings the Bi

#,

number closer to the

in which case the full expression for r

must be considered.

Ultimately, the differences in the reactor configurations and flow profiles manifest as
different bulk lignin concentrations and boundary layer thicknesses.
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Fullderivation: The 1D reaction-diffusion occurring in the pore shows lignin lining the walls
of biomass pores dissolving into an internal pore within the biomass particle. There is an
external boundary layer outside the pore which is defined by convective flow of the
solvent. Lignin dissolution is shown as kL(MCL-C) where kL isthe surface rate constant
times MCL (CL is the solid lignin concentration) which is the solubility limit of lignin
fragments in methanol and C is the concentration of lignin in solution. Therefore, when
diffusion is very slow and the concentration of lignin fragments hits the solubility limit the
dissolution rate goes to zero. The diffusion through the pore is defined by the internal
diffusion constant D and occurs from x=Oto x=L (the end of the pore, RP is the radius of
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the pore). Transport through the external boundary layer is defined by the mass transfer
coefficient km, which depends on the size of the boundary layer.

Biomass
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Lignin
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4-

+

kL(MCL-C)I R

tt t
CL

MeOH

X=L

X=o

Figure 4.5: Schematic of a 1D reaction-diffusion occurring in the pores of biomass. Lignin
is dissolving and diffusing out of an internal pore into an external boundary layer.

Table 4.1: Definition of parameters used in the model with corresponding units.
Parameter

Definition

Unit

Rp

Pore Radius

m

L

Pore Length

m

CL

Solid Lignin Concentration

Molerm-3

kL

Surface Rate Constant

m s-

D

Pore Diffusion Constant

m s-2

km

Boundary Layer Mass Transfer Coefficient

m s-

C.

Bulk Lignin Concentration

Molem-3

N

Flux

Mole s- m-2

robs

Observed Reaction Rate

Mole s- m-2

Shell balance
irR|2 N| -rRN|A +21rRpAxk (MCL-C)=O

Dividing by Ax and taking the limit as x becomes very small
2dN

(MCL-C)=
- 2R| dxR h +2rRpkL
+7
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N=-DdC
dx

Including Fick's Law and canceling terms

d2 C
DR

2d'

+2kL (MCLI-C)=O

Using the following variable substitutions
C

x

-,X=

-

V/I=

CL

L

DRC d 2 V +2k CL(ML

dX 2

=0

d 2V +L2k (M-y1)=0
dX2
DR,

A dimensionless number 0, the Thiele modulus falls out which is a measure of the rate
of reaction over the rate of diffusion.
'=L

2k
DR.

Normalized differential equation

d/+$02 (M-

dX2

/

0

Boundary conditions
No flux through the end of the pore
=0
dX ;ry

Flux matching at the exit of the pore
External flux
N ,,ena, =

-k,, (C,, - C|,L)

Internal flux out of the pore
~~dC
Internal =

-D

Fx c x=L

Flux matching
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D dC
dx

-kC- CLI

Normalized
d

k,,L
D

_

dX

j

C,0
CL

Two new dimensionless parameters fall out. A dimensionless concentration y and the Biot
number. The Biot number is a measure of the external mass transfer against the internal
mass transfer in the pore.
Bi =

D

_- C
CL

Normalized boundary condition
dI= Bi~y-y
dX X=1
This leads to the following differential equation with two boundary conditions.

d/+0#2 (M--7)

2

dX

dX

= 0

=

dy=
=V Bi(,v - Vy|

The general solution to the differential equation is shown below
q = M+ cieOz + c2 e-ez
Applying the no flux boundary condition.
C =C
2

Applying the other boundary condition the constant was found to be
Bi(7-M)
2#Sinh(#) - 2BiCosh(0)
Solution to the differential equation
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The observed rate of lignin oligomer formation
ohkLMCL

The effectiveness factor q is defined as the observed rate normalized to the maximum
achievable rate.
1=
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The observed rate has to be equivalent to the flux of lignin fragments out of the pore at
steady state
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In the limiting case where internal transport is the slowest step in comparison to lignin
dissolution and external transport the following simplification can be made.
BiCosh($) >>

#Sinh(#)

(M -7V) Sinh)() {M -7V) Tanh#)
#M Cosh(#)
#M

= 1

Since 0 is large due to slow internal transport
(M- y)
#M
>=;rRLr.=

(M -

27RL
p)

L=(M- y)frR

2DkLRC

The scaling for the apparent rate is shown below for a diffusion limited process. The
apparent barrier for diffusion is much lower than a kinetic barrier which leads to the final
simplification.
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Model Compound studies to determine reduction limited activation barrier: Lignin
reduction rates were measured with a model p-O-4 compound (POPV) containing both a
and y hydroxyl groups that are characteristic features of lignin. The reduction was
performed by flowing POPV (dissolved in methanol) at a constant flowrate through a
packed bed reactor containing 5% Ni/C catalyst. A constant hydrogen stream of 50 mL
min-

(STP) was bubbled in shortly before the entrance to the reactor. Four primary

products were observed, namely, guaiacol, propyl veratrol, propenyl veratrol, and
propanol veratrol, which have identical side chain functionalities to those produced from
RCF of whole biomass (Figure 4.6a). Figure 4.5 depicts plausible hydrogenolysis,
hydrogenation, and hydrodeoxygenation pathways to produce the observed product
distribution. Initially, we surmise that the p-0-4 bond is cleaved producing guaiacol and
propenol veratrol (not observed), which is then either deoxygenated to propenyl veratrol
or hydrogenated to propanol veratrol. These compounds can undergo hydrogenation or
hydrodeoxygenation reactions to form propyl veratrol. The differential conversion at 0.2
mL min- of a 2 mg mL 1 solution remained steady at 9% and increased to 17% conversion
when the flowrate was decreased by 50% (Figure 4.6a). The corresponding product
distribution and molar rate of formation of each observed product are displayed in Figure
4.6b. The molar rate of formation of guaiacol and the sum of the alkyl veratrol species
(propyl, propenyl, and propanol veratrol) was nearly identical throughout the reaction,
indicating that all major products were generated from the cleavage of the p-0-4 bond.
Additionally, the molar rate of guaiacol production did not change significantly when the
flowrate was decreased, indicating that the reaction was likely not mass transfer limited.
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Figure 4.6: Hydrogenolysis of POPV a model p-0-4 compound. (a) Reaction scheme and
product distribution with reaction conversion time profiles at 1500C. (b) Production rates of
the different products generated at 1500C. (c) Arrhenius plot for hydrogenolysis of p-O-4
bonds. Reaction conditions: 0.05 g 5% Ni/C (50/50SiO2, 100-200 mesh), 50 mL min- H2
(60 bar total pressure). Reactions were performed at 150 0C (0.2 and 0.1 mL min-', 2 mg
mL1 P-0-4), 160°C (0.4 mL min-, 2 mg mL-1 P-0-4), 1700C (0.5 mL min-1 , 4 mg mL-1 P-04) and 190°C (0.6 mL min-, 4 mg mL1 P-0-4).
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While the overall conversion remained nearly constant over the course of the study, two
main factors influenced the product selectivity: catalyst hydrogenation activity and contact
time with the catalyst bed. Catalyst deactivation led to a decrease in the propyl veratrol
production rate from 0.17 h

1

to 0.15 h- 1 at longer times, and a concomitant increase in

the propenyl veratrol production rate from 0.06 to 0.11 h-. Loss in hydrogenation
selectivity over time on a Ni/C catalyst has previously been observed with poplar in flowthrough RCF. 224 This model compound study indicated that Ni/C is inherently unstable
under RCF conditions. The dependence of selectivity on contact time can be observed in
response to reducing the flowrate by 50%, wherein the propyl guaiacol rate increased to
0.18 h- 1 due to greater hydrogenation and hydrodeoxygenation of propenyl veratrol and
propanol veratrol, respectively. An apparent hydrogenolysis activation energy of 168±14
kJ mol- was measured with a rate of guaiacol production at 150, 160, 170, and 1900 C of
0.3, 1.1, 2.7, and 9.4 mole guaiacol mole Ni

h-1 , respectively (Figure 4.6c). A similar

activation barrier of 149 kJ molV and 151 kJ mol 1 was measured for the acid-catalyzed
hydrolysis of POPV and a 4-propylguaiacol analog, respectively. 227 Additionally, the low
temperature T<120 0C hydrogenolysis of other model p-0-4 compounds in water has been
performed and an activation barrier of 50 kJ mol was measured with Pd, NaBH4 2 2 8 and
86 kJ mol' was measured with Ni,

H2 99 . The

lower barrier obtained when water is present

may imply a difference in hydrogenolysis mechanism.

4.5 Conclusion
In this study we isolated the limiting regimes for lignin solvolysis and reduction in RCF of
poplar. Using flow-through reactors, intrinsic kinetic parameters were measured for the
first time for these two steps by manipulating temperature, catalyst loading and total
hydrogen pressure. Given that these steps are independent from each other, the step
with the highest activation barrier may not be the limiting step in the overall process, which
is the case for solvolysis limited RCF. Lignin reduction has a high activation energy (168
kJ molV) when compared to solvolysis (64 kJ mol 1 ), but model compound reactions show
a much higher monomer production rate than those performed with real biomass.
Additionally, the low kinetic activation barrier of lignin solvolysis implies that p-0-4 ethers
are not cleaved in this step. The lignin solvolysis rate, however, is limited by the structure
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of the plant and the nature of the solvent. Therefore, the reduction process does not limit
the RCF of biomass under typical conditions reported in literature. Understanding which
step is limiting is important when studying different catalysts for RCF, since lignin
reduction must be kinetically limiting to accurately compare the activity of different
catalysts.

Importantly, RCF studied in both flow-through and batch reactors revealed that under
typical RCF conditions the two reactor designs produced different activation barriers for
the solvolysis step of RCF. The apparent activation barrier measured in the batch system
was half (32 kJ mol-1) of that measured in flow (64 kJ mol-1) implying mass transfer
limitations in the batch reactor when operated at conditions typically reported in the
literature. This result emphasizes two important differences regarding lignin extraction
efficiency and solids mixing between the two reactor types. In flow-through reactors, fresh
solvent continuously contacts the biomass bed during extraction, granting the maximum
diffusive flux. In contrast, in batch systems the bulk lignin concentration increases as a
function of time, progressively decreasing the diffusive flux. Additionally, the mixing within
batch vessels is defined by many factors, including the stir rate, biomass particle size,
agitator design, and reactor geometry, meaning that the flow properties and transport
limitations need to be determined for each batch reactor independently. Conversely, mass
transport in flow-through reactors depends solely on the solvent flow rate and the biomass
particle size, parameters easily transferable to reactors of different sizes. Regardless of
reactor design, our study clearly shows that when performing kinetic measurements on
RCF systems, it is important to use the smallest biomass particle size available and
consistently check the system for mass transport limitations.

Our results indicating that lignin solvolysis is typically limiting under traditional RCF
conditions suggests that future studies for improving the overall RCF process need to
focus on improving solvolysis kinetics. This could be accomplished by the use of different
solvent pairs or co-catalysts. In this context, it is important to understand how the plant
cell wall architecture (which varies both intra and inter-species) can affect the lignin
solvolysis rates, and our approach offers unique opportunities to interrogate different
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feedstocks. In terms of the broader applicability of the kinetic parameters determined in
this study, the kinetics of hydrogenolysis should be general for monomer production from
biomass since p-0-4 linkages are the most prevalent bonds in lignin regardless of
biomass type. The kinetics measured for lignin solvolysis, however, are unique to poplar
and methanol because the sugar-lignin linkages and compartmentalization of lignin can
be different between different biomass substrates. Therefore, the kinetic parameters of
lignin solvolysis must be determined for different substrates, solvents, and co-catalysts.
The FDBR is an effective tool for measuring these parameters and will likely play an
important role in determining lignin solvolysis rates and benchmarking new RCF systems.
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Chapter 5
Impact of S/G Ratio on Lignin Depolymerization during
Reductive Catalytic Fractionation of Natural Poplar
Variants.
5.1 Summary
The ratio of syringyl (S) and guaiacyl (G) units in lignin has been predicted to be a major
factor in determining

the maximum theoretical yield of monomers from

lignin

depolymerization. This limit is based on the hypothesis that G units are more prone to CC bond formation, thereby reducing the number of easily-cleavable ester linkages that
generate monolignols. Reductive catalytic fractionation (RCF) in flow-through reactors
was used to extract and depolymerize the lignin from a series of poplar natural variants
with S/G ratios ranging from 1.41 to 3.6 (58-78 % S). Surprisingly, we found invariant
monomer yields of 23 wt% and 32 wt% for all S/G ratios at 50% and 80-90% lignin
extraction, respectively. Analysis of the high molecular weight fraction of the lignin oil
showed significant amounts of C-C linked S units, thus explaining the constant monomer
yields values obtained for different S contents. In broader terms, given that C-C coupling
of S units is unlikely during RCF, these results suggest that plants regulate the
mechanism of C-C coupling of S units during lignin synthesis.

5.2 Introduction
The success of second-generation bio-refineries hinges on the effective removal and
utilization of the lignin fraction of biomass (ranging from 15 to 30 wt-% depending on the
plant species). 57 Lignin is poly-aromatic polymer contained in the cell wall of the plant,
which provides structural stability, aids in water transport and assists in preventing
microbial attack of plant cells. 1 4 8 , 2 2 9 As such, lignin contributes to the overall recalcitrance
of biomass and must be removed before carbohydrates can be successfully converted
into fuels and chemicals. 58
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Lignin is created by the polymerization of two monolignols, sinapyl alcohol and coniferyl
alcohol, which are biosynthesized from phenylalanine in the cytoplasm. 51 The plant
transports the monolignols to the cell wall where they undergo a free radical
polymerization creating a variety of C-0 and C-C linkages (Figure 5.1).

This

polymerization is mediated by a peroxidase enzyme that forms radicals on the phenolic
group. By resonance, the radical is shared by the 5, 1 and P position of the monolignol

50

and then coupling reactions at any of these positions lead to oligomers linked via C-0
bonds (P-0-4) and C-C bonds (P-5, 5-5, P-1 and p-P). The p-0-4 bonds are the most
abundant and, due to their lability, are key for the depolymerization of lignin. The
generation of one monomer unit from depolymerization requires two p-0-4 bonds, one at
each side of the aromatic unit. Therefore, a small number of C-C linkages in the lignin
structure can dramatically reduce the maximum theoretical monomer content. For
example, a p-0-4 content of 69% only yields a maximum monomer yield of 36% (see
Figure 5.1). Monomeric units from lignin depolymerization have been shown to be a
diverse platform to synthesize bulk chemicals 13 2 ,143,
12
functional replacements for conventional polymers

230-231,

specialty chemicals

03,128

and

232233

Influencing lignin biosynthesis to favor the production of sinapyl alcohol (S-unit_ as
opposed to coniferyl alcohol (G-unit) is thought to increase the p-0-4 content in lignin.
Sinapyl alcohol has a methoxy group at the 5 position of the aromatic ring thus preventing
the formation of P-5 and 5-5 C-C linkages. Indeed, a higher S/G ratio in lignin has been
shown to produce higher monomer yields using a reductive catalytic fractionon (RCF)
depolymerization method. Van den Bosch et. al. showed that birch lignin (S/G = 3)
subjected to RCF at 2500C produced a monomer yield of 50 C-mol%, while poplar (S/G
= 1.5) and a softwood (S/G = 0.05) produced yields of 44 and 21 C-mol%, respectively. 1 07
Shuai et al. showed that a genetically modified poplar tree (S/G = 58) featuring an
upregulated F5H - an enzyme 234 that converts G type units into S units produced a
monomer yield of 57 wt% when depolymerized using RCF. 91 Interestingly, Parsell et al.
observed a lower monomer yield of 36 wt% for an F5H modified poplar with an S/G of 2.7
and a 40 wt% monomer yield from the wild type poplar with an S/G ratio of 1.05.23 The
influence of the S/G ratio used to polymerize the lignin is still unknown due to the
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inconsistency produced in the genetically modified poplars, and the difficulty of isolating
the effect of S/G ratio across different genus of trees, where the monomer yields are
potentially influenced by many different variables.

Although many active stabilization methods have arisen to extract and simultaneously
6 26
depolymerize lignin into stabile aromatic units,
-

3, 236

RCF is notorious for achieving

near-theoretical lignin monomer yields. It works through a solvolytic extraction of biomass
followed by reductive cleavage of lignin over a redox active catalyst. 237 Typically, RCF is
performed in a polar protic solvent1 08-1
Ru 1 7 , Pd1 00 or Ni

17

,

120, 220

09

with hydrogen gas as a reductant and either

catalysts at 180-250°C. RCF depolymerizes lignin by

selectively cleaving all p-0-4 linkages within the lignin polymer to produce a stable
mixture of monomeric and oligomeric alkyl phenols. Therefore, the distribution of
monomeric and oligomeric phenols can be easily mapped to the native lignin structure of
the plant.

Here, we used RCF to investigated the impact of the S/G ratio on the production of
monomers using natural poplar variants with S/G contents ranging from 1.41 to 3.6 (Table
5.1).238 RCF experiments were performed in flow-through reactors to obtain time- and
composition-resolved extraction profiles. The oligomeric fractions were analyzed by
heteronuclear single quantum coherence spectroscopy (HSQC-NMR) to obtain the time
averaged S/G ratio. Additionally, the oligomers were derivatized by silylation and
analyzed by gas chromatography-mass spectroscopy (GC-MS) to obtain a qualitative
distribution of C-C linkages within the dimeric fraction. These time resolved data on both
the monomeric and oligomeric fractions led to insights on the C-C bonding patterns of Sunits that result in a smaller dependency of monomer yields on S/G ratio than was
previously hypothesized in the open literature.
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Figure 5.7: The two primary monolignols sinapyl alcohol and coniferyl alcohol shown with
the different reacting carbons highlighted with the appropriate C-0 or C-C bonds that can
form. A hypothetical lignin structure is shown with each type of bond as well as the
calculated S/G ratio, p-0-4 content and monomer yield.
Table 5.1: Compositional analysis of poplar natural genetic variants.
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5.3 Experimental
Catalyst synthesis: Nickel on carbon (Ni/C) catalysts with different nickel loadings were
synthesized by a wet impregnation method. A desired amount of nickel nitrate
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hexahydrate (Sigma-aldrich) was dissolved in deionized water and added to Darco
carbon (sigma-aldrich, 100 mesh) at a water to carbon ratio of 0.8 g/g to form 10 g of total
catalyst. The mixture was allowed to equilibrate for 16 h and then dried at 1200C for 24
h. The catalyst was then reduced in a tube furnace. The catalyst was heated to 450°C
0 C under flowing nitrogen (100 mLmin-1 ). The catalyst
over 1 h and then held for 2 h at 450

was used without further treatment in batch reactions. Catalysts used in flow reactions
were made by creating a physical mixture of 50/50 w/w Ni/C andSi0

2 (Sigma-aldrich,

12

nm). The solid mixture was agitated for 24 h with a magnetic stir bar. The resulting
physical mixture was pelletized to 100-200 mesh.
Compositional analysis of biomass: Compositional analysis of poplar was performed by
the standard NREL Laboratory Analytical Procedure (LAP).169-170First, high pressure and
temperature extractions were performed on the biomass to remove extractives. The
poplar (0.3 g) was then subjected to 72 wt% sulfuric acid (3 mL) for 1 h at 300C to dissolve
both cellulose and hemicellulose. The concentrated slurry was then diluted to 4 wt% with
water. The slurry was heated in an autoclave at 121°C for 1 h. The slurry was filtered to
yield an acid insoluble lignin rich fraction. The ash content was determined by oxidizing
the acid insoluble lignin fraction at 575 0C for 24 h in air. The remaining acid soluble lignin
was

determined

by

UV/Vis

spectroscopy

(Thermo

Scientific

Nanodrop

8000

spectrophotometer), using absorbance measurements at 320 nm with an extinction
coefficient of 2.5. The sugar content was determined by high performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC, Agilent 1100 HPLC) using a refractive index detector (RI) at
85°C. A Shodex Sugar SP0810 column equipped with a guard column was used for
analysis at 85°C with a flow rate of 0.6 mL min-' of HPLC grade water as the mobile
phase.
Biomass reactivity studies: Batch reactions were performed using a mechanically-stirred
reactor (Parr, 4560 series, 100 mL) equipped with an overhead stirrer. Milled poplar (0.961.15 g, 0.075<d<0.25 mm), catalyst (0.15 g) and methanol (50 mL) were charged to the
reactor. The reactor was pressurized to either 3 MPa with hydrogen gas and heated to
250 0C over 1 h at 700 RPM. After 3 h at temperature, the reaction was quenched by rapid
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cooling in an ice bath. The reaction slurry was then filtered with a 0.2 pm filter. The
methanol was then removed under vacuum and the resulting oil was dissolved in
dichloromethane (DCM)/water (1:1 v/v, 20 mL). The extraction was performed to remove
water soluble sugars from the organic soluble lignin derived products. The water was
extracted with additional dichloromethane (2x10 mL). The dichloromethane was removed
under vacuum affording lignin oil. The lignin products were quantified from this oil.
Flow-through RCF was performed in a flow-through dual bed reactor (FDBR). The
upstream attachment contained two stainless steel reactors (0.5 in OD) which were
heated with heat tape (Briskheat TBIHO51-04LD) and controlled with a Digi sense
temperature controller (TC9500). The reactors were filled with 1 g of poplar wood held in
place with two glass wool plugs above and below the bed. The rest of the void volume
was filled with 1 mm glass beads. A K-type thermocouple (Omega) was placed directly
below the bed for temperature control. The outlet of solvolysis reactor fed directly to a
0.25 in (OD) reactor containing 0.3 g 15% Ni/C (50/50SiO 2 , 100-200 mesh). The reactor
is equipped with a K-type thermocouple (Omega) at the bottom inlet, which extends up to
the catalyst bed. The bottom of the reactor is filled with glass bead up to the tip of the
thermocouple. The catalyst bed was then placed in between two glass wool plugs. The
remaining void volume was filled with glass beads. Reaction samples were taken every
10 min from the gas liquid separator and analyzed by gas chromatography-flame
ionization detector (GC-FID). Liquid oil yields were determined from binned samples
which were extracted with DCM/water (3x10 mL).
Lignin Monomer Quantification: Samples were quantified using an Agilent 7890A GC. A
1 pL injection was used with a split ratio of 10:1 and a 30 m x 250 pm x 0.25 pm Agilent
Technologies DB-1701 column. The inlet temperature was set to 280°C and the oven was
programmed to ramp from 500C to 280°C at a rate of 100C min- for a total run time of 29
min. An FID was used to quantify the products. Samples were prepared with
dimethoxybenzene as an external standard.
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Derivatization & Gas Chromatography-Mass Spectroscopy Procedure: Dried lignin oil
samples (after DCM extraction) were prepared for derivatization by dissolving in
dichloromethane to make a 10 mg mL- 1 solution. 600 pL of 10 mg mL- 1 lignin oil solution
was added to a 2 mL GC-vial followed by 50 pL of pyridine and 100 pL of silylating agent.
N,O-Bis(trimethylsily)trifluoroacetamide (BSTFA) with 1% trimethylchlorosilane (Sigma
Aldrich) was used as the silylating agent. Because it reacts readily with water, the BSTFA
was ordered in 1 mL ampules and used immediately after opening, being sure to cap the
GC-vials immediately after addition of BSTFA. The lignin oil, pyridine, BSTFA solution
was then heated for 20 min at 500C before being injected on the GC-MS.

1 pL samples were manually injected with a split ratio of 10:1 and a split flow of 12 mL
min- 1. The inlet temperature was set to 2800C. The oven was programmed to ramp from
1500C to 3000C at a rate of 5

°C

min- 1 and held at 300°C for 18 min for a total run time of

49 min. The Agilent Technologies 7820A GC System was installed with an HP-5ms Ultra
Inert 30 m x 250 pm x 0.25 pm column. Products were analyzed using an Agilent 5977B
single quadrupole MS detector. A solvent delay of 15 min was used to prevent overloading
the detector with the monomers.

GC-MS spectra were analyzed by comparing with dimer structures published in literature
and by predicting structures that may be present and comparing them with unknown MS
spectra.

Gel Permeation Chromatography Procedure: Oil samples were prepared for GPC by
drying 200 pL of 10 mg mL-1 lignin oil in DCM solution (which was prepared for
derivitization) to isolate 2 mg of lignin oil in a GC vial. This was dissolved in 1 mL of THF
to achieve a 2 mg mL

lignin oil in THF solution.

Three 5 pm PLgel Agilent GPC columns were used in series arranged from larger pore
size to smaller pore size from104A to 103A to 50 A. THF was used as the carrier solvent
at a flowrate of 1 mL min-. A Hewlett Packard 1100 series autosampler injected 20 pL
injection volumes. The columns were maintained at a constant temperature of 26°C. The
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system ran at a pressure of approximately 100 bar, but this was not controlled and was a
function of the flowrate and temperature. The eluents were analyzed using a UV diode
array detector at a wavelength of 220 nm with a reference wavelength of 360 nm and a 4
nm slit.

A calibration for molecular weight vs residence time was created using a Sigma-Aldrich
Fluka analytical polystyrene (low molecular) standard ReadyCal set M(p) 250-70000. The
molecular weight vs residence time curve was fit using a polynomial fit, which was used
to convert all of the UV-response vs residence time data into UV-response vs molecular
weight data.

HSQC-2D-NMR procedure: Heteronuclear Single Quantum Coherence (HSQC) NMR
spectra for extracted lignin oil samples were reorded at 25°C on a Bruker 400 MHz
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectrometer with a 5 mm BBO probe with a Z
gradient. The pulse program used was hsqcetgpsi2 for HSQC. Each lignin oil sample (20
mg) was dissolved in deuterated chloroform (0.5 mL). Spectra were acquired with a
sweep width of 18 ppm in the F2 (1H) dimension and 280 ppm in the F1

(13C)

dimension.

A total of 300 scans were performed with 1024 data points in the 1H dimension over 256
increments in the
ms for

13

13C

dimension. An acquisition time of 71.2 ms was used for 1H and 9.0

C. A relaxation delay of 1.5 s was used for each spectrum. The solvent peak of

chloroform was used as an internal reference ( 6 H7.24, 6c 77.23 ppm). The S/G ratio of
the lignin oil was determined with HSQC-NMR spectroscopy by calculating the molar ratio
of syringyl to guaiacyl units by integrating the correlation peaksof S2,6,

S'2,6

(oxidized S

unit) and G2.239-240 The The correlations for theS2,6andS'2,6positions are at 105.2/6.38
and 102.9/6.57 ppm, and 105.9/7.22 ppm, respectively. Total integrals of those peaks are
corresponding to two correlations (2,6-position in syringyl aromatic ring). The correlation
for the G2 position is at 111.1/6.65 and 109.5/6.52 ppm, and their integrals are
corresponding to one correlation (2-position in guaiacyl aromatic ring)
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5.4 Results
Near Identical monomer yields were observed for poplar natural variants with varying S/G
ratios at fractional and complete lignin extraction. RCF was performed with five poplar
natural variants in a dual-bed flow-through reactor. The solvolysis bed was loaded with
whole biomass to achieve a lignin loading of 0.26 g (Table 5.1). The reduction bed was
loaded with 0.3 g of 15% Ni/C 50/50SiO2. This catalyst loading ensured near complete
fractionation and reduction of the lignin over the catalyst bed as determined in our
previous study.24 1 Thus, under these conditions, the rate monomer production was limited
by the rate of solvolysis or lignin extraction as opposed to the rate of catalytic reduction
of lignin. 237 Both beds were operated at 190°C and 60 bar with a methanol and hydrogen
flow rate of 0.5 and 50 mL min-1 , respectively. At 6 h on stream, the cumulative monomer
yield was approximately 23 wt% from samples with an S/G of 1.41, 2.35, 3.48 and 3.60
while an S/G of 1.69 produced a monomer yield of 20 wt% (Figure 2a). The total mass
isolated from an RCF run is subjected to extractions with dichloromethane/water to
remove sugars. The resulting oil is termed lignin oil and is used a metric to describe the
extent of lignin extraction. The amount of lignin extracted was comparable for all samples
with 54, 50, 52, 51 and 53 wt% of the lignin extracted for S/G ratios of 1.41, 2.35, 2.35,
3.48 and 3.6, respectively. Furthermore, the production rate of lignin monomers was 0.12,
0.11, 0.13, 0.10 and 0.11 mmol h-1 for the S/G samples in increasing order. The similar
rates obtained across all samples implies there is little difference in how the lignin is
extracted from the wood particle. Although few differences were observed in the total
monomer yields of the different lignin in RCF, the molar S/G ratio of monomers observed
trended with those measured from the proto-lignin by pyrolysis molecular-beam mass
spectrometry, PyMBMS. 242

Generally, samples that showed high S/G lignin with

PyMBMS also resulted in a high monomeric S/G ratio, and lower S/G poplar resulted in
lower monomeric S/G ratio. However, high S/G samples showed a depressed monomer
molar S/G ratio of 2.9-3.0, implying that more G type lignin units ended up as monomers
than would be predicted based on the proto-lignin S/G ratio. Conversely, a molar
monomer ratio of 1.8 was observed for the sample with an initial S/G ratio of 1.41,
indicating that more S type units ended up as monomers than would be predicted. The
low S/G of 0.7-1.5 observed at early time points for all samples indicates that a large
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amount of G type units are released initially during the flow-through experiments and then,
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Figure 5.8: Monomer yields and S/G ratios of the observed monomers from both flowthrough and batch RCF reactions for poplar natural variants with differing S/G ratios in
the unreacted lignin. (A) Cumulative monomer yields for all five different poplar natural
variants. (B) Cumulative S/G ratio calculated from the molar ratio of monomers observed
from the RCF reaction. Reaction conditions: 0.96-1.15 g of poplar wood (0.26 lignin), 0.3
g of 15% Ni/C (50/50 SiO2),190 0C both beds, 0.5 mL min-' MeOH, 50 mL min-1 H2at 60
bar. (C) Final yield of both monomers and oligomers obtained from a batch reaction.
Batch Conditions: 0.96-1.15 g of poplar wood, 0.15 g 15% Ni/C, 50 mL MeOH, 2500 C,
700 RPM and 30 bar of H2 (STP).
at longer extraction times, more S type units are released leading to an increase in the
observed cumulative molar S/G ratio.
Similar trends in monomer yields and S/G were observed at nearly complete lignin
extraction. Batch RCF was performed with super critical methanol, which extracted and
depolymerized 80-90% of the lignin within biomass. At this high lignin extraction level, the
monomer yields were 34.4, 31.8, 33.0, 31.6 and 30.0 wt% for the same samples with an
increasing S/G ranging from 1.41 to 3.60 (Figure 5.2c). Interestingly, the sample with the
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highest monomer yield had the lowest S/G ratio and the sample with the lowest yield had
the highest S/G ratio. The final S/G ratio of the monomers showed similar trends to those
at fractional conversion. Akin to the medium lignin extraction level results, the sample with
an initial S/G of 1.41 resulted in more S type units as monomers leading to an inflation of
its measured monomer S/G relative to its analysis by PyMBMS. This result implies that
the sample with the highest monomer yield incorporated less S units than expected into
C-C linked oligomers. Conversely, the lowest overall yields were obtained with samples
with a high initial S/G and these samples show alower-than-expected monomer S/G
implying more S units than expected were used in oligomer formation. The invariance in
monomer yields with S/G in the native plant is strong evidence that there are differences
in the distribution of C-C linkages in the oligomer fraction.

The oligomeric fraction of the lignin oil requires more complex characterization, it offers
critical information such as the molecular weight of lignin fragments, the S/G ratio of the
oligomers and even the identity of C-C linkages in the oligomers. To obtain enough
material for analysis, we collected the oligomer fraction as time-averaged samples at
binned times on stream of 1, 2-3 and 4-6 h. The molecular weight of the lignin oil was
determined by gel permeation chromatography (GPC). The samples were run at identical
lignin oil concentrations. The S/G ratio of the lignin oil was determined with HSQC-NMR
spectroscopy by calculating the molar ratio of syringyl to guaiacyl units by integrating the
correlation peaksof

S2,6,

S'2,6

(oxidized S unit) and G2. 2 3 9 -2 4 0 The correlations for theS2,

andS'2,6 positions are at 105.2/6.38 and 102.9/6.57, and 105.9/7.22 ppm, respectively.
Finally, the lignin oil was silylated to increase the volatility of the dimeric lignin fragments
in the oil. These dimers were then identified by GC-MS and the relative amounts were
assessed to achieve a qualitative understanding of what C-C linkages were formed in
poplar at different S/G ratios and released at different extraction times.
Generally, all samples showed the same trend in which more monomers were extracted
at early time points and more oligomers were extracted at later time points. The mole
balance for the flow-through RCF of poplar is shown in Figure 3A. At one hour on stream,
nearly 60% of the lignin oil obtained consisted of monomers as shown by the monomer
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to oil ratio. The monomer to oil ratio steadily decreased as the reaction progressed with
70% of the lignin oil obtained at 4-6 h being oligomers. This trend is mirrored in the GPC
(Figure 3B). Initially, all lignin oils only contained fragments under 1000 Da. At later times,
a new peak appeared at 1000 Da which extended out to 2000 Da. Additionally, the lowest
molecular weight peak corresponding to monomers decreased as the reaction
progressed.

To track the fate of S and G units within the extracted samples, the S/G ratio determined
by NMR was used to calculate the molar quantities of S and G units in oligomer fractions.
This S/G ratio of the lignin oil by NMR is a measure of both the monomeric and oligomeric
S and G units, but given the known molar quantities of monomeric S and G units (as
measured by GC-FID), the molar quantity of oligomeric S and G units can be determined
using Eq 5.9 and Eq 5.10, respectively. The derivation of these equations is shown below,
and relies on the molecular weight of the monomeric units in lignin oil, which we
approximated as propyl syringol and propyl guaiacol. A similar method was used to
determine the molar quantities of S and G units in the proto-lignin in the solid biomass
samples to generate the bars on the left side of Figure 5.3a.
First, we can define the S/G ratio determined through HSQC-NMR as the following:
S
G

°4Mo

Equation 5.1

MoIGol

With Mols, 0 referring to the total moles of S units in the lignin oil, including all
monomers and oligomers, andMolG,Oil referring tothe total moles of G units in the lignin
oil. Next, the average molecular weight of the RCF oil (MWRCF oil,AVG) can be defined as
follows:
MWRCF Oil,AVG = XS *

MWs +

XG *

MWG

Equation 5.2

With xs as the mole fraction of S units in the mixture, XGas the mole fraction of G units,
MWs as the molecular weight of an S unit and MWG as the molecular weight of a G unit.
In RCF oil, an average S unit was assumed to be propyl syringol, with MWs =
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196 g/mol and an average G unit was assumed to be propyl guaiacol with MWG

=

166 g/mol. Then, xs andXG can be written in terms of S/G ratio using the following
equations
Equation 5.3

MolS = S * MOlG
Mots
xs

=

XG

s

MOIS+MOlG

MOIG
Mols+MolG

S

S

*MOIG

_
S

_=
G
*MOIG+MOlG

_S

Equation 5.4

-G
-+1

Equation 5.5

=

MOG

G*MOlG+MolG

-G+1

Using equations 5.4, 5.5 and 5.2,MWRCF oil,AVG can be calculated with only the S/G ratio
from NMR and assumed molecular weights of an S unit and a G unit. Then using the
mass of RCF oil from a given reaction, the total moles of S+G units can be calculated,
and with S/G ratio, the total moles of G units can be determined
MoIRCFOil

MasSRCF Oil

MWRCF Oil,AVG

=MoS,Oil

+MOIG,Oil

= S-* MOIG,Oil
G

+ MolG,Oil

Equation 5.6

Then, the moles of G in the oil can be split into monomer and oligomer fractions
MoIG,Oil = MOIG,Mon + MOIG,Olig

Equation 5.7

Since the moles of monomeric G units are known, the moles of oligomeric G units can
be determined. Finally, the moles of oligomeric S units can be determined as follows:
Mols,Oil = -*G

MoIG,Oil = Mos,Mon

+

Mols,Oig

Equation 5.8

Using the same set of equations, the moles of S and G units in the solid biomass initially
could also be determined, substituting coniferyl alcohol and sinapyl alcohol for the
molecular weights of S and G units, using the mass of the lignin loaded according to the
compositional analysis and biomass loading, and using the S/G ratio of the biomass
sample as determined by pyrolysis MBMS. Combining these expressions the moles of
oligomers of S and G can be calculated in terms a measureable quantities. The
expressions are shown in equation 5.9 and 5.10.
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Mols,olig =

S MaSSRCF Oil
(U

MoIG,Olig

S

G(

*

MW

MOlS,Mon

+ MWG)

MaSSRCF Oil
*

~

Equation 5.9

~ MG,Mon

MWs + MWG

Equation 5.10
XS or G

Moles of oligomerSor G

Total molessorG

Equation5.11

To best compare the partition of S and G units between monomer and oligomer fractions,
a mole fraction (XSor G) can be utilized (Eq. 5.11). This mole fraction represents the
fraction of S (or G) units present in the product mixture that are bound as oligomers
relative to the total number of S (or G) units in the mixture (i.e. monomers + oligomers).
Normalizing the moles of S and G in the oligomer by the total molar quantity of S and G
in this way causes all of the trends to collapse (Figure 5.4). During the first hour of
extraction, the C-C linked oligomers contained 40-50% of S aromatics and only only 3040% of G units. At 2-3 h, this had increased to 50-60% and further increased to 60-70%
of S aromatics in the oligomer fraction at 4-6 h onstream. A similar increase in G aromatics
incorporated into the oligomer fraction was observed with 40-50% and 60-65% at 2-3 h
and 4-6 h, respectively. Averaging over all time points 60% of S units existed as C-C
linked oligomers while G units were incorporated less often with 50% existing as
oligomers. These trends were the same across all poplar natural variants. Interestingly,
at short times high monomer yields were obtained from flow-through RCF, the S/G ratio
was low, and there was a higher S aromatic content in the oligomers. As the flow-through
RCF reaction continued, the S/G ratio of both the monomers and oligomers continued to
rise while fewer monomers were produced. This is counter intuitive, since S has less ways
to form C-C bonds and therefore should form more C-O bonds, which should have led to
higher monomer yields as the reaction proceeded since more S was in the lignin oil at
later times.
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Figure 5.9: Characterization of the oligomeric fraction of lignin oil produced from flowthrough RCF. (a) Mole balance of S and G aromatic units in the monomeric and
oligomeric species in lignin oil. The molar monomer to oil ratio, which is a measure of
lignin fractionation and depolymerization. (b) GPC of the lignin oils from different
biomass samples at different RCF extraction times.
Analysis of the dimers produced from RCF confirms a high amount of C-C linkages were
formed between S-S and S-G units in the lignin for high S/G proto-lignin. P-1, p-p, P-5
and 5-5 C-C dimers were observed by GC-MS of the silylated lignin oil (Figure 5.5a). 18
different dimers were observed in each of the samples and constitute a variety of S-S, GG and S-G coupled products (structures and fragmentation patterns in the Appendix).
Additional variation in dimers occurs through deoxygenation of the y hydroxyl group on
the lignin side chain. A functionalized tetrahydronaphthlene dimer was also observed. Lu
et al. previously reported this class of compounds as a decomposition product of the p-p
resinol structure while performing derivatization followed by reductive cleavage. 2 4 3 This
compound is formed by an intramolecular a condensation reaction with the opposing
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aromatic ring at the 6 position. Additionally, uncondensed p-p dimers were observed
which indicates the reduction catalyst used in RCF is capable of cleaving the ether bonds
in the resinol structure. Identification and integration of the dimer peaks allowed for
qualitative trends of coupling partners and linkage types at different S/G ratios and time
on stream.
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Figure 5.4: Oligomer mole fractions for the S and G units in all 5 natural genetic varaints.
The closed symbols represent the S mole fractions and the open symbols represent the
G mole fractions. Total defines that average mole fraction over all of the different time
points.

The trends in S-S, G-G and S-G dimers formed as a function of time on stream and
protolignin S/G ratio is shown in Figure 5.4b. Poplar with an S/G ratio of 1.41, 3.48 and
3.60 show a consistent trend of coupling partners over the entire flow-through RCF
treatment while S/G of 1.69 and 2.35 distribution changes over time. S/G 1.41, 3.28 and
3.60 have a low amount of G-G linkages, an intermediate amount of S-G and a high
amount of S-S linked dimers. S/G of 1.69 showed no apparent trend in the dimer type at
different times while poplar with an S/G of 2.35 had less G-G dimers and more S-S dimers
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at 2-6 h on stream. S/G of 1.41 has a larger representation of G-G (20-25%) and S-G
(35%) linkages than the higher S/G poplar. S/G of 1.69 and 2.35 initially contained 40%
G-G dimers with 30% of S-S and S-G. High S/G proto-lignin have 50-60% of the dimers
existing as S-S pairs with about 30% being mixed S-G dimer and about 10-30% of the
dimers existing as G-G pairs. It is clear from the dimer fraction that as the S/G ratio in
the proto-lignin increases, more S-S coupled dimers are formed.
To understand the unexpectedly common C-C coupling of S-units, the distribution of
linkage types within each coupling pair was analyzed for each S/G ratio and extraction
time. The relative distribution of bonds formed by each coupling pair is shown in Figure
5.5c at 1 h on stream (additional time points shown in Figure 5.6). The most common CC linked dimer was the p-P linkage, which consisted of approximately 40% of the
observed dimers. The S-S linkage was the most common P-p dimer with S-G or G-G
dimers making only a small fraction of the observed linkages. The P-1 and P-5 made up
on average an additional 50% of the dimer distribution. There was no significant trend
observed for P-1 linkages between the different coupling partners. Alternatively, more SG P-5 linkages were observed than G-G P-5, which ranged from 50-70% of all S-G
linkages while only 25-40% of G-G linkages were P-5. 5-5 linkages were also observed
in a low amount of 2-5%. Some differences in the distribution of C-C linkages were
observed over the course of the flow-through extraction. The relative amount of p-p
dimers remained unchanged during reaction. The P-1 linkages initially made up a higher
percentage of the dimer distribution at early times consisting of 30-40% of the total dimers
observed. The occurrence of these linkages steadily decreased at longer extraction times
approaching 20% of the observed dimers at 4-6 h. The P-5 linkages occurred with the
opposite trend of P-1 bonds. Initially, lower amounts of P-5 bonds were observed with an
increase in occurrence at later extraction times. The 5-5 linkages are primary observed
at 1 h of extraction time and are barely detected at 2-3 and 4-6 h. The differences in
linkages observed offers some insight into how the lignin was synthesized.
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Figure 5.6: Dimer distribution for all natural poplar variants at different times on stream.

5.5 Discussion
The differences in monomer yields and lignin composition at different extraction times
implies some heterogeneity in the lignin within the cell wall. The delayed release of lignin
could be due to many factors such as re-condensation of the lignin, the length of the
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fragments influencing diffusion time scales, how deep the lignin is within the cell wall or
how many anchoring points a lignin chain has to neighboring polysaccharides.
Differences in linkages seems unlikely since at most only 50% of the lignin was extracted
with the other half being inaccessible at mild RCF conditions implying that most of the
lignin extracted is from the middle lamella and not intimately woven with polysaccharides
in the internal layers of the cell wall. Re-condensation and incomplete p-0-4 cleavage is
difficult to rule out. HSQC NMR showed little remaining p-0-4 remaining in the lignin oil
isolated at 1 h, but slightly more p-O-4 was observed in the later time points. Additionally,
no peaks corresponding to p-0-4 dimers were observed, which previously were observed
when

incomplete hydrogenolysis was observed. 2 4 1 Because of this, incomplete

depolymerization of lignin seems unlikely. Re-condensation of lignin is thought to occur
through a dehydration step at the a carbon of monolignols, which generates a carbocation
that is susceptible to attack from the aromatic ring of other lignin fragments. Indeed,
stabilization strategies have been developed to protect this position and reduce recondensation. Luo et al. showed that lignin extracted in methanol resulted in the addition
of a methanol to the a carbon of monolignols to prevent condensation reactions.2 4 4 Shuai
et al. also showed that formaldehyde could be used to create a dioxane ring with the
hydroxyls at the a and y positions of monolignols, which prevents deleterious
dehydrations from occurring and successfully prevents lignin condensation. 91 Shuai et
al. also showed that monomer yields from a formaldehyde-stabilized lignin were identical
to those produced from direct RCF of the same biomass. Therefore, the supercritical RCF
experiments performed within this study should indicate a true monomer yield for each
natural variant. On average, the monomer to oil ratio from supercritical RCF experiments
was 0.38 while flow-through RCF had a monomer to oil ratio of 0.42 implying a similar
amount of depolymerization. If lignin condensation had occurred, the monomer to oil ratio
of 0.6 observed at 1 h on stream would be the expected result from the supercritical RCF
runs. Additionally, the only condensation product observed by GC-MS in the dimer region
was the intra-molecular condensation of the resinol. Therefore, it is possible that
differences in the molecular weight distributions as a function of time is due to
repolymerization, but is unlikely based on the data presented here in and previous studies
in the literature.
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The most likely factor influencing the temporal dependence of monomer yields and
linkage type is differences in chain length. Diffusion of lignin in the internal pores of wood
particles would allow for small chains to appear early in the extraction while long chains
lag behind. The high occurrence of P-1 linkages observed at early times may support this,
because P-1 linkages can form from the fragmentation of a growing chain to start a new
polymer chain. As these fragments begin later in the lignin synthesis they should be
shorter than chains formed at the beginning of lignin synthesis. The increase in P-5 bonds
over the course of the extraction also supports this hypothesis, since these are chain
growth C-C linkages. The high amount of P-P linkages present can only act as starting
points to chains because P-P cannot couple to, or form on, a growing chain. The
hypothesis of chain diffusion also could explain the initially high monomer yields. The
monomer yield will have some dependence on chain length. At two extremes, six 4-unit
chains - each with an average of 50% p-0-4 content - will produce a 38-50% yield
(depending on where the C-C bonds are) of monomers while a single chain with 24 units
and a 50% p-0-4 content will yield 25% monomers. This concept was illustrated by Galkin
et al. and is based on the idea that monomer production requires a p-0-4 bond to be
present on both the 4 and P position of the monolignol unit in the polymer chain. 245 In
short polymers, terminal positions of the chain are important while in longer chains their
contribution is negligible.

The consistent monomer yields between all of the different natural variants implies there
may be some control in the polymerization process. The lignin synthesis is dictated by
the generation of radicals by peroxidase enzymes. Therefore, the generation of radicals
is controlled, but the coupling is not and is kinetically limited. The only handle to control
chemistry then from a kinetically controlled polymerization is the concentration of the
monolignols in the cell wall. Monolignol concentration could control the lignin composition
when sinapyl alcohol units are polymerized. When polymerized in a flask, sinapyl alcohol
exclusively formedp-p.24 Implying this is the desired pathway, but these cannot form or
grow on a lignin chain so a high sinapyl alcohol concentration relative to growing chains
can lead to p-p formation while a low sinapyl alcohol concentration during lignification
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would likely lead to formation of p-0-4 in a strictly syringyl polymer. Therefore, the
consistent monomer yields could be caused by the manipulation of monolignol
concentrations to control lignin structure and composition leading to similar lignin in
different natural variants.
5.6 Conclusion
The lignin in a series of poplar natural variants with lignin S/G ratios of 1.41 to 3.6 was
extracted and depolymerized by RCF. The lignin monomer yields from these natural
variants for all S/G ratios was found to be approximately 23 wt% in a flow-through
extraction at 50% lignin extraction. Furthermore, when pushed to 80-90% lignin extraction
the yields were similar between all poplar samples at approximately 32 wt%. HSQC NMR,
GPC and silylated GC-MS was performed to understand differences in the high molecular
weight fractions of each extracted lignin oil. GPC showed an increase in molecular weight
of lignin oil extracted at later times on stream in the flow-through extraction. NMR
indicated that these large molecular weight fragments consisted of primarily S lignin units.
Analysis of the dimers produced at different times on stream showed an increase in S-G

P-5 linkages over time as well as a high amount of S-S p-p linkages throughout the
extraction. The high amount of S content observed in the oligomeric fractions of high S/G
poplar samples is likely the cause for the similar monomer yields between a wide range
of naturally variant wood samples.
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Chapter 6
Gas Phase Conversion of Lignin Derived Phenolics to
Aromatic
6.1 Summary
Reductive catalytic fractionation of biomass has recently emerged as a powerful lignin
extraction and depolymerization method to produce monomeric aromatic oxygenates in
high yields. Here, bifunctional molybdenum-based polyoxometalates supported on titania
(POM/TiO2) are shown to promote tandem hydrodeoxygenation (HDO) and alkylation
reactions, converting lignin-derived oxygenated aromatics into alkylated benzenes and
alkylated phenols in high yields. In particular, anisole and 4-propylguaiacol were used as
model compounds for this gas-phase study using a packed bed flow reactor. For anisole,
30% selectivity for alkylated aromatic compounds (54% C-alkylation of the methoxy
groups by methyl balance) with an overall 72% selectivity for HDO at 82% anisole
conversion was observed over H3PMo1204/TiO2 at 7 h on stream. Under similar
conditions, 4-propylguaiacol was mainly converted into 4-propylphenol and alkylated 4propylphenols with a selectivity to alkylated 4-propylphenols of 42% (77% C-alkylation)
with a total HDO selectivity to 4-propylbenzene and alkylated 4-propylbenzenes of 4% at
92% conversion (7 h on stream). Higher catalyst loadings increased the 4-propylguaiacol
conversion to 100% and resulted in a selectivity values to propylbenzene of 41%,
alkylated aromatics of 21% and alkylated phenols of 17% (51 % C alkylation). The
reactivity studies coupled with catalyst characterization revealed that Lewis acid sites act
synergistically with neighboring Bronsted acid sites to simultaneously promote alkylation
and hydrodeoxygenation activity. A reaction mechanism is proposed involving activation
of the ether bond on a Lewis acid site, followed by methyl transfer and C-alkylation.
Mo-based POMs represent a versatile catalytic platform to simultaneously upgrade
lignin-derived oxygenated aromatics into alkylated arenes.

6.2 Introduction
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Lignocellulosic biomass, composed primarily of cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin, has
148
widely been touted as a source for renewable chemicals and fuels. , 217, 247
Hemicellulose and cellulose are both polysaccharides, while lignin is an aromatic polymer
built by oxygenated aromatic monomers linked with a variety of C-O and C-C bonds. 53
248 Although lignin theoretically could generate valuable aromatic chemicals and fuel
additives, technical challenges around its selective depolymerization and upgrading have
prevented its widespread use as a renewable feedstock.
Currently, biorefineries target optimal sugar utilization to maximize bioethanol production.
The first step in lignocellulosic biomass processing involves removing lignin with chemical
processes.5 9 ,

151-152

These pretreatments significantly alter the chemical structure of

native lignin and generate large streams of technical lignin that is burned for process
heating. Technical lignin is burned because it contains highly recalcitrant C-C linkages
14 9
that render the material unsuitable for selective depolymerization to monomers. ,154
Recently, reductive catalytic fractionation (RCF) has emerged as a promising method to
extract and selectively depolymerize lignin into monomers and dimers from raw biomass
feedstock. 1 0 7 , 117, 157-158,160, 204RCF is typically performed in the presence of protic solvents
at temperatures ranging from 453-523 K using supported transition metal catalysts (e.g.,
ruthenium, palladium or nickel) and hydrogen gas or other hydrogen transfer agents (e.g.,
methanol, isopropyl alcohol or formic acid) as reductants. 84,

159, 209

The RCF process

generates two highly valuable streams: a carbohydrate rich solid residue (>90%
carbohydrate retention) and a lignin rich bio-oil (>70% lignin extraction) that contains high
concentrations of monomeric aromatic species. Notably, the RCF of hardwoods (e.g.,
birch and poplar) have been shown to generate total yields of 4-propylguaiacol and

4-propylsyringol as high as 40-50

wt%.107,161

Unfortunately, these lignin-derived monomers cannot be used directly as fuel additives
due to their high boiling points (>541 K) resulting from their high oxygen content (20-25
wt%). 2 4 9 -2 5 0The energy density and volatility of 4-propylguaiacol and 4-propylsyringol can
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be improved by deoxygenation. In particular, hydrodeoxygenation (HDO) is an effective
reductive method for cleaving aromatic C-0 bonds via hydrogenolysis.

Many different materials have been studied for the HDO of aromatic compounds, such as
late transition group metals, metal oxides and metal carbides/phosphides. Supported late
transition metal catalysts have been extensively investigated for the HDO of phenolic
model compounds, including eugenol, guaiacol and phenol.129,

131-133, 136, 251-253Typically,

these studies are performed in batch reactions with high hydrogen pressures (30-100 bar)
and temperatures (423-573 K) with reaction times ranging from 1-8 h. Under these
conditions, the oxygenated aromatic compounds are saturated to cyclohexanols and then
deoxygenated either by HDO or through an acid catalyzed dehydration to yield alkanes.
Recently, Wang et al. has also performed HDO on lignin oil produced through the
reductive fractionation of poplar wood.2

4

In this study, nitrogen doped ordered

mesoporous carbon supported PtCo nanoparticles converted lignin oil into numerous
different alkanes at 100 bar of H2 (at temperature), 573 K and a reaction time of 12 h.
Therefore, many materials exhibit high activity for C-0 bond hydrogenation, but show
poor selectivity for C-0 bond cleavage in the presence of C-C double bonds and aromatic
bonds. Furthermore, very few materials are capable of directly activating and
deoxygenating the aromatic C-0 bond of phenolic compounds.
Ideally, the HDO of lignin derived compounds would yield alkylated aromatics thereby
preserving an important feature of lignin while simultaneously reducing hydrogen
consumption. Typically, when HDO is performed on 4-propylguaicol and 4-propylsyringol,
the carbon contained in the methoxy groups on these compounds will be lost as methane.
Directly alkylating this carbon onto the aromatic ring simultaneously while removing
oxygen will effectively increase both the energy density and the atom economy of the
reactions by producing alkylated aromatics while reducing methane production (illustrated
in Figure 6.1 with anisole as a model compound).
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Figure 6.1: Possible reaction pathways for anisole conversion.
Performing coupled HDO/alkylation reactions requires bifunctional catalysts that contain
both redox and Bronsted acid sites. For example, CoMo sulfide supported on y-alumina
56
While this
has been used to catalyze coupled HDO/alkylation of anisole at 573 K.525 -2

catalyst has an alkylation selectivity of 28%, it shows a low HDO selectivity of 30% that
results in alkyl phenols as the primary products. In contrast, 0.2 wt% Pt on an acidic Beta
zeolite converted anisole into alkylated aromatics at 673 K with a selectivity of ca. 50%.257
Higher platinum loadings resulted in less deactivation. 258 Unfortunately, the catalyst lost
50% of its activity by 4 h on stream. Alkylated phenols can also be produced with bare
zeolites. 2

9-2

60

Molybdenum carbide-a material featuring redox sites and tunable

Bronsted acidity2

1-2

3

-has

selectivity for alkylation

been shown to be a highly active HDO catalyst, but with low

(<1%),144-145

while nickel phosphides have shown improved

selectivity for alkylation approaching 15%.139We recently demonstrated that molybdenum
oxide is highly active for HDO and alkylation, but suffers from over-reduction, phase
changes and eventual deactivation on stream at temperatures above 623 K. 2

4-26 5

Further

studies showed that the stability of the catalyst improved when the active molybdenum
oxide was supported on TiO2 or ZrO2. 266 Ceria-zirconia catalysts also show high activity
for the demethoxylation of guaiacol to phenol 80-90% with moderate yields of cresols 610%.267

One alternative to molybdenum oxide for HDO/alkylation reactions are molybdenumbased polyoxometalates (POMs), which have similar redox properties to the oxide, but
also contain strong Bronsted acid sites. Keggin type POMs have the common structure
where twelve metal oxide clusters consisting of Mo or W surround a central heteroatom
2
2 68 2 7
such as P or Si. The identity of the central atoms defines the valence of the POM. 149

Metal substitutions (e.g, V or Nb) can be made into the external oxide to alter the chemical
composition and, consequently, the strength and number of Bronsted acid sites, the redox
properties and the thermal stability of thePOM. 268 This tunability was exploited for W and
Mo based POMs to alter the deoxygenation rates of ketone and carboxylate functional
groups by substituting different metals into the external oxide shell.2 7 3-2 75 POMs offer a
highly customizable scaffolding to construct the specific active sites to modulate the dual
active site motifs required to promote tandem HDO and alkylation reactions; yet, these
materials, have seldom been studied in the context of biomass upgrading.

Herein, we demonstrate that Mo-based Keggin POMs with the formula H3PM12040
supported on titania (POM/TiO2) are effective catalysts to upgrade lignin-derived
compounds via coupled HDO/alkylation reactions. The conversion of anisole to alkylated
aromatics was investigated to understand the origins of HDO and alkylation reactivity, as
well as the resulting product distribution. In addition, 4-propylguaiacol, a direct product
from the RCF of lignin, was also deoxygenated to alkylated phenols. Reactivity studies
using ethylphenol and ethylbenzene co-feeds with anisole were combined with X-ray
photoelectron and infrared spectroscopy to discriminate the types of catalytic sites
responsible for reactivity and to propose a plausible mechanism.

6.3 Experimental Section
Catalyst Synthesis. Molybdenum oxide (99.5%, Sigma Aldrich) was added to deionized
water to a concentration of 0.13 g/mL. The slurry was added to a 250 mL two neck, round
bottom flask with a magnetic stir bar. The slurry was then heated to 373 K and allowed to
reflux. Next, 2 g (1.5 equivalents per mole of molybdenum) of 85 wt% phosphoric acid
(Sigma Aldrich) was quickly added to the slurry and the slurry was allowed to reflux for
36 h. The yellow-green solution was then filtered to remove residual molybdenum oxide.
The resulting POM was recovered from the aqueous solution by evaporation. Given the
low surface area of the POM, it was supported on nano-sized titanium oxide (99.5%,
Sigma Aldrich, primarily Anatase) by dissolving the solid POM in water and adding the
solution dropwise to the support while mixing vigorously. The water was removed by
drying in a 393 K oven overnight. The nominal POM/TiO2 catalyst loading was 10 wt%.
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The identity of the material was confirmed by3 1 P nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR),
powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) and infrared (IR) spectroscopy. 2 71 ,276The sodium form
of the POM, denoted NaPOM, was prepared by ion exchange with a Na Amberlyst (Sigma
Aldrich) resin. The ion exchange was performed by dissolving the POM in DI water and
mixing it with an amount of resin equivalent to a fivefold molar excess of Na for 24 hours.
This procedure was repeated twice to achieve full Na exchange.
Reactivity Studies. The vapor phase reactions were performed in a packed bed reactor.
The reactor was constructed from a 0.95 cm OD (0.089 cm wall thickness) stainless steel
tube with a welded lip in the center. The reactor was mounted inside a single stage
furnace (850W/115V, Applied Systems Series 3210). The temperature of the bed was
controlled by a thermocouple (Omega, model TJ36-CAXL-116u) positioned downstream
of the bed and connected to a temperature controller (Digi-sense, model 68900-10). The
catalyst bed was supported on a glass wool plug. The bed consisted of two inert segments
of a-alumina (100-200 mesh) on the top and bottom of the catalyst bed. The catalyst bed
was made by homogenously distributing 300 mg for reactions with anisole or 100 mg for
reactions with 4-propylguaiacol of 10% POM/TiO2 (100-140 mesh) in a-alumina (100-200
mesh) for a total bed weight of 1g. Anisole was introduced into the reactor via a syringe
pump (Harvard Apparatus, model 703005) at a flow rate of 200 pL/h. These experiments
were performed at atmospheric pressure and at a gas flow rate of 70 mL/min (90/1
H2/anisole molar ratio, equivalent to a mass-based contact time of 0.15 h). Experiments
with 4-propylguaiacol used toluene as a solvent. Specifically, a solution of 5 wt%
4-propylguaiacol in toluene was fed to the reactor at a flow rate of 900 uL/h. To account
for the reduced 4-propylguaiacol partial pressure, the hydrogen partial pressure was
adjusted to maintain a constant H2/Oxygenate molar ratio of 90 (mass-averaged contact
time based on total mass loadings of 0.26 h or 0.77 h for long contact time experiments)
by flowing 17.5 mL H2/min (Airgas, 99.999%) with a balance of N2 (Airgas, 99.999%) with
a total gas flowrate of 70 mL/min. Reaction conditions were chosen to operate in the
absence of mass transfer limitations.
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The reactor effluent was transferred from the reactor to a Gas Chromatograph-Mass
Spectrometer (GC-MS, Agilent 7890 A, Agilent 5975 C) using heated lines at ca. 523 K
to avoid condensation. The reaction products were monitored and quantified in real time
with a Flame Ionization Detector (GC-FID, Agilent Technologies, model 7890A) and a
DB-5 column (Agilent 30 m x 0.25 mm id, 0.25 pm). The conditions used in the analysis
were as follows: the gas flow rate was 1.0 mL/min helium (Airgas, 99.999%) or 1.4 mL/min
hydrogen in the case of 4-propylguaiacol, the injector temperature was 523 K, the
detector temperature was 573 K and the split ratio was 1:25. The oven temperature ramp
started at 308 K and was held for 2 min and was then ramped to 453 K at a rate of 10
K/min for anisole. The final oven temperature was increased to 553 K for the experiment
utilizing 4-propylguaiacol. The products were simultaneously identified using a mass
selective detector (MSD, Agilent Technologies, model 5975C). The mass balance was
calculated by quantifying both the gas and liquid phase products. Methane was quantified
by the GC-FID and liquid products were condensed in an ethanol bath maintained at 273
K. The liquid phase products were analyzed by GC-FID with an external standard,
dodecane. The water in the liquid phase was titrated by Karl-Fischer analysis (MettlerToledo, 5131128813).
The following definitions were used to evaluate experimental data and values are based
on GC detectable species:
Alkylated products refer to any alkylated aromatics or alkylated aromatic oxygenates

-C moles of reactantconsumed
Conversion=
C moles of reactantfed

Methyl balance=

moles of methoxy groups alkylated
moles of methoxy groups alkylated + moles of methane

C moles of alkylated products
Alkylation Selectivity = C moles of reactantconsumed
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products
HDOSelectivity= C moles of fully deoxygenated
C moles of reactantconsumed
Catalyst Characterization. Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectra were collected with
a Bruker Vertex 70 spectrophotometer equipped with an Hg-Cd-Te (MCT) detector. Each
spectrum was recorded by averaging 64 scans at 2 cm-1 resolution in the 4000400 cm-1 range. Unsupported POM was used for these studies due to the low mass
loading and poor compressibility of the titania supported catalyst. Unsupported POM was
pressed into wafers with KBr as a diluent (10 % w/w POM). The wafers were loaded into
a high temperature transmission cell (Harrick Scientific) with ZnSe windows. The samples
were dried at 373 K for 12 hours under vacuum (<0.01 Pa, dynamic vacuum, Edwards'
T-Station 75 Turbopump). After taking a reference spectrum, the sample was dosed with
pyridine (Sigma Aldrich, anhydrous 99.8%) at room temperature which can adsorb to both
Lewis and Bronsted acid sites. The pyridine was dosed by administering pulses of
vaporized pyridine at room temperature from a liquid pyridine sample. The pyridine was
degassed before adsorption by a freeze-pump-thaw cycle performed at 77 K. The vacuum
was then reestablished to remove gas phase and physisorbed pyridine. The resulting
vibrational frequencies were used for acid site speciation. A second set of experiments
was performed under reducing conditions. Specifically, fresh wafers were prepared and
dried as before, and the sample was then reduced with H2 at 583 K with a gas flow rate
of 20 mL/min for 2 hours. The sample was cooled to room temperature and pyridine dosed
onto the sample. The excess pyridine was removed by exposing the sample to vacuum
before acquiring a spectrum.
Ammonia temperature programmed desorption (TPD) was performed using a U-tube
reactor setup coupled to a Hiden Analytical HPR20 mass spectrometer. The U-tube
reactor consisted of a quartz U-tube mounted in an insulated single-zone furnace
(550W/115V, Carbolite GTF 11/50/150B). A thermocouple (Omega, model TJ36-CAXL116u) was mounted within the U-tube slightly above the sample bed, and was connected
to a temperature controller (Digi-Sense, model 68900-10). The bed consisted of 300-400
mg (22-38 mesh) of pelletized catalyst. Next, the catalyst was dried under flowing 1%
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argon in helium (100 mL/min) at 373 K and then exposed to several pulses of the
ammonia, totaling ca. 10 mL at STP. The samples were heated to 823 K (10 K/min) and
held for 30 min at that temperature and the effluent gas containing desorbed ammonia
was monitored by mass spectroscopy (tracking the m/z = 17 fragment). The MS response
was calibrated for each ammonia pulse prior to every analysis.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) samples were prepared in a stainless steel Utube reactor 0.95 cm OD (0.089 cm wall thickness) equipped with two valves located at
the inlet and outlet, which allowed the reactor to be sealed. The reactor was heated in an
insulated single-zone furnace (550W/115V, Carbolite GTF 11/50/150B). A thermocouple
(Omega, model TJ36-CAXL-116u) was mounted inside the furnace at the same height as
the catalyst bed and controlled with a temperature controller (Digi-Sense, model 6890010). The reaction effluent was monitored by GC-MS. The liquid feed was introduced
through a gas saturator located upstream of the reactor. The reactor was packed with
140 mg (100-140 mesh) for these experiments. This was done to maintain a similar
anisole conversion to reactivity studies. Once the reaction was completed, the reactor
was purged with nitrogen and sealed via the two valves and transferred to a glove box
%

where the XPS samples were prepared. XPS samples were prepared with 10 wt

niobium oxide (99.99%, Sigma-Aldrich) as a standard. The binding energies were
corrected to 207.4 eV (Nb 3d5/2). The samples were transferred to the instrument using a
portable transfer vessel, thereby ensuring that samples were not exposed to air. XPS
spectra were acquired on a PHI Versaprobe

Il equipped with a multichannel

hemispherical analyzer and aluminum anode X-ray source operating at 100 W with a 100
mm beam scanned over a 1.4 mm line across the sample surface. A dual-beam charge
neutralization system was used with an electron neutralizer bias of 1.2 eV and Argon ion
beam energy of 10 eV. A 7-point Shirley background correction was then applied to the
Mo 3d XPS spectra after charge correction. The composition of Mo oxidation states was
estimated by the deconvolution of Mo 3d spectra. The following constraints were used for
deconvolution: (1) Splitting energy of 3.15 eV for Mo 3d/2-Mo

3d3/2,

(2) Area intensity

ratio of 3:2 for Mo 3d5/2- Mo 3d3/2, and (3) Equal full width at half maximum (FWHM) of
Mo 3d5/2and Mo 3d3/2
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P NMR spectroscopy samples were prepared by dissolving the POM in acidified D20

with phosphoric acid (1.4 mg/mL, pH 1). The fresh POM, post reaction POM, and reduced
POM were prepared by extracting the POM/TiO2 with 3-4 mL acidified D20for 3 hours.
The phosphoric acid used to acidify the D20was also used as the NMR reference. A 500
MHz NMR (Bruker) was used to perform the

31

P NMR analysis, using a single pulse

program with 64 scans. 225 scans were acquired for each sample.

6.4 Results and Discussion
The reaction profile of anisole over the bifunctional POM/TiO2catalyst is shown in Figure
6.2a. Four types of products are generated based on the combination of HDO and
alkylation reactions with the following distribution in C mole %:

44% benzene, 12%

alkylated aromatics, 12% alkylated oxygenates and 4% methane (shown in Figure 6.1b).
Additionally, minimal aromatic hydrogenation was observed with the only detectable
product being cyclohexene at 0.16 C mol %. This product distribution was observed at 7
h on stream and an anisole conversion of 82%. The selectivity for HDO and alkylation
products was 72% and 30%, respectively. The alkylated aromatics ranged from toluene
up to pentamethylbenzene with the yield of each alkylated product being inversely
proportional to the number of methyl groups on the aromatic ring. The yield of alkylated
oxygenates mirrors the product distribution of the alkylated aromatics, as observed in the
inset of Figure 6.2b. The alkylated oxygenates can exist as either phenolic alkylated
oxygenates (e.g., cresol) or as alkylated phenolic ethers (e.g., methylanisole). The total
alkylated oxygenates comprised mainly phenolic compounds (ca. 70%). A mole balance
on the methyl groups was used to track the amount of alkylation, given that a calculation
based on carbon mole % does not allow the quantitation of the actual degree of alkylation.
The mole balance of the anisole-derived methyl groups shows that 54% of the methyl
groups were alkylated onto the aromatic ring and the remaining 46% was converted to
methane.

The reactivity profile for anisole conversion presented in Figure 6.2a shows that a 3 h
transient period is needed to achieve steady-state and that the catalyst loses only 5% of
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this activity after 16 h on stream. We note that the alkylation selectivity was relatively
constant throughout the reaction and that the decrease in anisole conversion was solely
due to a decrease in HDO activity, as evidenced by the corresponding decrease in
benzene yield. The mass balance based on condensable liquids and methane over a 16
h reaction was 86% given that some of the more volatile products escaped the condenser
over the 16 h experiment.

For 4-propylguaiacol, when an experiment was performed with 100 mg of 10% POM/TiO2
(0.26 h mass averaged contact time), the conversion remained above 90% over the
course of the 16 h experiment (shown in Figure 6.2c). Specifically, at 7 h on stream, the
4-propylguaiacol conversion was 92% with an alkylation selectivity of 42%. The mole
balance around the methoxy group of 4-propylguaiacol showed that 77% of methyl groups
were alkylated onto the aromatic rings. The HDO selectivity of 4-propylguaiacol to fully
deoxygenated products was only 4%, but the HDO selectivity to 4-propylphenols and
alkylated 4-propylphenols was 93%. The alkylated products follow the same trend as that
observed for anisole (shown in Figure 6.2d). Additionally, no 4-propylcatechol was
observed, indicating that complete deoxygenation of the methoxy group occurred during
the reaction. The catalyst clearly promoted deoxygenation of the weaker methoxy group
of 4-propylguaiacol as opposed to the stronger phenolic group, as evidenced by the low
yield of propylbenzene and alkylated propylbenzenes.
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Figure 6.2: a) Yield (C mole %) for the reaction of anisole (200 pL/hr) over 300 mg of 10%
POM/TiO2at 593 K, 1.01 bar (70 mL/min) H2as a function of time on stream. b) Product
distribution of binned species at 7 h on stream for the reaction of anisole over POM/TiO2.
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C) Yield (C mole %) for the reaction of 4-propylguaiacol over 100 mg of 10% POM/TiO2
at 593K, 1.01 bar (17.5 mL/min H2and 52.5 mL/min N2) as a function of time of stream.
d) Product distribution of binned species at 7 h on stream during the reaction of 4propylguaiacol over 100 mg of POMTiO2 . e) Yield (C mole %) for the reaction of 4propylguaiacol over 300 mg of 10% POM/TiO2at 593K, 1.01 bar (17.5 mL/min H2 and
52.5 mL/min N2) as a function of time of stream. f) Product distribution of binned species
at 7 h on stream during the reaction of 4-propylguaiacol over 300 mg of POM/TiO2.4propylguaiacol was fed as a 5 wt% solution in toluene at 900 pL/h.

In order to tailor the product distribution to produce completely deoxygenated products,
such as propylbenzene and alkylated propylbenzenes, the experiment with 4propylguaiacol was repeated with a longer mass-averaged contact time of 0.77 h. Under
these conditions, 100% of the 4-propyguaiacol feed was converted mainly into
propylbenzene and alkylated propylbenzenes (Figure 6.2e). Specifically, at 7 h on stream,
40, 21, and 17%

yields of propylbenzene, alkylated propylbenzenes and alkylated 4-

propylphenol were obtained, respectively. Taken together, these results translate to a
61% yield of completely deoxygenated products with a 38% yield for alkylation (51% of
methyl groups were alkylated by mole balance). These data demonstrate that the catalyst
is capable of activating and deoxygenating the phenolic functional group at longer contact
times. Interestingly, when the space velocity was decreased, the alkylation selectivity
decreased from 42 % to 38% and the product distribution of alkylated products was
altered (shown in Figure 6.2f). At high conversions, mono and di alkylation were favored,
whereas at a low HDO conversions, up to tetra alkylation was observed. These results
imply that that the oxygen on the aromatic ring influences alkylation rates and selectivity
and are further supported by the slightly lower selectivity for alkylation and higher degree
of multi-alkylated products observed for anisole when compared to 4-propylguaiacol at
high HDO conversions. We posit that the differences in product distribution and yield are
likely due to the additional hydroxyl group present in 4-propylguaiacol. Finally, the rate
of phenolic bond cleavage decreased more rapidly when compared to methoxy group
cleavage, suggesting a higher deactivation rate when full HDO is performed. Over 16 h,
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the yield of propylbenzene decreased from 56 % to 36% with a mirrored increase in the
yield of 4-propylphenol.

In Scheme 6.3, we have outlined a reverse Mars-Van Krevelen reaction pathway to yield
the main components detailed in Figure 6.3 a & b. 2 7 4 , 277-278 Specifically, a Lewis acidic
vacancy is generated by reducing the catalyst surface with H2. 2 7 9 Next, anisole binds onto
this oxophilic site through its oxygen atom, giving way to two plausible pathways. In
pathway (a), the coordinated anisole can undergo hydrogenolysis to produce phenol and
methane. The former may either desorb from the catalyst surface or undergo further
reduction to form benzene and water. In pathway (b), the methyl group of the phenolic
ether transfers to an adjacent Bronsted acid site resulting in the production of phenol and
an electron deficient surface bound methyl species. Alternatively, benzene and methanol
may be formed via the hydrogenolysis of the aromatic C-0 bond. Methanol can form a
reactive methoxy species upon interacting with an adjacent Bronsted acid site leading to
either intramolecular (to the adjacent adsorbed phenol) or intermolecular (to another
adsorbed oxygenated aromatic molecule) C-alkylation. Similarly to pathway (a), the
oxygenated aromatic substrate can desorb from the catalyst surface leaving a vacancy
that can be occupied by another oxygenate susceptible to the same alkylation and
deoxygenation, leading ultimately to the production of multi-alkylated aromatics.
Regardless of the catalytic pathway followed, the acid sites are always regenerated to
close the catalytic cycle.
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Figure 6.3: Proposed reaction network for coupled HDO and alkylation reaction on the
surface of POM/TiO2.
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was employed before and after reaction with
anisole to investigate the formation of catalytic active sites under reducing conditions. The
initial oxidation state of Mo in the as-prepared, unsupported POM is Movi.

Upon

supporting it on TiO2, some of the molybdenum becomes partially reduced to Mov. Indeed,
TiO2 is a photosensitive semiconductor that promotes electrons into the conduction band
and reduces the POM. The post reaction sample contains a mixture of Mov and Mov
oxidation states after 16 h on stream. This mixed oxidation state is required to form the
Lewis acid vacancies in the POM lattice, as illustrated in Figure 6.4. In addition, a sample
reduced in

H2

at 593 K for 4 h in the absence of the feed contained a higher proportion of

MoIv than that observed post-reaction after 16 h on stream. We hypothesize that the redox
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process is altered when an oxidant (oxygenated feed) is present that changes the
proportion of Movi and Mov species.
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Figure 6.4: X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy of three supported POMs. POM Initial is
fresh POM/TiO2. POM reduced is POMTiO2 after 4 hours of reduction at 593 K with
hydrogen gas. POM spent is POM/TiO2after 16 hours of reaction with 200 pL/hr anisole
at 593 K in hydrogen gas (70 mL/min). The numbers in the bottom right denote the
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distribution of oxidation states from Movto Mov. The strucutres located on the right of the
XPS data illustrate potential vacancies that could exist in the reduced POM.

To gain further insight into the nature of the catalytic sites, the acid sites on the material
were characterized by ammonia TPD and pyridine adsorption coupled with FT-IR. The
acid sites of POM/TiO2and TiO2quantified by NH3-TPD showed values of 338 and 178
pmol NH3g- 1, respectively (see Table 6.1). To isolate the role of Lewis acid sites on the
reaction network, Bronsted acid protons were exchanged with Na ions to generate a
NaPOM material featuring a reduced acid site count of 71 pmol NH3 g-1. FT-IR spectra of
pyridine adsorbed onto unsupported POM showed bands corresponding to Lewis acid
sites at 1605 and 1448 cm-1 (Figure 6.5).280-281 Additional bands were also observed at
1587 cm-1 and 1487 cm-1 corresponding to the oxidative breakdown of pyridine to
carboxylate species. 282 Interestingly, no bands associated to pyridine bound to Bronsted
acid sites (1636 cm-1 or 1542 cm- 1) were observed. 2 83-2 84 The band at 1440 cm-1 was
associated to hydrogen bonded pyridine. 282 We hypothesize that this effect is likely due
to solid-state ion exchange with the KBr used to produce the pellets for analysis. Upon
reducing the materials under flowing H2 at 583 K for 2 h, the vibration related to Lewis
acidity shifted from 1605 to 1607 cm-1 and a new intense, broad band appeared at 1402
cm- 1. We attribute this band to the binding of a pyridine molecule between two adjacent
Lewis acid sites (designated as the Mov vacancy in Figure 6.4), which would result in
lower frequency vibrational modes as a result of the coordination to two metal sites.

Table 6.1: Physicochemical properties of various supported POMs and TiO2. Surface
area was measured by N2 adsorption and acid sites were quantified with NH3 TPD.
Sample

Surface Area (m 2/g)

NH3 Adsorption (pmol/g)

6

TiO2

56.3

178

10% POM/TiO2

48.1

338

10% NaPOM/TiO2

43.9

71

-

POM
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Analysis of spent catalysts confirmed that the POM structure exists as a highly, reduced
phosphomolybdic species. Specifically, the

31

P NMR spectra of the unsupported POM

showed two distinct chemical shifts observed at -3.2 and -1.6 ppm corresponding to
molybdenum Keggin POM and the lacunary POM derivative, respectively. 2 7 2 , 28 5 Notably,
the fresh POM/TiO2 materials featured these two resonances and also exhibited an
additional resonance at -4.8 ppm, which is attributed to the reduced POM state observed
by XPS (Figure 6.6). Both the POMTiO2 sample reduced under H2and the spent catalyst
did not contain the resonances associated with the lacunary and Keggin POM, but instead
showed highly shielded phosphorus resonances at -6.8 ppm and -13.2 ppm. The
presence of such highly shielded signals implies that a phosphomolybdic polyanion
remains intact during the reduction/reaction. This phosphomolybdic species was
extracted from the catalysts into an aqueous solution and precipitated as a solid. The
PXRD pattern for this species is similar to that obtained for the as synthesized POM
(Figure 6.7), which is strong evidence suggesting that the POM architecture in a reduced
state is preserved on the catalyst surface. These results would not have been observed
if the POM had decomposed under reaction conditions into water insoluble molybdenum
oxide and a surface phosphate species.
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Figure 6.5: FT-IR spectra of pyridine chemisorbed onto unsupported POM and the
unsupported POM after reduction. Vertical dashed lines indicate the position of adsorption
peaks. In situ reductions were performed at 583 K with pure hydrogen (20 mLmin) for
2 h.
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Figure 6.6: Solution phase

31

P NMR of POMs in D20. In these samples, the POM catalyst

was extracted off of the surface of the support with D20 acidified with phosphoric acid.
Reduced POM is POM/TiO2after 4 hours of reduction at 593 K with hydrogen gas. Post
reaction POM is POM/TiO2 after 16 hours of reaction with 200 pL/hr anisole at 593 K in
hydrogen gas (70 mL/min).
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Figure 6.7: Powder X-ray diffraction of the POM before and after the reaction. The post
reaction POM was dissolved off of the TiO2support with water and crystallized by
evaporation. The extracted phosphomolybdic species was blue and shown in the
adjacent image.
Control reactions were performed to gain insight into the reaction mechanism (Figure 6.8).
First, a reaction in the absence of hydrogen over POM/TiO2 resulted in an anisole
conversion of <5%, implying that hydrogen is critical towards generating reaction sites
capable of performing HDO/alkylation reactions. The experiment without hydrogen was
repeated with a 30 mole % water co-feed yielding a 10% anisole conversion into phenol
as the primary product. The low C-0 bond cleavage rates imply that acid catalyzed
hydrolysis is not responsible for the high anisole conversion observed with hydrogen gas.
Note that while the catalyst innately possesses Lewis and Bronsted acid sites, these sites
did not result in significant turnovers in the absence of hydrogen. To directly investigate
the role of the Bronsted acidity, anisole was also reacted over NaPOM/TiO2under regular
reaction conditions. The NaPOM/TiO2 featured an anisole conversion of 18%, and
primarily produced benzene. Less than 1 C mole % of the products were alkylated, thus
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showing that HDO activity dominates in the absence of Bronsted acidity. Experiments
performed with the bare TiO2support in flowing hydrogen resulted in anisole conversion
The reactor effluent contained ca. 6 C mole % phenol, 2 C mole

%

values < 10 %.

benzene and alkylated aromatics, and 2 C mole % of the alkylation product,
methylanisole. Although TiO2 is known to possess both Lewis and Bronsted acid sites,
these data show that the support does not promote HDO/alkylation to a significant extent.
It was observed in the 4-propylguaiacol runs that the alkylation rate and the product
distribution are impacted by the degree of deoxygenation. To study this effect, anisole
was co-fed into the reactor with either an equimolar amount of ethylbenzene or
ethylphenol while keeping the total molar flow of oxygenates constant (Figure 6.10).
When compared to a pure anisole feed base case, an ethylbenzene co-feed resulted in
a decrease in the anisole alkylation selectivity from 54% to 47 % at similar conversions
of 81% and 96%, respectively. Interestingly, although no ethylbenzene alkylation products
(e.g., ethyltoluene) were observed, co-feeding ethylphenol yielded mixed alkylation
products, such as methylethylphenol. The addition of ethyl phenol also resulted in a lower
conversion of the anisole (75%). Given that mixed alkylation occurs with ethylphenol, but
not with ethylbenzene, we hypothesize that the presence of oxygen is essential for the
alkylation reaction to occur. This observation is consistent with the 4-propylguaiacol
results that resulted in the highest yield of alkylated products when the HDO conversion
was the lowest. Furthermore, when the HDO conversion was increased, the reaction
favored mono and di alkylation products because the oxygen was removed before
additional alkylation reactions could occur. We posit that the presence of oxygen in the
molecular structure either allows for binding to the surface for the reaction to occur or
provides electron density to promote electrophilic aromatic substitution. Additionally, the
formation of mixed alkylation products supports the proposed alkylation pathway in Figure
6.3, since alkyl groups are leaving the anisole and coupling onto a different oxygenate.
Ultimately, the two reactions are highly coupled because the yield of alkylated products
is low with no HDO activity, but also is reduced at high HDO conversion.
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Figure 6.8: Control experiments performed to obtain insights into the reaction mechanism.
All reactions were run with 200 uL/hr of anisole, 300 mg of catalyst, 70 mL/min gas flow
rate at 593 K. TiO2/H2 is titanium dioxide run with hydrogen gas. NaPOM/H2 is the sodium
POM run with hydrogen gas. POM/N2 is the acidic POM run with nitrogen. POM/H20/N2
is the acidic POM run with nitrogen and an additional 30 mol% water co-fed with the
anisole.
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Figure 6.9: Control reaction performed with Anisole with and without a co-feed of water.
All reactions were run with 200 uL/hr of anisole, 300 mg of catalyst, 70 mL/min gas flow
rate at 593 K. Water was co-fed at 30 mol% using a saturator upstream of the reactor.
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Figure 6.10: Mole balance performed around the methoxy group of anisole with different
co-feeds. The methyl alkylation bin is defined as the mole percent of methoxy groups that
went into alkylating anisole. The mixed alkylation bin signifies the fraction of methoxy
groups that alkylated the co-feed such as methylethylbenzene and methylethylphenol.
The experiment with ethyl benzene had 5% unreacted methoxy groups whereas the
experiment performed with ethyl phenol had 30% unreacted methoxy species.

6.4 Conclusions
Molybdenum based POMs are highly active bi-functional catalysts for coupled HDO and
alkylation of lignin model compounds. Specifically, these catalysts convert anisole into a
range of alkylated arenes with alkylation and HDO selectivity values of 30% and 72%,
respectively, at 82% conversion after 7 h on stream. 4-Propylguaiacol, a product from the
RCF of lignin, was also deoxygenated over POM/TiO2. Under the conditions tested, a 4propylguaiacol conversion of 92% was observed with an alkylation selectivity of 42% to
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alkylated phenols. A decrease <10% in catalyst activity was observed over 16 h for both
reactants. Additionally, a high conversion reaction using 4-propylguaiacol generated a 40
% yield of propylbenzene, 21 % yield of alkylated propylbenzenes and a 17 % yield of
alkylated 4-propylphenol. Finally, a potential reaction mechanism for which HDO and
alkylation occurs was postulated. The mechanism is based on catalyst characterization
such as XPS, FT-IR pyridine adsorption, and additional reactivity studies with multi
component feeds. Insights into the active sites of the catalyst now allow for further catalyst
optimization through metal substitutions to modulate the Bronsted acidity and Lewis
acidity of the catalyst. Ultimately, balancing these two functionalities will further improve
the HDO/alkylation selectivity of the catalyst.
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Chapter 7
Direct Catalytic Fractionation and Deoxygenation of
Lignin to Aromatic Products
7.1 Summary
Direct conversion of lignin to aromatics (LTA) is demonstrated with molybdenum carbide
catalysts. A flow-through process was designed to simultaneously extract, depolymerize
and deoxygenate lignin in a single unit operation. Deoxygenation of lignin results in the
catalytic funneling of the product distribution to form either ethyl benzene or propyl
benzene. LTA was demonstrated with all three primary sources of biomass hardwood
(poplar, 7 C-mol% monomer yield), softwood (pine, 3 C-mol% monomer yield) and
herbaceous (corn stover, 17.3 C-mol% monomer yield). The yields in the process were
found to be limited by the extraction step of LTA process. Kinetic studies performed on
the system showed that solvolysis (the extraction of lignin from biomass) has a first order
dependence on methanol. Additionally, at low methanol concentrations the activation
energy for solvolysis was found to be 12.1 kJ

mol1 implying that at low methanol

concentrations transport of methanol into the biomass to extract lignin is limiting. The
yields from the LTA process were compared with RCF, a similar process designed to just
extract and depolymerize lignin, and identical C-molar yields were obtained. Therefore,
molybdenum carbide catalysts do not result in mass losses in the depolymerization or
upgrading steps of LTA. Finally, post reaction characterization of the carbide indicated
that the carbide structure was maintained throughout the reaction with real biomass.

7.2 Introduction
Lignocellulosic biomass serves as an inexpensive, abundant and carbon neutral source
for producing renewable fuels and chemical intermediates. Though many strategies have
been developed to utilize biomass, most of these processes have focused on the
conversion of carbohydrate fractions of biomass. However, lignin, typically constituting up
to 30 wt% of biomass, is currently underutilized and no processes exist for the large scale
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valorization of lignin. Many methods exist for removing or re-arranging lignin to enable
polysaccharides utilization (e.g. in the pulp and paper or bio-ethanol industries), but most
of these strategies significantly alter the chemical structure of lignin post-treatment. Such
treatments usually necessitate harsh subsequent lignin upgrading conditions that result
in a suite of products, which can only be used as low-value hydrocarbons, or more
commonly render lignin as a low-value process fuel. The key challenge in upgrading lignin
to valuable chemicals lies in the development of a catalytic system, which can efficiently
convert lignin to a small distribution of products, while selectively maintaining lignin's
valuable natural aromatic structure.

Several techniques have been proposed to overcome the lignin condensation issues
caused by traditional pretreatments. These can be broadly summarized as passive
preservation and active stabilization. 2 3

6

Passive preservation techniques use milder

extraction conditions to preserve the p-0-4 lignin structure and retain reactivity for
depolymerization in a later process step, but the mild conditions also result in limited
yields. High lignin extraction yields require harsher conditions, which result in p-O-4
cleavage

and, without

any

stabilization

mechanism,

recondensation.286

Active

stabilization techniques utilize additives or reduction catalysts to quench reactive
intermediates and stabilize lignin fragments after they are extracted but before they can
re-condense. 23 6 One example is reductive catalytic fractionation (RCF), which operates
in a two-step process: first, a solvolysis step utilizes a solvent to extract lignin fragments
from biomass. Then, before the fragments can irreversibly condense, they are transported
to the surface of a heterogeneous redox-active catalyst where they react with hydrogen
in a hydrogenolysis/hydrogenation step to produce stable monomers and small
oligomers. 1 2 0

287

This simultaneous extraction and

stabilization achieves yields

approaching the theoretical limit of maximum monomer production from the cleavage of

p-0-4 ether bonds in lignin (e.g., 22-49% for hardwoods assuming a 47-70% p-0-4
linkage content and complete lignin extraction).

245

Furthermore, the solid carbohydrates

remaining after RCF have been demonstrated to be good substrates for enzymatic
hydrolysis to produce sugars.
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While the yields are promising, the high oxygen content of RCF lignin oil (20-25 wt %)
results in low volatility (boiling points > 541 K) preventing these products from being
directly utilized as fuel additives. Complete utilization of the lignin oil from RCF requires
methods to upgrade the monomers as well as the high molecular weight species, which
account for approximately 50 wt% of the total lignin oil yield. Hydrodeoxygenation is a
promising approach because it could provide catalytic funneling for the monomer fraction
from a variety of guaiacol and syringol species to only alkylated benzenes (see Figure 7.1
below). It would also increase the heating value and volatility of the high molecular weight
species, making them good candidates as fuel additives. This increase in volatility also
makes standard separations techniques such as distillation feasible.
SOH
O OOH

0

OH

O

OH

OH\
OH

Desired
Reaction

HO

Figure 7.1: Desired complete HDO reaction while retaining aromatic structure of some
sample RCF products including propyl guaiacol, propanol syringol and a P-1 dimer.
HDO of phenolic model compounds has been extensively investigated using supported
5
13213
130
130
13 2
late transition metal catalysts. Metals such as Ru129- , Pd ,132-133, Pt , 133, Ni
and Co

133, 136

on a variety of supports have shown high activity in HDO of phenol,

guaiacol, alkylated phenols and guaiacols, and even RCF ligninoil

137 .

However, these

catalysts saturate the aromatic rings and result in a product distribution consisting of a
variety of alkanes. Typically, these studies are performed in batch reactions with high
hydrogen pressures (3-10 MPa) and temperatures (423 - 573 K) with reaction times
130
13
ranging from 1-8 h. Several groups have proposed similar reaction schemes

1

135,

stating that these processes proceed by heterogeneous hydrogenation of the aromatic
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ring on the metal catalyst to form saturated cyclohexanols, followed by removal of the
alcohol group through an acid catalyzed hydrolysis reaction (Figure 7.2). The hydrolysis
reaction required to remove the OH group in this reaction scheme is not active in the
presence of aromatics, meaning there is no possibility of retaining benzene or alkylated
benzenes with these catalytic systems.
OH

6

OH

0

2H2

H2

H0

H2

1 3 0 1 31
Figure 7.2: Reaction network for HDO of phenol by late transition metal catalysts -

135

To decrease the hydrogen consumption and preserve the aromatic nature of lignin
compounds, research has been performed on catalysts that can selectively and directly
HDO hydroxylated and methoxylated aromatics without hydrogenating the ring. Some
catalysts that show activity toward direct HDO of aromatics include CoMo sulfide
1 40 14 2
supported on y-alumina1 3 8 , FeMo phosphide1 3 9 , molybdenum oxides
- , molybdenum

polyoxometallates 14 3 , and molybdenum carbide. Mo2C has been shown to be active for
vapor-phase anisole HDO at ambient pressures and low temperatures (420 - 520 K) with
high benzene selectivity (>90%) and high hydrogen efficiency (cyclohexane selectivity
<9%).144

With more realistic model lignin streams containing anisol, m-cresol, 1,2-

dimethoxybenzene and guaiacol under atmospheric pressure at 533-553 K, high aromatic
yield (>90%) was obtained with low selectivity to cyclohexane and methylcyclohexane
(<10%).145 Liquid phase continuous HDO of phenol dissolved in decane over a packed

bed of 15 wt% Mo2C on TiO2 at 3500C and 25 bar achieved >60% conversion with >90%
selectivity to benzene. That conversion could be increased to >90% without losing
selectivity to benzene by increasing the temperature to 400°C.146 Liquid phase batch HDO
of organosolv and kraft lignin in dodecane with Mo2C on carbon nanofiber supports at
300°C showed some conversion of monomeric lignin species into oxygen free benzene,
toluene and xylene (BTX). 1 4 7 Although the total yield of oxygen free monomeric species
was low (<5%) this can likely be attributed to the high recalcitrance of the lignin sources.
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Herein, we demonstrate the incorporation of HDO catalysts into the lignin extraction and
upgrading process as a new active stabilization strategy that both depolymerizes and
deoxygenates lignin in one step. Furthermore, we demonstrate that the process can be
performed

in a

semi-continuous flow-through

process

making

it scalable and

economically viable. By combining knowledge gained from current lignin extraction
techniques and HDO catalysts, our process is compatible with the conditions necessary
for both lignin extraction and HDO, enabling the conversion of lignin from real biomass to
HDO products at higher yields and selectivities than have been seen in the open literature.
This process is an improvement on established active stabilization strategies such as
RCF because it results in a product distribution that is easily utilized in high-volume
chemical industries without any necessity for further downstream upgrading. It is also an
improvement on the model compound and lignin HDO studies found in the literature,
because we have utilized whole biomass as a starting material and streamlined the
stabilization and upgrading process.

7.3 Experimental Methods
Flowthrough Dual-Bed Reactor (FDBR) Procedure: The flowthrough dual bed reactor
(FDBR) was designed with switchable biomass beds physically separated from the
catalyst in a separate upstream reactor allowing for uninterrupted biomass processing
and independent temperature control in each reactor. The reduction reactor (containing
catalyst) was made out of 1/4" OD stainless steel tubing cut to a length of 18". The
reduction reactor was heated in an insulated single-zone split furnace (Applied Test
Systems Series 3210) with aluminum blocks to aid heat transfer. A K-type thermocouple
(Omega) was situated inside the stainless steel reactor immediately below the catalyst
bed to measure the reactor temperature, which was regulated by a temperature controller
(Digi-Sense TC9500). The solvent was fed to the reactor by an HPLC pump (Waters 515)
and the hydrogen flow rate was controlled with a mass flow controller (Brooks
SLA5850S1BAB1B2A1). The liquid samples were collected at room temperature in a
gas/liquid separator (Gage &Valve Co.). The pressure of the system was controlled with
a back pressure regulator (Swagelok 0-1000 psig KPB1LOA412P20000).
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The reactors were packed in the following order: 1) Silicon carbide chips (Sigma-Aldrich)
up to the level of the thermocouple; 2) " quartz wool plug; 3) Catalyst precursor (see insitu catalyst preparation below); 4) %" quartz wool plug; 5) silicon carbide to the top of the
reactor

The biomass containing reactor tubes were %" OD and 6"long. The biomass only reactors
were heated using a custom-built heating unit constructed with heat tape (Briskheat
TBIHO51-040LD),

quartz wool

insulation

(Chemglass

CGQ-0690-01)

and

high

temperature cloth tape (Grainger 4YME8) and regulated with a controller (Digi-Sense
TC9500) based on the temperature at the center of the reactor at the inlet of the biomass
bed. The biomass tubes were connected to the catalyst tube using 1/16" OD tubing to
allow for cooling between the reactors and reduce the dead volume in the reactor system.
The tubes were packed in a similar fashion as the single reactor: borosilicate beads to
the level of the thermocouple; %" glass wool plug; biomass; %" glass wool plug;
borosilicate beads to the top of the tube.

Flow-through LTA and RCF: Reactions were run at 200-240°C in the biomass reactor and
300°C in the catalyst reactor. A pressure of 6 MPa was maintained throughout the system.
A solvent system of 4% methanol in toluene by volume was used, but different solvent
systems are possible in this process. The liquid flowrate was 0.5 mL/min and the
hydrogen flowrate was 50 mL/min STP.

Samples were taken every 10 or 20 min. The samples were cumulative over the sample
interval, i.e. the liquid was allowed to collect in the gas liquid separator and the entire
accumulated sample over 10-20 min was emptied for a 5-10 mL sample. This means that
the samples were time-averaged over the sample interval, but allowed for tracking of the
cumulative oil and monomer yields. 20 min sample time was chosen arbitrarily and the
system could be sampled as often as every min.
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For a standard 3 h reaction, ten 20 min samples were taken. The first sample did not
contain products due to a lag time in the system from the heating time and void volume
in the reactor.

Monomer Quantification: A GC sample was prepared by adding one drop (-7 mg) of 5
wt% tritertbutybenzene (Sigma Aldrich, 99%) in toluene, which was used as a standard,
followed by 1 mL of the solution to be measured to a GC-vial. The weights of standard
and sample were noted to allow for quantification of the products. Calibration curves were
made with ethyl benzene (Sigma Aldrich), propyl benzene (Sigma Aldrich), allyl syringol
(Alfa Aesar) and propyl guaiacol (Sigma Aldrich) by preparing serial dilutions of known
concentrations and plotting the wt% ratio vs the area ratio between the sample of interest
and the standard.

The samples were injected using an Agilent Technologies 7693 autosampler. A 1 pL
injection was used with a split ratio of 10:1. A 30 m x 250 pm x 0.25 pm

Agilent

Technologies DB-1701 column was installed in an Agilent 7890A GC system. The inlet
temperature was set to 2800C and the oven was programmed to ramp from 500C to 280C
at a rate of 10°C min- for a total run time of 29 min. A flame ionization detector (FID) was
used to quantify the products.

Synthesis of catalysts: The molybdenum carbide was synthesized by isolating the catalyst
reactor from the biomass reactor and carburizing precursor in-situ. Then after
carburization, the reactor could be filled with solvent and heated without ever exposing
the catalyst to oxygen.

The carburization procedure is as follows: 70 mL/min of 21% CH4/H2, heat to 650°C over
3.5 h, hold at 6500C for 2 h, scavenge in

H2

(55 mL/min) for 1 h at 650°C, cool to room

temperature in flowing hydrogen (55 mL/min).

7.4 Results and Discussion
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One of the main challenges with a direct lignin to aromatics process is the solvent system.
In general, the solvents that facilitate lignin extraction are polar and protic and thus oxygen
containing, such as methanol. These solvents are inherently incompatible with
hydrodeoxygenation catalysts, which will react with the solvent to remove oxygen. This
has two negative impacts: first, the catalyst will react with methanol to form methane, thus
decreasing the value and preventing solvent recycling, and second, the solvent would
occupy all of the catalytic sites reducing the activity for converting lignin products. A onestep liquid-phase flow-through process in which a small amount of sacrificial solvent is
used to extract the lignin, which is sent directly to an HDO catalyst for conversion of ligninto-aromatics (LTA), was developed.

A low volume fraction of methanol in toluene was chosen as a solvent system for flowthrough LTA. This system is advantageous because methanol facilitates lignin extraction,
the mixtures are highly miscible, toluene has a slight dipole moment to encourage lignin
solubility, and toluene is oxygen-free and stable over molybdenum carbide catalysts.
Additionally, the low vapor pressure of toluene provides a favorable vapor-liquidequilibrium for low methanol concentration mixtures to enable higher temperature
extraction and reduction. RCF was performed with different solvent compositions of
MeOH/toluene and solvolysis temperatures to understand the impact of reducing the
concentration of methanol on the extraction of poplar wood (Figure 7.3).
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Figure 7.3: Cumulative monomer yields from RCF of poplar wood with different
MeOH/toluene

compositions at two

different extraction temperatures.

Reaction

conditions: 1 g poplar wood, 0.3 g of 15% Ni/C (50/50) SiO2 (100-200 mesh), solvolysis
bed 190-210°C, reduction bed 190 0C, 0.5 mL min- 1 solvent, 50 mL min-' H2 at 60 bar total
pressure.

Initially, RCF was performed in pure methanol to benchmark the lignin extraction rate and
cumulative monomer yield. RCF with both the solvolysis and reduction beds both at 1900 C
resulted in a monomer yield 16.9 wt% at 3 h on stream. When the solvent composition
was changed to 15% MeOH/toluene the cumulative monomer yield decreased to 6.6 wt%
at 3 h on stream. As expected, solvolysis shows a very strong dependence on the
methanol concentration. The temperature of the solvolysis bed was then increased to
improve the rate of solvolysis, which ultimately will produce more monomers. RCF was
performed with pure methanol at 210°C for the solvolysis bed and 1900 C for the reduction
bed. The cumulative monomer yield was 18.0 wt%, which was only slightly higher than
what was observed at 1900 C. Three different solvent compositions were tested at 210°C:
15, 10 and 5 % MeOH/toluene. The highest monomer yield was obtained at 15%
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MeOH/toluene and was 14.1 wt%. The monomer yield decreased 7.0 wt% when the
solvent composition was dropped to 10% MeOH/toluene and dropped further to 2.7 wt%
at 5% MeOH/toluene (80 min on stream). The rate of solvolysis can be determined from
the initial monomer yields for each condition. Specifically, the cumulative molar yield from
each flow-through RCF is fit with a linear model from 20-60 min on stream, which provides
an initial molar rate of formation of monomers. This provides the rate of solvolysis since
enough catalyst was loaded in the reduction bed to lead to complete conversion of lignin
fragments. The rate of monomer formation was plotted in a log-log plot with the
concentration of methanol used for each RCF process (Figure 7.4). This is allows for the
measurement of the solvolysis reaction order with respect to methanol. A first order
was

dependence

observed

methanol

for

in

the

concentration

range

5-15%

MeOH/toluene. 100% methanol was also shown to indicate that after a high concentration
of methanol is achieved there is diminishing returns in solvolysis rate and yield. It is
possible that low methanol concentrations could also result in mass transfer gradients
within the biomass leading to an expression for the concentration dependence of mass
transport.
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Figure 7.4: log-log plot of the molar rate of monomer formation. Reaction conditions: 1 g
poplar wood, 0.3 g of 15% Ni/C (50/50) SiO2 (100-200 mesh), solvolysis bed 190-210OC,
reduction bed 1900C, 0.5 mL min-1 solvent, 50 mL min-1

H2

at 60 bar total pressure.

Figure 7.5 shows the vapor liquid equilibrium generated in Aspen using NRTL of different
methanol and toluene mixtures at the flow-through reactor operating pressure of 60-70
bar. Based on this phase diagram, a solvent composition of 4% methanol in toluene,
which will likely form a new equilibrium composition of -2.2% MeOH/Toluene at 3000C in
the reduction bed but remain at 4% in the solvolysis bed where methanol is important.
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Figure 7.5: Binary phase diagram of methanol and toluene at 60-70 bar using the NRTL
property package in Aspen Plus.
The direct extraction, depolymerization and deoxygenation of lignin can be performed in
the dual bed reactor with a molybdenum carbide catalyst (Figure 7.6). LTA was performed
with 4% MeOH/toluene at 2200C in the solvolysis bed and 3000C for the HDO bed. LTA
was performed with the three different types of biomass herbaceous (corn stover),
hardwood (poplar) and softwood (pine). Deoxygenation of lignin monomers produces
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water leading to a decrease in the mass of the lignin monomer compared to a monolignols
in a polymer chain. To account for the loss of water carbon moles are used to quantify
monomer yields. Carbon content of most lignin in native plants ranges from 50-60 wt%.
Therefore, for these studies the carbon content of these different sources of biomass were
assumed to be 56 wt%. LTA of Pine wood produced primarily propyl benzene and methyl
propyl benzene with a small amount of propyl cyclohexane. Complete HDO of the
monomeric products was confirmed as no propyl phenol or other oxygenates were
observed. The catalyst does perform other side reactions such as ring hydrogenation and
ring alkylation. Pine wood shows the lowest monomer yield of 3 C-mol%. Softwood are
known to produce low monomer yields from RCF (10-15% monomers at complete lignin
extraction) due to the low number of p-O-4 linkages present in the lignin. Poplar wood
produced the same product distribution as pine wood as both poplar and pine wood have
typical syringyl/guaiacyl lignin. An intermediate monomer yield of 7 C-mol% was obtained
from poplar wood after 3 h on stream. The product distribution from corn stover was
different from the other two biomass samples. The lignin structure of herbaceous biomass
is more complex due to the incorporation of hydroxycinnamates. Under RCF/LTA
conditions free hydroxycinnamates have a propensity to undergo decarboxylation
reactions to generateC02 and ethyl phenol. Deoxygenation of ethyl phenol then will
produce ethyl benzene. Indeed, LTA of corn stover resulted in the production of ethyl
benzene, methyl ethyl benzene and a small amount of ethyl phenol (98.3% selectivity
towards deoxygenated products) at early times. Propyl benzene and methyl propyl
benzene were also produced since corn stover does also contain syringyl and guaiacyl
units in its lignin. Additionally, deoxygenation of the carboxylic acid from

the

hydroxycinammates will also produce propyl benzene. Corn stover produced the highest
yield of 17.3 C-mol% at 3 h on stream. The increase in yield is directly related to the
hydroxycinnamates present in corn stover which are absent in poplar and pine. The
hydroxycinnamates exist as ester linked species in the lignin and therefore are easier to
liberate at these severely solvolysis limited conditions.
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Figure 7.6: Cumulative monomer yields produced from the LTA process with pine wood,
poplar wood and corn stover at different times on stream. Reaction conditions: 1 g
biomass, 1.15g molybdenum carbide, 4% MeOH/toluene 0.5 mL min-1 , 50 mL min -1H2 at
60 bar total pressure, 2200C solvolysis bed and 3000C reduction/HDO bed.
The highest yield of aromatics was achieved with corn stover, which is still limited by the
solvolysis reaction. The solvolysis bed temperature was varied from 200, 220 and 2400C
with 4% MeOH/toluene to determine to understand changes in monomer yields and
production rates. This study was also performed with three fresh beds of corn stover,
which were depolymerized and deoxygenated sequentially over the same catalyst bed
maintained at 3000C. Therefore, the reactor was operated semi-continuously to convert
corn stover lignin in aromatics. The monomer yields from the three flow-through
extractions are shown in Figure 7.7. The cumulative yield of aromatics produced with a
2000C solvolysis temperature was 13.5 C-mol% (100% selectivity towards HDO) at 3 h
when the solvolysis temperature was increased to 2200C the monomer yield increased to
17.3 C-mol% (98.8% HDO selectivity). The solvolysis temperature was further increased
to 240°C and resulted in a monomer yield of 17.0 C-mol% (97.2% HDO selectivity).
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Similar cumulative monomer yield and HDO selectivity were obtained from 2200C and
2400C solvolysis indicating that the catalyst performance had not changed considerable
over the course of the semi-continuous operation. If catalyst deactivation had played a
major role in the halt in the growth in yield a much lower HDO selectivity would be
expected. That would indicate the catalyst was unable to reductively cleave and stabilize
lignin solvolysis intermediates leading to incomplete depolymerization or condensation of
the lignin.
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Figure 7.7: Cumulative monomer yield as a function of time for three consecutive biomass
beds operated at extraction temperatures of 200, 220 and 2400 C over the same
molybdenum carbide catalyst. Conditions: 0.5 mL/min 4 vol% MeOH/toluene, 50 mL/min
H2,

1.15 g molybdenum carbide, 300°C reduction, 60 bar.
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The initial rates from corn stover LTA performed at a solvolysis temperature of 200, 220
and 2400 C indicate that mass transfer limitations play a role in monomer yields from LTA.
The initial rates from the three corn stover experiments were calculated by extrapolative
the initial cumulative C-molar monomer yields for each experiment. From the rates, an
activation energy could be determined from an Arrhenius plot (Figure 7.8). A low apparent
activation barrier was of 12.1 kJ mol-1 was obtained for the corn stover solvolysis with 4%
MeOH/toluene. The low activation barrier likely implies a mass transport limitation in the
system. This could be caused by the low concentration of methanol, which the rate of
solvolysis is highly dependent on methanol. Potentially, methanol cannot diffuse into the
biomass pores fast enough to perform the reactive extraction of biomass. Alternatively,
lignin fragments might have a low solubility in the 4% MeOH/toluene mixture leading to
slow lignin extraction kinetics.
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Figure 7.8: Arrhenius plot generated from initial solvolysis rates from corn stover LTA.
Reaction conditions: 1 g corn stover, 1.15 g molybdenum carbide, 200, 220 and 240°C
solvolysis over the

same molybdenum

carbide

catalyst, 0.5

mL/min
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MeOH/toluene, 50 mL/min H2, 300 0C reduction, 60 bar.
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Carbide catalysts promote alkylation reactions under LTA conditions. All three reactions
where the solvolysis temperature was varied showed a 15% selectivity towards methyl
alkylation (Figure 7.9). A similar alkylation selectivity between each reaction indicates that
alkylation likely occurred over the molybdenum carbide as opposed to in the solvolysis
bed. The carbide bed was maintained at a constant temperature whereas the solvolysis
was performed at different temperatures and should have shown some variation in
alkylation selectivity if homogenous alkylation had occurred. Methyl alkylation could occur
through two different processes. Methyl alkylation could occur through either an
intermolecular reaction between methanol and lignin/monomers or an intramolecular
rearrangement of the methoxy groups from lignin/monomers. This was tested by
switching the solvent composition to 4% EtOH/toluene, which would produce ethylalkylated products.

As expected, EtOH mediated LTA produced a host of ethyl

substituted ethyl benzenes and propyl benzenes (Figure 7.10). The use of EtOH in LTA
resulted in a lower monomer yield of 12 C-mol%. Schutsyer et al. previously has shown
that EtOH is a worse at performing solvolysis than methanol.

1 08

Therefore, alkylation

reactions are primarily occur through an intermolecular alkylation from the solvent.
Sullivan et al. have previously shown that surface oxygen coverage of carbides can
6 3,
modulate the activity of the catalyst to perform different sets of reactions.22-2
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A

pristine carbide without exposure to oxygen will behave similar to a metallic catalyst and
perform hydrogenation chemistry. At high oxygen coverage an oxide phase dominates
the surface and will lead to the formation of bronsted acid sites, which are likely
responsible for the alkylation chemistry.

An intermediate coverage will lead to oxide

islands on the surface that lead to both the presence of acid sites for alkylation, but also
reduction sites that can lead to hydrodeoxygenation reactions.
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Figure 7.9: Alkylation selectivity from LTA with corn stover at different solvolysis
temperatures. Reaction conditions: 1 g corn stover, 1.15 g molybdenum carbide, 200,
220 and 240°C solvolysis over the same molybdenum carbide catalyst, 0.5 mL/min 4
vol% MeOH/toluene, 50 mLmin H2, 3000C reduction, 60 bar.
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Figure 7.10: Alkylation products from LTA of corn stover with methanol and ethanol.
Reaction conditions: 1 g corn stover, 1.15 g molybdenum carbide, 220°C solvolysis, 0.5
mL/min 4 vol% MeOH or EtOH in toluene, 50 mL/min H2, 300°C reduction, 60 bar.
To compare the yields and distributions from LTA to RCF, two experiments were run
keeping the solvent composition and the biomass extraction conditions constant (0.5
rnL/min 4 vol % methanol in toluene, 2200C, 1 g corn stover sieved to <0.25 mm), but
changing the catalyst conditions. An RCF experiment was run with 150 mg of 15 wt%
Ni/C at 2000C and an LTA experiment utilized (1.15 g) unsupported molybdenum carbide
at 3000C, both flowing 50 mL/min of hydrogen and 0.5 mL/min of solvent containing
extracted lignin directly from the biomass reactor. Holding the extraction conditions
constant meant that the same concentration and distribution of lignin fragments reached
the catalyst bed in each case, enabling direct comparison of the monomer distributions
and yields (Figure 7.11). Monomer yields on a carbon-mole basis were the same between
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flow-through RCF (16.9 C-mol%) and direct LTA at (17.3 C-mol%). This was encouraging,
because both experiments were operating under solvolysis limiting conditions, and
complete cleavage of lignin ether linkages at the catalyst bed should yield the same
number of monomers, confirming that the HDO catalyst was not performing any
significant side reactions. The monomer distribution was more favorable in the LTA case,
producing a small distribution of mostly propyl benzene and ethyl benzene (Figure 7.12a).
In contrast, the RCF product distribution consisted of a variety of oxygenates including
ethyl and propyl phenols, guaiacols, syringols as well as coumarate and ferulate (Figure
7.12b)
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Figure 11: Comparison of flow-through RCF and LTA. Cumulative monomer yields from
RCF and LTA on a carbon-mole basis over a 3 h reaction with 1 g corn stover (<0.25mm),
0.5 mL/min 4 vol% methanol in toluene, 2200C extraction, 300°CM2Cfor LTA, 2000 C
15 wt% Ni/C for RCF, 50 mL/min H2.
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Figure 12: Comparison of flow-through RCF and LTA. a) GC-FID chromatogram for LTA
at 40 min on stream, b) GC-FID chromatogram for RCF at 40 min on stream. Reaction
Conditions: 3 h flow-through reaction with 1 g corn stover (<0.25mm), 0.5 mL/min 4 vol%
methanol in toluene, 220°C extraction, 3000 C Mo2C for LTA, 200 0 C 15 wt% Ni/C for RCF,
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Post reaction characterization of the catalyst after reaction with corn stover showed that
the carbide phase was maintained (Figure 7.13). The separation of the solvolysis and
reduction/HDO bed allowed for easy isolation of the catalyst for post reaction
characterization. Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) of the catalyst showed that the carbide
phase was maintained throughout the course of the reaction. Only peaks for molybdenum
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carbide were observed, indicating that bulk oxidation of the catalyst had not occurred
during the HDO reaction of lignin and methanol. The surface area of the catalyst was also
measured after reaction by N2physisorption and was found to be 13.9 m 2 g.
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Figure 13: Catalyst characterization. a) Powder X-Ray diffraction pattern of catalyst postreaction with lignin, peaks labelled withM2Cstandard pattern, b) surface area of the
post reaction catalyst determined using N2physisorption.

7.5 Conclusion
Understanding the parameters that impact solvolysis and role of the catalyst in RCF have
allowed for the design of a catalytic system in a flow-through reactor to simultaneously
extract, depolymerize and upgrade lignin in one contained unit operations. The LTA
process is highly advantageous as the lignin monomers can directly be utilized in
conventional petrochemical processes. Additionally, the removal of oxygen from lignin
causes all monomers produced to all funnel into a single product, propyl benzene. The
deoxygenation of lignin also greatly improves the volatility making separation of lignin
monomers and oligomers much more feasible (currently, a major challenge of RCF). LTA
was performed with 4% MeOH/toluene at 2200C in the solvolysis bed and 3000C for the
HDO bed. Solvolysis was performed with 4% MeOH/toleuene at a variety of temperatures
with little improvement observed above 220°C. A mass transfer limitation is suspected in
the solvolysis step based on an apparent activation barrier of 12.1 kJ mol' measured for
corn stover in 4% MeOH/toluene. LTA was performed with the three different types of
biomass herbaceous (corn stover), hardwood (poplar) and softwood (pine). Pine shows
the worst monomer yield as softwood are known to produce low monomer yields. Poplar
shows an intermediate yield of 7 C-mol% (yields performed in C-mol% since the loss of
oxygen skews mass yields). Corn stover shows the highest yield of 17 C-mol%. The
increase in yield is directly related to the hydroxycinnamates present in corn stover which
are absent in poplar and pine. The hydroxycinnamates exist as ester linked species in the
lignin and therefore are easier to liberate at these severely solvolysis limited conditions.
Aromatic ring alkylation was also observed at -15 selectivity and was determined to come
primarily from solvent alkylation. This was confirmed by switching to 4% EtOH/toluene,
which caused all the alkylation products to switch to ethyl substituted propyl aromatics.
Finally, an RCF reaction was compared to the LTA process to understand if the carbide
catalyst leads to carbon losses from either unproductive side reactions, lignin
condensation or incomplete aryl ether cleavage. RCF and LTA showed identical C-mol%
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yields of monomers indicating the carbide is an effective catalyst for the simultaneous
depolymerization and upgrading of lignin.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Outlook
8.1 Conclusion
This thesis focused on developing scalable extraction and depolymerization methods for
lignin, and the conversion of monomers produced from lignin into direct replacements of
petroleum-based

chemicals.

Lignin,

cellulose

and

are

hemicellulose

principal

components of biomass. Biomass is an abundant and renewable source of carbon. It is
an excellent feedstock to economically and sustainably produce carbon-neutral fuels and
chemicals. Such production is critical as the environmental effects of mankind's energy
use grow increasingly acute. Although carbohydrates have long been studied and shown
to be versatile feedstocks, lignin, the largest source of natural aromatics, is typically
destroyed in carbohydrate processing. We constructed a reductive pathway to extract and
depolymerize

lignin

into

phenols.

Furthermore,

we

developed

a

mechanistic

understanding of the process and designed a novel reactor for the conversion of biomass.
Finally, we converted lignin derived phenols into alkylated aromatics for integration into
existing chemical and energy infrastructure.
Lignin is an aromatic polymer synthesized in the cell walls of plants through a free radical
polymerization. The primary building blocks of lignin are p-hydroxycoumaryl alcohol,
coniferyl alcohol and sinapyl alcohol. The polymerization of these phenolic monomers
can lead to a variety of different chemical linkages, chain lengths and branching within
the lignin polymer. The most abundant and labile bond in the lignin structure is the p-O-4
ether linkage with the remaining linkages consisting of a myriad of strong carbon-carbon
bonds. Therefore, lignin conversion strategies rely on the selective cleavage of p-0-4
ether bonds to depolymerize lignin. Industrially, lignin is typically removed from biomass
through extraction processes, which utilize strong acid or base to cleave lignincarbohydrate linkages. Lignin undergoes many side reactions in these extraction
processes that lead to the degradation of p-0-4 bonds. This causes the condensation of
lignin into a recalcitrant solid, which is burned as a low grade fuel.
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We have established a lignin extraction procedure to produce phenols from lignin by
stabilizing intermediates produced during the extraction of lignin from biomass. Our
strategy to fractionate lignin from biomass into phenolic monomers is called reductive
catalytic fractionation. The process operates by adding a heterogeneous reduction
catalyst with whole biomass (milled corn stover, poplar wood or pine wood), solvent and
a reducing agent. Lignin extraction, when coupled with a reduction catalyst, produces
stable phenols. My research focuses on understanding and improving this process. We
discovered two key steps in the reductive conversion of lignin. First, lignin oligomers are
solubilized in a solvolytic step, as confirmed by gel permeation chromatography and 2-D
NMR. Therefore, lignin extraction is independent of the catalyst. This is followed by the
reduction of lignin at the catalyst. Identifying these two steps allowed us to design and
construct a dual bed flow-through reactor. In this design, the biomass and catalyst are
separated into two reactors where lignin solvolysis occurs in the first bed and then lignin
reduction occurs in the second bed. Flow-through chemistry allows for time resolved
sampling, independent control of each step, and semi-continuous conversion of biomass.
The physical separation of solvolysis and lignin reduction in flow-through reactors allows
for the direct measurement of the intrinsic kinetics and activation barriers for the solvolytic
extraction of lignin from biomass. Independent control of the temperature of each process
as well as the catalyst loading allowed lignin solvolysis to be isolated as the rate-limiting
step in the process. The near instantaneous yields obtained from the flow-through reactor
allowed initial extraction rates to be measured with real biomass. Extrapolation of the
initial rates of monomer formations at different extraction temperatures revealed the
apparent activation barrier for lignin extraction. Apparent activation barriers were also
measured in batch systems, which were found to have severe mass transport limitations
as evidenced by a low barrier. A reaction-diffusion model was derived from first principles
to confirm the scaling of the activation barrier between the two reactor configurations. The
method developed to measure the kinetics of lignin extraction from biomass is essential
for systematically studying solvent effect, co-catalysts and innate differences between
plant species.
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Solvolysis limited conditions allowed us to study the impact of the relative ratio of syringyl
units to guaiacyl units (S/G) in poplar lignin. The S/G ratio of the lignin has been
considered one of the deciding factors towards how many p-0-4 bonds form in lignin.
Therefore, S/G ratio has been predicted to impact the monomer yields that can be
obtained from biomass. High S lignin has less potential to make C-C bonds due to the
presence of a methoxy group in the 5 position on the aromatic ring. To study the impact
of S/G ratio, five natural genetic variants of poplar were studied, which have S/G ratios
ranging from 1.4 to 3.6 (58% S to 78% S). Surprisingly, all five wood samples showed
identical monomer yields, despite the distribution of monomers trending with syringol and
guaiacol content in the biomass. HSQC-NMR and GC-MS were used to identify oligomer
and dimer linkage types to understand if G type units form more carbon-carbon bonds,
as is hypothesized by the lignin research community. Mole balances generated from NMR
showed that S units were involved in more carbon-carbon bonds than G units, which was
further confirmed from the distribution of linkages from dimers measured by GC-MS. S/G
is not a critical parameter in the formation of p-0-4 linkages based on studies with poplar
natural variants.

Semi-continuous operation of the flow-through reactor allowed us to study the stability of
the catalyst under reaction conditions. A single catalyst bed was loaded into the reactor.
Fresh biomass beds were sequentially extracted and were fragmented over the single
catalyst bed. The monomer yield decreased as the reaction progressed suggesting
catalyst deactivation. To assess what caused the catalyst to deactivate, the catalyst was
characterized by TEM, ICP-AES and TGA. TEM of the catalyst before and after reaction
indicated that Ni nanoparticles sintered on the carbon support. ICP-AES showed that Ni
also leached from the carbon support when treated with biomass. TGA indicated that
material was strongly adsorbed to the surface of the catalyst or support potentially leading
to catalyst poisoning. Flow-through conversion of biomass is a powerful tool to gain
fundamental insights into the activity and stability of catalysts.
We have additionally developed an effective route to reductively convert lignin derived
phenols into multi-alkylated aromatics or propyl benzene by tuning the active sites on
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molybdenum catalysts. Phenols from lignin contain 20-30 wt% oxygen as hydroxyl and
methoxy substituents on the aromatic ring. Therefore,

hydrodeoxygenation can

selectively remove oxygen to improve volatility and reduce product complexity. We
studied the upgrading of lignin products in both liquid and gas phase flow-through
reactors. In the gas phase, we demonstrated that hydrodeoxygenation with molybdenum
polyoxometalates could selectively cleave aromatic C-O bonds without hydrogenating the
aromatic ring. Furthermore, the product distributions produced could be modified by
altering the surface properties of the catalyst. When the catalyst had both Lewis acidic
deoxygenation sites and Bronsted acidic alkylation sties, alkylated aromatics were
produced. Alternatively, alkylation was suppressed by removing Bronsted acidity through
ion exchange with Na+. We were able to then convert lignin into a single product - propyl
benzene. Propyl benzene can then be dehydrogenated to methyl styrene which when
polymerized has identical thermal and mechanical properties as polystyrene.
In the liquid phase, a process was developed to extract, depolymerize and upgrade lignin
from whole biomass into aromatics. Kinetic studies with different solvents identified
solvent pairs suitable for solvolysis and compatible with deoxygenation catalysts.
Moderate yields of propyl benzene and ethyl benzene were achieved with whole corn
stover, over a molybdenum carbide catalyst, in a single unit operation. Direct production
of aromatics from biomass removes many separations from lignin conversion. Therefore,
lignin conversion and deoxygenation provide a route to renewable production of valuable
aromatic chemicals and fuels.

8.2 Challenges and Opportunities
RCF and LTA have a lot of potential for lignin valorization, but many aspects of these
processes must be optimized and improved if it were to be considered economical. The
largest issue that plagues both processes is the high pressure used for the process due
to the solvent, which in turn then requires high-pressure hydrogen. Other issues are
unique to the individual process. Additional catalyst design will be required for RCF since
the catalyst was proven to be unstable in this work. Although this work outlines the basic
steps in which RCF occur more fundamental studies should still be performed to
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understand the reaction mechanisms for biomass extraction and catalytic hydrogenolysis.
The LTA process primary issue is from the incompatibility of solvents with the HDO
catalyst. Many other smaller issues exist for each process, but these are the main
limitations.

The high pressures used for RCF and LTA are used due to the high volatility of the
solvent. High temperatures are required to achieve an appreciable solvolysis rate, which
then leads to a high vapor pressure of the solvent. To maintain primarily a liquid phase in
the reactor the total pressure of the system must be higher than the vapor pressure of the
solvent. This leads to the use of high-pressure hydrogen in the system. This can increase
the cost of the process considerably due to additional compressor costs. It is currently
unknown what effect hydrogen pressure has on either of these processes and if there is
a way to avoid the gas compression issue. In batch reactors, high pressure is needed to
improve hydrogen solubility and in some cases compensate for poor mass transport of
the gas to the liquid leading to hydrogen-limited reactions. In flow-through reactors, the
mass transport should be much faster due to the high contact the gas has with the liquid
as the bubbles flow up the packed reactor. The hydrogen solubility on the other hand
could influence the rate in the flow reactor. Further studies should be performed with a
high boiling solvent, which is capable of performing solvolysis. Ethylene glycol has been
shown in batch to perform almost identically as MeOH at extracting lignin from biomass.
Therefore, the RCF solvent could be switched to ethylene glycol to perform lower
pressure flow-through RCF. With more flexibility in operating pressure, a study can also
be performed to see if RCF is actually hydrogen limited by changing the pressure of
hydrogen used. This of course will increase separation costs since the solvent will now
require more energy to separate from the monomers and oligomers. An alternative
method to avoid high-pressure hydrogen would be to move to a hydrogen transfer
reactions. This has been demonstrated with IPA/Raney nickel or Pd/carbohydrates. This
would remove the need for high-pressure hydrogen from the system, but would still
require low-pressure hydrogen to regenerate the solvent in a second unit operation. The
use of sugars as the reducing agent is interesting, but must be considered in the
economics of the process. The oxidation of the sugars will result in potentially many
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different products, which leads to a twofold hit on the economics. Fewer sugars are
available for conversion to valuable products as well as additional separations may be
need to remove the degradation products. Therefore, a hydrogen transfer solvent that
must be regenerated is likely the better alternative, but the economics of the process
should be performed. Economics would directly indicate which option is superior. Another
alternative solution to this problem would be to use only high pressure and temperatures
for the solvolysis, which does not require hydrogen. The hydrogenolysis and lignin
reduction potentially can be performed at lower temperatures and hydrogen pressures.
Additional studies with either model compounds or real biomass could be performed to
study this by using a back pressure regulator/diaphragm to reduce the pressure by the
hydrogen is added to the system. This would require the development of both an active
and stable catalyst for RCF. If the catalyst is stable or can be easily regenerated than this
is likely the best option for reducing the hydrogen pressure in RCF.
Reducing the hydrogen pressure for the LTA process in the same way as RCF is
problematic. Most of the organic hydrogen transfer fluids also contain oxygen, and would
be deoxygenated by the catalyst. The best option for LTA is to change the solvent system
from an alcohol/toluene system. Changing the solvent system of LTA could potentially
solve both the issues of solvent incompatibility and hydrogen pressure. Switching the
solvent system to water/toluene or water/hydrocarbon system would alleviate some of
these issues. Water has a lower vapor pressure than methanol leading to a lower overall
reaction pressure and in turn hydrogen pressure. Water is also the product produced from
hydrodeoxygenation and therefore would not be destroyed during operation. As a reaction
product, it may influence the reaction equilibrium or surface coverage of the catalyst.
Indeed, water can influence the activity of HDO catalysts greatly. Metal oxide catalyst,
which rely on Lewis acid sites to perform HDO show reversible poisoning with water.
Alternatively, carbide catalysts, which have both oxide and metallic domains on the
surface, appear to be much more water tolerant. Therefore, the use of a water co-solvent
may not have too many detrimental effects on the catalyst. The water/hydrocarbon
mixture would need to be fed with two separate pumps, as the two are immiscible at room
temperature. This could also be problematic in terms of reproducibility in the system as
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the flow profile of the biphasic system could lead to channeling or odd flow profiles through
the beds. The addition of water may also improve solvolysis rates as well. Batch reactions
have shown that water is an effective solvent for lignin removal, but this may also cause
other issues such as lignin condensation and sugar solubilization. Moving from methanol
to water leads to the loss of a stabilizing agent for the benzylic a carbon of lignin.
Therefore, if dehydration does occur lignin recondensation is probable, but the presence
of water will also shift the equilibrium for dehydration. Water has also been shown to
hydrolyze glycosidic carbohydrate linkages. It is unclear if changing sugars would be able
to be extracted into the solvent pair with the high amount of non-polar solvent. Therefore,
additional studies would need to be performed to understand how water would influence
the LTA process. The production of aromatics from lignin can also be done is two stages.
An RCF process can be performed, and then the methanol is removed by distillation and
the lignin oil is directly deoxygenated in a second stage. This will completely remove the
loss of hydrogen to hydrogenate solvents and side products, which are not productive to
lignin valorization. The lignin oil also has a very low vapor pressure such that very high
temperatures could be used to convert it into aromatics. Furthermore, in this system the
lignin oil would have been stabilized prior to HDO by the RCF reduction catalyst hopefully
preventing a large amount of lignin condensation. The drawback of neat HDO of lignin oil
is the high viscosity of the oil. At room temperature, the oil barely flows. When the oil is
heated slightly to 40-60°C the viscosity of the oil is significantly reduced, but it may still
prove problematic in flow reactors. Flow reactors for HDO will be three phase reactors
with solid catalyst, liquid reactant and a gaseous reducing agent. The transport of the
hydrogen to the catalyst surface will be essential for the conversion of the lignin oil. The
high viscosity of the oils may prove challenging as large boundary layers may develop,
impeding transport of hydrogen to the catalyst surface. This may be preventable with the
addition of a co-solvent, but lignin oil shows limited solubility in most non-polar solvents
due to the high oxygen content of the oil. Therefore, many different studies and challenges
still exist for the fledgling LTA process.
The instability of the catalyst is a major issue with the RCF process. The many modes of
deactivation make this a challenging problem to solve. The sintering of the nickel catalyst
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implies that there is too weak of an interaction between the nickel nanoparticles. As such,
when the catalyst is exposed to high temperatures the nickel migrates to form large nickel
particles. The nickel support interaction could easily be tested by changing to different
oxide support, which should result in a more favorable nickel interaction. This can now
actually be performed in the flow reactor as the protocol for performing reduction-limited
studies on lignin has been developed. Additionally, altering the support may also influence
the contact and conversion of lignin. Lignin is aromatic and has an intermediate polarity.
Oxides with hydrophilic surfaces may lead to poor catalyst performance due to changes
in the contact time. Potentially it is possible to use dehydrate oxide catalyst or dehydrate
the catalyst in-situ to produce a hydrophobic surface to enhance rates. This would require
the removal of water from the biomass feedstock and the use of anhydrous methanol.
Altering the catalyst support interaction should only reduce sintering, but not leaching.
More elaborate catalyst architectures would be needed to prevent the dissolution of nickel
from the nanoparticles. One potential solution is to design catalysts, which are resistant
to leaching and sintering, would be to design core shell nanoparticles. Core shell particles
have an outer shell of a catalytically active material and a core of typically a cheaper
material. The shell must have favorable adsorption properties to properly wet the internal
material. The shell is also designed to be a sub-monolayer or monolayer. This
architecture could be very favorable for lignin conversion as the high bonding strength of
the catalyst shell to the core potentially could stop both sintering and leaching of the
catalyst. Furthermore, it is possible to use cores that contain HDO sites to develop more
active LTA catalysts. There is a lot of opportunity for the design of catalyst for lignin
conversion and the flow-through RCF reactor is the ideal platform to study new materials.
The exact mechanism for the cleavage of the p-O-4 is still unknown. Depending on the
reaction temperature, thermal degradation of the p-O-4 can occur, but at lower
temperatures, the catalyst clearly plays a role as well. Further studies will need to be
performed to understand the mechanism of the bond-breaking step. Model compounds
with different side chain functional groups and potentially deuterium labeling will be
essential for elucidating the mechanism of C-0 bond cleavage over redox catalysts. The
catalyst also performs a variety of different reduction reactions. The relative rates of these
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reactions are unknown and some of the factors, which influence them, are opaque. An
example would be the deoxygenation of the y hydroxyl group. Different catalyst will
perform a differing degree of deoxygenation of that hydroxyl group. It has been suggested
that it relates to the oxophilicity of the metal, but systematic studies have not been
performed. A more interesting question about the catalyst is the selectivity of the catalyst
to cleave C-0 bonds and hydrogenate side chain double bonds while avoiding aromatic
ring hydrogenation. Empirically it has been shown that the solvent plays a large role in
influencing this reactivity, but no studies have looked in detail at what is occurring at the
catalyst surface. There remain many fundamental studies to be performed on RCF
catalyst to truly understand this process.

The flow-through reactor allowed for the measurement of intrinsic properties of different
types of biomass. The studies performed in this work only outlined the power of flowthrough RCF for understanding biomass. Detailed studies should be performed to
understand differences in solvolysis activation barrier between different species.
Furthermore, these differences should be relayed back to the different LCC that exist
within biomass. Systematic studies on how these bonds cleave with different solvents
and temperature could inform what bond moiety is actually rate limiting for solvolysis.
Understanding what bond limit could lead to more targeted analysis of biomass by NMR
or other characterization techniques to understand what will lead to facile lignin extraction.
Another holistic approach to do this would be to screen natural variants from a single
plant family. In this thesis, poplar natural variants were studied with varying S/G ratios in
their lignin. This study showed no correlation between monomer yields and the S/G ratio
of the lignin. S/G ratio is only one of million different phenotypes displayed in plants.
Performing RCF on a variety of natural variants has the potential to inform what
phenotypes are in fact responsible for lignin recalcitrance. These phenotypes can then
be related back to the individual genes, which control lignin structure. Flow-through RCF
has an immense amount of potential for unravelling the complexity of biomass through
solvolysis-limited studies.

8.3 Outlook
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Flow-through RCF and LTA process developed in this thesis have considerable potential
to push forward the concept of biomass utilization as well as expanding our fundamental
understanding of biomass as a feedstock. RCF and LTA both contain many challenges
and short falls, but many of the issues that impact the economic viability of process can
be overcome with cleaver engineering solutions. The relatively new process to convert
lignin still has few high value products that can be produced. As research in biomass
conversion continues and more outlets for RCF products become available, the
economics could improve. Additionally, if the process can never truly be designed to be
economical, as many biomass process failed in the past, the wealth of information about
feedstocks and catalysts that can be obtained from a simple reaction will make these
processes a useful tool for characterization. Flow-through RCF does have a future and
will be interesting to see how it evolves.
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Appendix
A.1 Mass spectroscopy fragmentation patterns and assigned structures
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Additional unknown peaks are published in Joule.
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